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FBI Philippines Visit To
Shelter Global “Backbone”
Are the Feds coming all the way from downtown WE WILL NOT MEET WITH THEM AT ALL. AND
America offhand—like, before the CIA can even act? AT THIS TIME THERE WILL BE NO PICTURES!
BIG DAY TODAY, GET PREPARED
NO, the CIA has never been absent from the Philippines WE ARE NOT HERE FOR PUBLICITY; WE ARE
through all of this stuff. Well, it has protected our team HERE TO OFFER BACK WHAT IS RIGHTFULLY
Hatonn—Are earthquakes a’comin’? Yes, a BIG up to now, according to agreements, but it is time to THAT OF THE PHILIPPINES. AND, WE EXPECT
ONE. It is called the Head of the FBI and his head reach out for better protection—TODAY, E.J.
TOTAL RESPECT, SECURITY AND SAFETY.
honchos. Ah, indeed, they are “coming to help fight
If this is not big enough to interest these newspaper
For your security, I ask that you remain on the more
crime in the Philippines”, you know, as in drugs, street inaccessible floors of the Hotel so that security can be publishers and columnists, then so be it. You have met
crime, etc. You realize, don’t you, that the FBI always maintained. And we have to present more public with Soliven prior to now, and you might well remind
shows up in the most tiny, little, Third World countries attention—LIKE NOW, TODAY. I’m sorry, but you him of same.
to “help fight local crime”. Not, possibly, a bad idea— can do this.
I do suggest that you handle the “package” of
since the Philippine Investigation Bureau literally blows
I would like you to compile, on disk, something that information by cover letter much as a “Press Release” to
itself up from time-to-time.
can be used by the various papers. The information the top editors. It is time to bring these things to public
HOWEVER, GET THIS STRAIGHT FROM THE needs to flow with intent to be read. This means a lot attention.
HORSE’S MOUTH: THEY ARE COMING, TOP of responses, so be prepared.
I suggest you hold up actual distribution until too
LEVEL, TO, FRANKLY, SHELTER THE GLOBAL
Be prepared with backup information, as in “our late to interrupt the meeting scheduled tomorrow—but be
“BACKBONE”. Are they out to STOP use of the packages” with public notices outlining our ongoing READY and do, by all means, get this writing back to
Global possibilities? Come now, the Global product has agreements, as well as documentation regarding origins, CONTACT immediately, for public running and possibly
already BEEN PROVEN, and WE have already made etc. That can be handed to the writers, personally, or can as an “Extra”. I believe the regular press run will be
our agreements to KEEP IT UNDER CONTROL, AS be picked up by the press. HOWEVER, DO NOT sufficient.
TO USE.
I also want the message to Millers, regarding the
HAVE PRESS CONFERENCES. THESE PEOPLE
ARE GOING TO HONOR OUR house & property, to be in their hands prior to the
SECURITY AND PRIVACY OR
PRE-SORTED
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meeting over here in the Philippines. We are going to
have help and cooperation in this time of need, or we are
going to move on into hardball. My requirements
regarding that Tehachapi matter also rest in the hands of
the CIA, FBI and proper authorities.
The problem is, of course, that the Chinese are going
to use these fundamental assets to put China on a goldstandard WITH VALUE, and they will take it ALL—as
within our agreements of limitation. I am obligated and
committed to utilize the assets WHERE THEY ARE
FIRST “ACCEPTED” OPENLY. Remember that
Russell had a Chinese “wife”! I have obligations to
Russell. Russell also was in the middle of an “offer”
exchange with the Chinese, at his demise. I have to
honor those commitments and arrangements, although it
need not involve you of the team AT ALL.
The “limitations” are not necessarily on “issuing”
offers—BUT ON THE FULFILLMENT OF THOSE
OFFERS. If the Philippines passes their opportunity
window, so be it.
The people, of course, have never bought the tale of
Yamashita gold. But, if not from some source of that
magnitude—could anyone have amassed these incredible
TRILLIONS of dollars in gold and other treasures?
The myth of Marcos stripping the Central Bank is
ludicrous, even more so is that of the Yamashita lie. The
Philippines had been devastated in the war. To suggest
that the Central Bank could have had so much wealth in
gold or assets is ridiculous, and more ridiculous than the
Yamashita silliness.
GOD, HOWEVER, IS AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER. REMEMBER IT!
Immorality and corruption are unsurpassed in the
world today. The King and Queen of corruption are
ALSO alive and well, in both the U.S. and in the
Philippines. They can now start to clean it up and sweep
it out—or their incredible wealth will be lost to them.
It is exactly the same as those taking the property of
yours, Ekkers, while you were away and about our
Father’s business. They will sweep themselves right into
the dumpster, along with the rat-poop. Opportunities
usually come only ONCE. Is this a “threat”? No, it is
a FACT. Deny God and opportunities offered by and
through God, and you have erred in good judgment.
Make it difficult for my messengers and team—and you
have erred a thousand times over.
So, I am asked how could the property issue be set
to correct? ONE WAY: Return every last item of
personal property, bring up the dwelling to ABOVE
STANDARD, with new carpets throughout, of Ekkers’
choosing, redo the kitchen areas and bathrooms/laundry
area as to floor-covering, as Ekkers had PLANNED TO
DO—WHILE THE HOUSE IS EMPTY, paint every
inch of the inside walls and return all furniture to its
placement, exactly as was, with eagles. The other
miscellaneous can be left for sorting and replacement.
Hook onto the natural-gas system and replace water
heaters.
The downstairs offices will be left empty of furniture
and office files, etc. That is so that a direct accounting
of missing files, etc. can be established, AWAY FROM
THE HOUSE, and offices will not again be in the home
to the extent prior to now—so that security is never
again breached, as in “just take over because it is a
dwelling”. The appliances of small variety will be
returned with care to the attic area, for those were
preparation things for use with family and friends.
This move will be overseen by the CONTACT team
and Ekkers’ family. The moving will be done by

professional MOVERS. The areas maintaining storage
of miscellaneous—as to non-furniture, etc.—will be
carefully and orderly reestablished until attention can be
given. The stored items in the “meeting room” will be
taken to the “tea room”, so that we can use the meeting
room. YES, WE WILL WANT TO USE THAT
MEETING ROOM, AS WELL AS SOME OF THOSE
WONDERFUL ITEMS.
THERE WILL BE NO PERSONS WHO
PARTICIPATED IN THE THEFTS IN BEHALF OF
SPECTRUM ON THE PROPERTY AT EITHER
PLACE, THE APPLE CENTER OR THE DWELLING.
UNFORTUNATELY, THAT INCLUDES MILLERS.
They cannot be trusted, and they will have NO ACCESS
to either property.
It is up to Millers to see to it that the missing items
are returned and delivered by third parties—to the Apple
Center—or turned over to professional movers for
replacement.
The bird aviaries are too late to save. But,
replacement aviaries for those birds would be built to
suit Kunicks, who have the responsibility of caring for
those animals.
With that accomplished, the entire episode would be
forgiven and the house would be “paid off”, exactly as
was always the plan, when the funding flows. That is
very soon now.
This is the final opportunity in that matter. The
takeover by the Spectrum false-prophets will not be
tolerated, and legal recourse will be taken for “damages”.
You have not believed that God would possibly be
working with my people? Fine. The time of the Lord
IS AT HAND. And you who have made the way
difficult for MY PEOPLE, in your efforts to secure
failure, shall not prevail. THIS IS SIMPLY THE WAY
IT “IS”.
ANY INDIVIDUALS WITH INTENT—TRUE
INTENT (AND I KNOW)—FOR SERVICE IN
TRUTH, WILL BE WELCOMED WITHIN THE
TEAM. THE BREAK-AWAYS WILL BE LEFT TO
MAKE OTHER CHOICES. I ALWAYS TOLD YOU
TRUTH—AND OUR GOALS AND HOW IT WOULD
COME TO BE. IT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO
BRING DELIBERATE DAMAGE UNTO MY
PEOPLE. AND YES, TO MILLERS: THIS IS UP TO
YOU, AS TO YOUR ACTIONS. EKKERS WILL BE
BACKED SUFFICIENTLY TO FIGHT THE
PROPERTY CASE TO THE END OF DAYS.
YOU OF THE GAMESMEN THOUGHT YOU
WOULD PREVAIL AND WE COULD NOT GET IT
DONE?
WRONG!
IT IS DONE AND IS
SUCCESSFUL. WE ONLY HOLD FOR YOUR
FINAL DECISION AND, NO, WE WILL NOT
SETTLE FOR SIMPLY RETURNING ANYTHING.
HOWEVER, LEGALLY, THE MORE YOUR
MISFITS HAVE TAKEN—ESPECIALLY BUSINESS
AND PERSONAL ITEMS AS WELL AS BUSINESSOWNED PROPERTY, I.E., EQUIPMENT, ETC.—THE
WORSE THIS IS GOING TO BE.
How can we prove that “your guys have stuff”? Oh,
they are not so smart, Mrs. Miller. They are copying
personal things from a lifetime past and distributing
them around. I suppose it is to prove their idiocy and to
make YOU LOOK THE FOOL. RICK HAS PROVEN
TO THE WORLD THAT THE SPECTRUM THIEVES
HAVE TAKEN THE FILES—THE BOXES OF
IMPORTANT PAPERS, CORPORATIONS, ETC.
AND, “HOLDING THEM FOR HOSTAGE” IS ONLY
LOOKING REALLY BAD.
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By this afternoon, Dharma, the final arrangements
for the loan should be concluded and in place, and the
immediate pressures back home should stop. There will
be sufficient to handle everything. If you feel better,
personally, to have a lot shifted into the attorney’s trust
account, do so immediately on clearing the account
structuring. That ends the problems as to the Institute,
for which you have been blamed. Let us just get it all
cleared, please, for we have much to do and places to go
before we settle to “rest and sleep”.
No, you will NOT, Ekkers, bargain further over MY
PROPERTY, MY HOUSE OR MY LOCATIONS.
THIS IS NOT YOUR RIGHT NOR “DEALING”
TOOL. THE LADIES AROUND CAN CHOOSE THE
PROPER CARPETING, IN BETTER COLORINGS
THAN WHITE OR OFF-WHITE, TO MAKE LIVING
EASIER TO MAINTAIN. The tile or hard-floor areas
would look very good in parquet flooring or simulated
oak, to match the “kitchen cupboards”.
I direct that PROFESSIONAL PAINTERS, etc. be
brought in to do the work; there will be NO MORE OF
MY ENEMIES ON THE PREMISES, AT EITHER
LOCATION.
THE TITLE TO THE PROPERTY HAS NOW
BEEN CLOUDED BY MILLERS’ ACTIONS—AS TO
SELLING, AT AUCTION, THAT PROPERTY. THE
TITLE WILL BE CLEARED AND SETTLEMENTS
MADE WITH ALL INVOLVED PARTIES. FUNDS
WERE TAKEN FROM THE CARETAKER(S) OF
THE RENTAL AND TAX FEES. THIS DOES MEAN
THAT BOOKS FROM P. LEINTHALL MUST BE
TURNED OVER, SO THAT ACCOUNTING CAN BE
DONE AND PROPER DOCUMENTS PUT INTO
ORDER. THE TITLE, HOWEVER, WILL BE
CLEARED PROPERLY, SO THAT ANYTHING
REGARDING THAT PROPERTY IS SECURED
BEFORE ANY PERSONAL ITEMS, FURNITURE,
ETC. ARE RETURNED TO THE PROPERTY.
THIS IS NOT A NEGOTIABLE “DEAL”. THIS
IS MY OFFER, AND THIS WILL BE UNDERWAY
TOWARD ACCOMPLISHMENT BY NOVEMBER
15, 1999—OR NEGOTIATIONS ARE ENDED, AND
LEGAL ACTIONS SHALL BE UNDERTAKEN.
ANY WHO HAVE USED MILLERS FOR YOUR
PURPOSES
ARE
NOT
INCLUDED
IN
NEGOTIATIONS, NOR SHALL THERE BE
BARGAINING TO PROTECT ANY OTHER THAN
MILLERS. INNOCENT PARTICIPANTS WILL
HAVE CONSIDERATION.
THIS PROPOSAL IS OFFERED DIRECTLY BY
COMMANDER YEORGOS CERES ATON AND IS
NOT “UP FOR NEGOTIATION AS TO TERMS”,
FOR THE TERMS ARE LAID FORTH, ABOVE.
AND WHEN? Starting right NOW and to be finished
by February 1 of 2000—moved in and ready for occupancy.
This is to be published in CONTACT, please.
Immediately.
I said that I would protect my people and I WILL
PROTECT MY PEOPLE!
Millers will suffer NO LOSS of either assets or stature.
Every event and bit of assistance has been humbly
appreciated. However, they do need to correct what has
been done, no more and not one iota LESS.
We are accomplishing our mission, and there is no
reason that old friends can’t become ever stronger and
relationships ever more joyful.
I need my overseas team undistracted at this movement
of a world into the next phase, for they are my “hub”. And
so shall it come to be.
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HEY, WHAT’S HAPPENING?
LOTS AND BUNCHES.
There is a major shakeup afoot, and the ongoing
conferences and debates are suddenly taking a most difficult
pattern for those in “power”. This, of course, is regarding
the Global (G.A.I.A.) matter.
Because the FBI is making an appearance and the
cause is being so stupidly projected, we will allow the
playing of one last game here, while the “Big Honchos”
pull back their guns and release their saddles. A nation
like the U.S.—which is a front for everything—and actually
established the Global consideration as to proving it—does
not send its top HOUND to clear up street-muggings in
Manila. THIS IS VERY BIG AND VERY IMPORTANT.
I want you all to also consider that there are factions
of all of these “oathed” departments and officers who want
to reclaim the United States of America as a SOVEREIGN
NATION, under the Constitution thereof. Oh, indeed, this
is a matter of National Security and, yes, we allow for the
silly games, for we have no interest either way. WAKE
UP.
So, with this said, I will just offer what is in the paper
today.
And by the way, no, the people “in the know” are
aware of something big here but don’t know exactly what
is up, so I will also offer a part of Mr. Soliven’s editorial
this morning.
Did Ekkers know about this “timely” visit? NO, not
until this morning—but, certainly, WE HAVE BEEN
EXPECTING IT.
I will offer it without much comment, please.
[QUOTING from THE PHILIPPINE STAR, Friday,
November 5, 1999:]
FBI CHIEF TO MEET WITH ERAP
ON FIGHTING CRIME
Crime-fighting efforts on both sides of the Pacific
Ocean will be the focus in the meeting tomorrow between
President Estrada and the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) DIRECTOR, LOUIS FREEH. [H:
WOW, AND SO SUDDENLY AND TIMELY, TOO.]
The President, who was once chief of a national anticrime commission, was until recently also the titular head
of the national police, as Secretary of the Interior and Local
Government.
Freeh, who is on a SPECIAL MISSION to discuss lawenforcement cooperation between the Philippine and
American governments, is scheduled to arrive on board an
FBI jet tomorrow for his meeting with Mr. Estrada.
It will be the FIRST time that the top official of the
U.S. spook agency will visit the country. He and his party
are to stay only for six hours.
Freeh’s visit emphasizes the need for cooperation
between the two governments in combating criminal
organizations due to increasing terrorist activities around
the globe.
Philippine law-enforcement agencies have been cited by
U.S. officials for their role in the arrest of certain Islamicfundamentalist terrorists wanted for the World Trade Center
Bombings in 1993 and plots to bomb American airliners.
Sources from the U.S. Embassy in Manila said that
Freeh is also expected to discuss with the President the
highly publicized case of businessman Mark Jimenez, who
is wanted by the U.S. government on charges of tax
evasion, wire fraud, conspiracy, giving false statements and
illegal campaign contributions.
The U.S. Embassy source said the “cooperative”
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meeting between Mr. Estrada and Mr. Freeh will also
“provide an opportunity for the two governments to review
the extradition/mutual legal-assistance treaty between the
Philippine and American governments”.
“This may be reviewed in detail, particularly its longterm impact on the extradition treaty,” a U.S. Embassy
official said.
Also expected at the meeting are Foreign Affairs
Secretary Domingo Siazon Jr., Interior and Local Government
Secretary Ronaldo Puno, Justice Secretary Serafin Cuevas
and Undersecretary Regis Puno, Defense Secretary Orlando
Mercado, National Security Adviser Alexander Aguirre and
military-intelligence chief Maj. Gen. Jose Calimlin.
Palace sources, on the other hand, said the meeting
between Mr. Estrada and Mr. Freeh will touch also on
fighting the drug menace, which has been identified as the
leading cause of crime in the country.
Other vital areas of concern would include efforts to
improve monitoring capabilities and the eventual
eradication of terrorism, as well as organized and
transnational crimes, such as alien and contraband
smuggling, trafficking in women and children and money
laundering. [H: My goodness, do you suppose they are
after George Bush, TOO?]
Since the approval of the RP-U.S. Visiting Forces
Agreement last May 27, new opportunities have been made
available in terms of increased military and intelligence
training, equipment and funding.
Freeh has received several awards for his efforts in
fighting racketeering, drugs, organized crime, fraud and
terrorism.
In his delegation are outgoing U.S. Ambassador
Thomas Hubbard, legal attaché in Manila James Nixon,
FBI Chief of Staff Robert Buckham, Deputy Assistant FBI
Director for International Relations James Weber, Deputy
Assistant FBI Director and general counsel Thomas Kelly,
special agent in charge of the Honolulu division Myron
Fuller, Special Assistant to the FBI Director Tom Almon
and FBI International Relations Director for Asia Mike
Dortan. [END OF QUOTING]
Dharma, I only want to use the first 8 or so paragraphs
of Soliven’s column [below] for today and hold the rest,
which is relative to a book and is not of interest to this
meeting.
[QUOTING from THE PHILIPPINE STAR, Maximo V.
Soliven, Publisher & Chairman of the Board, Friday,
November 5, 1999:]
DO THEY ALWAYS GET THEIR MAN?
By Max Soliven
When the top honcho—the Director, no less—of the
United States’ gangbusting agency, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), leaves his yellow fortress-building on
Pennsylvania Avenue (between 9th and 10th streets NW,
Washington, DC) to go to a foreign country—it’s not just
news.
It’s a warning sign that somewhere, somehow, in the
neighborhood there’s going to be—to dredge up that oldfashioned slang term—Hellzapoppin.
When the FBI big chief, Louis J. Freeh, brings along
his Chief of Staff and two senior G-men, namely his
Assistant FBI Director (for terrorism and drug syndicates),
Deputy Asst. Director (for criminal matters and extradition),
his special assistant, and a couple of other division chiefs,
for a meeting with President Estrada and five ranking
Cabinet members, plus the chiefs of our national security
and head of intelligence, it’s major “hell” they’re bound to
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be talking about.
The fact is that Director Freeh is arriving tomorrow
(Saturday) in the bureau’s own executive jet, almost directly
from Washington, DC—with a brief stopover in Honolulu,
Hawaii, for meetings with his FBI division there—can only
be a portent of something “big” in the air.
Is a major counter-terrorist operation being launched?
Is there “clear and present danger” to the U.S. urgently to
be faced in the multibillion-dollar drug trade? Are major
arrests in our region being contemplated? Or clandestine
strikes?
Remember, the FBI over the years has played either
clean or dirty, invoking the same stoic claim that America’s
national security is “involved”.
How are Top Agent Freeh and his Power Team going
to play it here? What sort of cooperation are they seeking
from our President—who once played “action hero” roles
(two-fisted, gun-swinging) and one memorable gangster
part, that of Asiong Salonga the hood?
For an FBI Director to make his first visit to Manila in
paranoia, presages a number of significant events.
[H: Now, type, please the last few paragraphs. The
middle of the article is interesting but spare us the time
for other things today.]
What’s Director Freeh doing? Does he run a more
cleancut, less grimly gung-ho FBI (like the Central
Intelligence Agency where, I was once assured, the Feds got
rid of their “animals”)?
I remember how the famous J. Edgar Hoover—the
almost all-powerful late Director who created the legend
that “They Always Get Their Man”—manipulated even the
high-and-mighty in DC with his tons of dossiers. (The new
FBI building dedicated in 1975 is named the “J. Edgar
Hoover Building”, honoring the Bureau’s chief of 48 years.)
Hoover was Asst. or Director from 1921 to 1972—
serving under nine Presidents (Harding, Coolidge, Hoover,
Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and
Nixon). When he died, in 1972, he was the first civil
servant to be uniquely given the posthumous tribute of lying
in state in Washington, DC.
The late President John F. Kennedy and his brother,
later Senator Bobby Kennedy, both abhorred Hoover and his
“dossier” practices, but he outlived them.
There is a special display in the FBI building, lauding
Hoover and exhibiting the desk at which he worked.
Was he a closet queen? One author naughtily wrote:
“There is only one known photograph of FBI Chief J.
Edgar Hoover kissing a member of the opposite sex. The
photo shows him kissing young actress Shirley Temple.”
(Need it be said: Shirley was the famed child star—until,
years later, she served as U.S. Ambassador—if memory
serves—to the United Nations.)
However, this piece is not about the great J. Edgar
Hoover’s sexual preferences. Incidentally, he’s a true
product of Washington, DC, where he was born in 1895,
and where he graduated in Law from the George
Washington University in 1916.
He was the man who made the FBI what it is—feared
and intrepid. For all his faults, that was an achievement.
He died in office, aged 77.
The FBI was never intended to resemble the Boy
Scouts of America—as we’ll probably soon see for
ourselves. [END OF QUOTING]
I think it wise to take this off the computer and turn
it over to E.J. for instructions use. We will take up the
Yamashita gold next but it is not crucial to this writing.
Thank you and good morning.
Commander Hatonn/Aton
dharma
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More Asset Pieces
Coming Into Place
11/1/99—#1
GHOSTS, GOBLINS, ANGELS AND FLIGHT 990
Hatonn—We wish to give appreciation to Lester in
New Zealand for his gift of a calendar from New
Zealand—“the” one used every day here in Manila.
For you U.S. citizens headed for snowbound days: The
calendar picture for November depicts a wondrous park
in Christchurch, which is totally covered in daffodils of
SPRING, and flowering shrubs and the new leaves of
a promising year of life. Yes, it is Spring “down
under”, and yet all of you—and all of US—are but a
breath distant! Now isn’t that something for which to
be glad on this morning—rain or shine? God is
LIVING Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter in the
perfection of HIS CREATIONS. Man tampers and still
cannot even begin to impact such wondrous cycles of
LIFE ITSELF. (Thank goodness!)
If you were in a time zone where you are a day
earlier than most of the world in time counting, you
wouldn’t have to nag so much about the “why” of some
current happenings.
In one word, I can reply to the “how”:
MONTAUK. What? An EgyptAir plane to fit
“Halloween” tricksters, and a flight number as close to
“999” as they could get, along with other coordinates
at specified geographic locations other than New York,
U.S.A.
To consider the question of why an EgyptAir
airplane? Discipline, as in “crime and punishment”.
In Egypt there is scheduled a major and VERY
EXPENSIVE blast at the Great Pyramid of Giza.
For you inquiring minds who don’t keep up: There
is going to be a big French-Israeli show-and-tell at
Giza. Hundreds of thousands of tourists are coming in
to have millennium change show-and-tell. Among some
of the things going on are laser light shows, holographic
imaging and an overnight setting of the capstone (goldplated) onto the pyramid (to be removed, they say, the
next day).
THE EGYPTIANS WHO ARE “REAL”
EGYPTIANS ARE TOTALLY IRRITATED AND
ARE MAKING A BIG, LOUD PROTEST THAT IS
HITTING THE NEWS, SO PAY ATTENTION AND
YOU CAN GET THE PICTURE WITHOUT
ASKING ME.
The claim and anger of the Egyptians is: Doing the
capstone is a MASONIC symbol, totally unacceptable
in Egypt, due to the fact that that VERY symbol is an
“Israeli-Jewish-ZIONIST” symbol, represented even on
the U.S. dollar note. (Note, they do say “note” and not
“valid currency”.) The Egyptians object to such a
blatant “Jewish” intrusion and consider the act legal
reason for war—and not celebration of anything
Egyptian.
Well, I disagree, goodly Egyptians. It is the final
act of sending the message TO THE WORLD that the

Serpent, Satan, has taken total control of the world, for
it was in Egypt that he first took human form as a
controlling entity that would be recognized AS SUCH,
as this particular millennium would arrive.
This little, cute trick of Satan made the world news
on the 29 th of October, to also coincide with the
Halloween celebration and give a SIGN to Satanists
everywhere that Satan is alive-and-well and taking, they
wish, FINAL CONTROL.
And you people of the Light—LET THEM DO
THESE THINGS; from taking, through criminal
actions, a house on Adam Drive (also not a
coincidence) to killing at least “199” people on an
airline off Nantucket Island—in direct line of Montauk.
A SOUTHEAST-ASIAN LOOK AT HALLOWEEN
Here, this holiday is a full, three-day event, where
memorial focus on departed loved ones is honored to
full extent, rain or shine. This is far more personal and
precious than anything you others can conjure on
“Memorial” Day. The big products of this holiday are
flowers and CANDLES. Every kind of candle is made
and sold, which depict connections with spirit-forms and
when the “sixth sense” is most attended. Spirits literally
make presence known and celebrations are familyoriented.
The “goblin” part of this holiday, however, is also
FULLY RECOGNIZED here, in that very negative
(BAD) energies also make appearances, and the myth
goes that they search for a body to take. So, there
needs to be the pre-day of dressing up in frightening
costume to STAY AWAY the ghosts of these terrible
energy forms. Now, it is twisted to such an extent that
IT IS USED TO DRAW THE BAD ENERGIES.
Whole battalions of police are at ready—but they are
about as “bad”, any more, as any energies conjured. It
is well recognized, you see, that THESE ENERGIES
can only ACT through human beings.
Around all the cemeteries of major size, even the
traffic has to be totally rerouted during these three days.
Even the big oil companies who control the life
flow of all nations did it to the Filipinos: Gas went up
in price the equivalent of about a $1 per gal., while the
value of monetary exchange lost against the dollar for
the peso. Nice world? No, not very.
Oh, indeed, BACK to EgyptAir Flight 990: IT
WENT DOWN WITHOUT A TRACE! (???) Oh, it
will resurface somewhere/sometime, but that was a total
trick (not a treat for those aboard) of time-shift
capabilities, of simply rearranging form and vanishing
whatever is the target. You know: Here today and
gone tomorrow, as in vamoose! I believe you had a
ship a while back involved in something called the
Philadelphia Experiment. Thank you for asking. Oh,
by the way, the plane went missing at 2:19, “exactly”,
a.m.!
IF YOU ARE NOT NERVOUS, PEOPLE, YOU

ARE ALREADY DEAD.
BACK TO THE SEMI-LIVING
I have left the geophysical topics to Soltec, but I
need the scribe, so I will just offer you some reading
assignments for the moment. We don’t need to write on
the subjects for the “now”, because there is plenty of
information available. Our writings are for historical
significance, LATER, but the documentation needs to
be done in the moment. For example, I refer to such
as the plane vanishing, the Adam Dr. property, with its
tricksters and thus-and-so. This is record-keeping and,
in my Cosmic-Brotherhood role, I AM THE RECORDKEEPER! PLEASE, feel free to look up these details.
We would turn a lot over to Cmdr. Korton, who is
actually the Head of the Information/Communications
department—but we have the darndest time keeping
clear receivers available. And, no, don’t just go grab
a pencil and wait. Where, for instance, is Joseph?
And NO, do not think I spoof about the Spectrum
bunch NOT longer being our receivers—THEY ARE
NOT OUR RECEIVERS, BUT THEY ARE
RECEIVING FROM THE VERY EARTHORIENTED TRICKSTERS FINALIZING AND
PERFECTING THE ZAP-MACHINES AND MINDWARP GAMES. While you play over kitchen
cabinets—you are so distracted as to be time for total
panic, chelas. You have to attend the things of the
moment—but do NOT let it become your total focus,
to the exclusion of possibilities regarding those assaults
against you from a much larger presentation.
It is very important that every step that puts the
“enemy” into chaos or trouble must be established, but
then hold, as we get our other work accomplished. This
IS a time of bringing public, however, happenings. So,
what can you do? Oh, lots of things. You can, for
instance, run another public notice stating that the
parties caught vandalizing the farm have been caught
vandalizing and looting the Adam Dr. property, and
then make a list for the Sheriff. These things MUST
be documented and, even if the Sheriff will not accept
your notice—BRAD ELLEY will!
Get all of our information forwarded to Brad which
deals with property or our work over in Manila. We
do not wish to open up e-mail to our “watchers”. And
yes, Roby can also be named, for his son was present
and “taking”. Property KNOWN to be missing should
also be listed and reported, even to the things missing
as to records and totally personal items. The Sheriff
will be obligated to take a theft report. You must
simply leave the list open for the present, but update it
as information becomes available and legal interchanges
are ongoing.
Now, I would like to pull attention back to our
focus on such as the Marcos myths and truths, as
established or pending, and Mr. Zobel. I gave you the
background of the circumstances, so let us look at the
ongoing press attention. Yes, it is important to YOU
and to US. You can see an unfolding of the program
in play. Some of you can see connections from our
private conversations, but we will not offer anything
which can be other than what is offered publicly. You
who have need to know, WILL KNOW.
This is very important for our attorney to know, as
well as corporate and corporation people who are going
to have to straighten out the tricks of the Spectrum
fools, as well as being available to serve in transferring
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corporations, setting up corporations (which will have
nothing to do with our business) and beginning to lay
that conduit for business flow.
There are all manners of ways to get funding to
U.S. companies without dealing with anything like a
“contract” of global nature in a domestic U.S. setting.
But nothing will be done which places any of our
people, business connections or team, in any
circumstances of jeopardy—or even awkwardness!
I have not wanted to just up and make a major
move away from NCH, in hopes that parties there
would bring their own businesses into compliance with
ethical and moral stability. That has not happened and
they, too, wish to distance, further, themselves. They
have now made that determination through their
attorney, as a proposal, so we will be free to
restructure.
Those corporations, however, which show as
delinquent—LEAVE THEM DELINQUENT until we
make our own program, properly. We do not just run
about shifting anything because of a bunch of “shapeside-shifters”.
We have agreements with the “Powers-that-Be”
and, if we do our business as, actually, “they” have
outlined for us, we are in good waters, yea, even into
ability to DRINK the water, it is so good. Just
REMEMBER something: The adversary has to cover
himself, also, and that is to prevent a total collapse of
YOUR ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. And, NO, the little
tricksters directly from the Big Adversary, himself, do
not impact one iota—anything. They are pathetic pooppuppets. The Spectrum actions speak loudly enough—
BUT YOU SHOULD SEE THE “INTENTIONS”
WITHIN!
I like it; they just dig in deeper and deeper and, as
sad as it is to see what they do to Millers, Millers chose
this setting, and it turns out to be a true GIFT to us.
Did they plan it that way? No, not consciously—but
it will work to their security later, as regards their other
interchanges with us.
The point now is that you of the team MUST
FOLLOW UP with those who, “too late”, came and
now offer to purchase that property for us. We don’t
need that property purchased today—you need the farm
lease attended, the Apple Center secured and living
funds to assist with costs of that move, etc., in which
you had to collect funds for service, costs and thus-andso. That was SEVERAL THOUSAND dollars in
immediate outgo—on the spot—without ability, being a
weekend, to even get assistance. This is, however,
where help would be gratefully appreciated—while we
await the finalizing and shifting of our loan funds in
Manila.
We have to do it this way, even if there are delays,
to secure all of you from any possible impact on our
programs ahead.
The worst that can befall our team now is that we
are hit by something against “things”, as in the dwelling
property. Well, you went through that and will find
that the LAW is on your side, and God’s delays for
perfection of sequence—do not in any way at all
indicate God’s denials. HE JUST DOES THINGS
RIGHT AND NOT EXPEDITIOUSLY TO SUIT THE
HUMAN DRUTHERS! Each door that seems to
close—HE opens at least a dozen windows—but YOU
must use them. And YES, you ARE getting better at
seeing the potential and the possibilities in each event—
and for that we have spared nothing, for well over a

decade.
You back home: DO NOT TURN FROM
MILLERS. They simply did what they thought the
correct direction of actions. They have been blighted by
these hounds from Hell with the sweet and pious talk of
smooth salesmen of dung. They actually did believe
that this action about that property was “simply doing
good business”. However, consequences of actions fall
upon the good and the bad, and JUSTICE MUST BE
WITHIN THE LAW.
Dharma, I would like you to offer copy from
integrated excerpts from both the BULLETIN and THE
STAR [newspapers], regarding the Zobel hearings in
Hawaii about the Marcos “Umbrella” accounts. I want
you to note that either Zobel is truly senile, or he is
lying, or both. However that might be, he is full of
ongoing information, because it is recognized that
THINGS ARE TAKING PLACE FAR BENEATH
THE PUBLIC’S ABILITY TO KNOW OR SEE.
I prefer to not enter comments, because I don’t wish
to give advantage to any who are “really” against the
upcoming program. But part of the publication and
“notices” I give in CONTACT is through total
agreement with our dealing parties. It is important that
you know that I have agreed to do a running
presentation, in recognition and confirmation of our
ongoing agreements.
NO, I will not give away anything not public, in
print, already presented. I will point up journalistic
ERRORS but will not correct omissions. I only note
one major faux pas, and that was in speaking of the
price of gold as being some $700/oz when it actually
was, on that day in point, in the $280s—listed in the
same paper, that same day.
As a reader, please refresh your memories on this
topic, for we will not take time nor space to do so.
[QUOTING, from the Philippine Daily Inquirer
(DI) and The Philippine Star (PS):] [H: If you want
confirmation or to run more on these topics, I know
that the Star is on the Internet, and readers may find
these ongoing topics interesting, as well as the
accompanying pictures. Ekkers have no way to ship
those pictures except through FAX, and the expense
is not worth it. THIS IS, HOWEVER, VERY
IMPORTANT, ONGOING NEWS RELATIVE TO
“OUR” MISSION FOR WHICH YOU HAVE
WORKED AND SAVED, PRAYED AND
SHARED, AND I WOULD WISH THAT ALL OF
YOU COULD GET EVERY UNFOLDING TIDBIT. YOU SEE, IT MATTERS NOT “WHO” IS
A FOCUS—FOR NO ONE EVER KNOWS THE
CONTRACT OF ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL, AND
JUDGMENT IS FOOLISH, INDEED, IN THESE
TYPES OF LIMITED TRUTH-IN-MEDIA
PRESENTATIONS.
SO, READ WITH
“KNOWING” AND READ WITH INTEREST—
DO NOT JUDGE; DO NOT OVER-SPECULATE
AND DO NOT “LIMIT” ANYTHING, FOR ALL
IS UNLIMITED, IF YOU ARE WITH CREATOR.
YES, INDEED, THERE WAS A REASON TO DO
THIS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA—BUT IT IS A
GLOBAL PLAN AND WAS ALWAYS
STRUCTURED BY PLAYERS TOWARD THAT
EVENT.
There are also, from onset of the article, gross
misperceptions—as the HEADLINES read:
“ZOBEL: FM WEALTH IS $100 B”. In
subsequent articles it is established that the wealth is
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well OVER $10 trillion (and growing). So keep your
senses about you and THINK BIG. This is going to
pull in the Vatican, the Holy Roman Church, the
Yamashita gold—AND, FINALLY, GOD’S “ELDORADO”. WOW, ISN’T IT FUN TO BE ON
THE INSIDE PLAYING WITH GOD AND
HOSTS? (!) AND, YES, MARCOS KNEW US—
AND SO DID THE PLAYERS WHO FIRST
STRUCTURED THE “GLOBAL” PLAN AND
THEN TOOK IT FOR THEMSELVES! MAY
WE ALL ENJOY THIS WONDROUS RIDE—
SURELY,
ANOTHER
E-TICKET
AT
DISNEYWORLD.
I ask that this not be tampered with, because my
running this copy in CONTACT meets the agreement
to bring public some of the happenings so that
ultimately the IMF, FED and WB innocents (those
who knew no better) will be secure in their persons.]
[QUOTING, PS, Fri. Oct. 29, 1999:]
ZOBEL: FM WEALTH IS $100 B
HONOLULU—Industrialist Enrique Zobel
estimated the wealth of the late dictator Ferdinand
Marcos to reach $100 billion, or P4 trillion—an amount
which could help pay the claims of human rights
victims.
The amount, if true, can also shoulder the national
government’s budget deficit of P87.5 billion, modernize
the Armed Forces and build thousands of housing units
nationwide.
In Manila, President Estrada said Zobel’s
information remains a “speculation” that needs to be
verified by the Senate Blue Ribbon Committee and the
Presidential Commission on Good Government
(PCGG). [H: Both are total oxymorons but never
mind.]
The President cautioned the people against making
rash conclusions about the Marcos wealth.
“The people are starting to get confused by so
many speculations,” he said. “We don’t know who’s
telling the truth.”
During a hearing at the Philippine Consulate here,
Zobel also told the Senate Blue Ribbon Committee that
former President Fidel Ramos, Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile,
the late Armed Forces chief Gen. Fabian Ver and a
member of the Crisologo clan each received $1 million
worth of gold bullion from Marcos.
Ramos has denied the charge. Enrile described the
allegation as “stupid and fantastic”.
When Zobel asked Marcos why he gave them the
gold, the late dictator purportedly told him, “My loyal
na bata ko ang mgaiyan (They are my loyal boys).”
The 72-year-old Zobel told senators he came to
know about Marcos’ assets when the late dictator tried
to borrow $250 million from him to pay his staff of
about 300 here.
He said he wondered how Marcos could pay him
back, considering that the late strongman had just been
ousted. [H: Note Zobel’s proper Khazarian nature
presented.]
Marcos then asked his private nurse to bring him a
folder full of documents, he narrated.
“I opened the folder and noticed that they were
gold-deposit certificates and, looking at them, I made a
very rough calculation that they amounted to over $35
billion worth of gold deposits, at the prevailing market
price of $400 per ounce,” he said.
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The current price of gold is $700 per ounce. This
means that some of Marcos’ gold assets could reach
$61.25 billion today. [H: This is the journalistic
information I referred to earlier. In my opinion, this
one statement makes questionable every other
statement in the article. Nonetheless, since almost all
of it—including the Zobel statements—is also
incorrect, we will leave it alone for now, but an error
of well over $400 per ounce is some error, in my
opinion, moving beyond dollar-peso and Englishmetric “rocket science” accuracy.]
On top of these, Zobel also submitted to committee
chairman Sen. Aguilino Pimentel, Jr. a photocopy of the
U.S. Treasury Department’s Certificate No.
65089783422199675.F.L. [H: We’ll talk about that
one, also, one of these days. KEY WORDS HERE
ARE “U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT” AND,
ACTUALLY, THE ENDING, “F.L.”.] which showed
that Marcos has $161 million in the United States.
Zobel said most of the Marcos assets are in Manila,
while some are deposited in Portugal, Germany,
Switzerland, the Solomon Islands, the United States and
the Vatican. [H: Some of you, like Brad, will
remember the Solomon Islands connection long-ago
established, which was one reason the Ekkers could
not return to the U.S. for a nothing “settlement”
conference in Carson City. Thank you, Diane and
Brad, for attending that matter for us.]
“Marcos talked freely of the details of these
deposits, how he began accumulating them during and
at the end of the war when he found part of the
Yamashita treasure,” he said.
The industrialist also told senators that two officials
of the National Bank of Saudi Arabia even went to his
house here, saying they would buy all of Marcos’ gold
at a 40-percent discount.
“I relayed this offer to Marcos but Marcos said he
wanted a 30 percent discount. The Arabian bankers
refused,” he said, while disclaiming any knowledge of
how the bankers got wind of the existence of the
Marcos gold. [H: Now for confirmation of our
delay in “interim” loan funding. Strangely,
coincidentally, the “banks” want a far larger
discount, with a BASE of 30%, and the people
with the products demand, for the “mobilization”
funds, a lesser discount. Isn’t life wonderful in
disclosure, IF YOU ARE PATIENT AND STAY
THE COURSE?]
According to him, Marcos talked of the desire to
use the money for the Filipino people after he passed
away. Zobel suggested that Marcos form a foundation
held in trust by the VATICAN through which the
wealth could benefit the Filipino people. [H: Want to
talk about foxes and chicken coops full of chicks?]
Zobel said he was convinced of the sincerity of
Marcos, and asked a lawyer-friend to put the plan in
legal form. He then sought the consent of the Aquino
administration through her brother, Pedro Cojuangco.
“I heard later through the grapevine that Cory
refused because babango si Marcos (Marcos will look
good in the eyes of the public),” he said. [H: Well,
my, my, isn’t it funny that—as the wheel turns—
Marcos IS NOW GOING TO “REALLY LOOK
GOOD”, AND OLD CORY COULD HAVE
MADE A LOT OF GOOD HAY WITH THAT
OFFER. If we continue our direction, chelas in
Manila, it will be Estrada that looks good, even after
his silly escapades in fantasia land. AND, THAT IS

WHY CORY AND SIN ARE SO OUT TO SHUT
DOWN ESTRADA. SIN KNOWS ALL ABOUT
THAT VATICAN GOLD, AND INTRIGUE
RUNNETH VERY DEEP.]
Marcos never got to sign the foundation documents,
while members of his family expressed no knowledge of
such plans or the extent of the Marcos gold. [H:
Marcos realized he was simply being set up, AGAIN,
and deliberately did NOT sign those agreements or
documents with ZOBEL. Marcos was a shrewd
person and LISTENED TO THAT SIXTH
SENSE!]
The industrialist also said he told former First Lady
Imelda Marcos that “she should not bullshit with me
because I was not the press, and that I knew the
President had the gold because he spoke to me about
it.”
He told the Senate committee that Teresa Gallego,
a former private nurse of Marcos, and Dr. Lourdes
Pascual, Marcos’ physician, would also testify before
the committee about the Marcos wealth.
“They said they are willing to testify, provided I
will testify first,” he said.
When asked why he testified only now, Zobel said
nobody had wanted to listen to him. He also criticized
the PCGG for allegedly not being honest to the public
on what it had found and sold, and what arrangements
it had made with the Marcos cronies.
“I am already 72 years old. I won’t last much
longer and I want to contribute something to the
Filipino people,” he added. [H: Oh, MUCH barfbarf.]
Zobel, who had a near-fatal horse-riding accident
nine years ago, had to be wheeled to the consulate and
endured more than four hours of the hearing before it
was suspended. The hearings resume today.
He submitted a 14-page affidavit to the committee,
then affixed his thumb mark on each page with the help
of his nurse, to indicate his authorship of the document.
[H: Now you can possibly see why Dharma and E.J.
pled for better ink-stamps—they have imprinted
their fingerprints on EVERYTHING they touch to
authenticate, totally, everything we present. This,
with a seal of a corporate signature, validates far
better than a Notary Public and is
INTERNATIONALLY ACCEPTED, UNDER
INTERNATIONAL LAW. If, in fact, there is a
thumbprint with a signature, it expresses the “under
perjury” statement in the text of any statement. Yes,
I thought that even our attorney would enjoy this
tidbit.]
Pimentel and Sen. Juan Flavier said they were
convinced of the sincerity and credibility of Zobel.
They expressed satisfaction that Zobel’s testimony
has given the panel new leads on the Marcos wealth,
and has opened the way for more testimonies.
The two lawmakers, however, refused to say if they
would summon Ramos and Enrile to the next hearing on
allegations that they had received gold bullion from the
late dictator.
“We will evaluate the matter first but if they
volunteer to appear before the committee to rebut
Zobel’s testimony, then they are most welcome,”
Pimentel said. [H: Well, instead of that, let it be
realized that Ramos would have been a child at the
time Zobel uses. Moreover, suddenly Ramos has a
mandatory speaking engagement requiring a TRIP
TO THE U.S., “NOW”. AND THAT TRIP IS
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NOT TO HONOLULU, U.S.A.]
In Manila, Sen. Raul Roco said Ramos and Enrile
must explain their side of Zobel’s allegations.
He said the side of the two protagonists of the
EDSA revolt must be heard before any conclusion can
be made.
ERAP AGREES ON REWARD
[H: This next is in the same article but its focus
is different. I will ask that it be presented, for it
says so much more than meets the eye in relationship
to the above story and the press blew it again.]
President Estrada agreed to a proposal by Pimentel
to put up a cash reward for any information that will
lead to the recovery of the Marcos wealth.
Pimentel had proposed to give a cash reward of up
to $25 MILLION, or roughly P1 billion, to anyone who
can provide the government with new leads regarding
the Marcos wealth.
He expressed belief that giving such an incentive
would speed up 13 years of wealth-hunting.
“Perhaps, by adopting a system of reward for those
who provide the government with credible and relevant
information on the whereabouts of the Marcos hidden
wealth, the people might just get their hands on it
sooner or later,” he said.
In Senate Bill 1779, Pimentel said he is seeking a
10 percent reward for people who could give leads to
Marcos money amounting to less than $100 million.
Seven percent would be given to those who could
pinpoint the whereabouts of the fabled cash or gold
amounting to more than $100 million but less than $500
million.
A five-percent reward would be granted to those
who could tell where more than $500 million of Marcos
money is stashed.
Local and foreign banks would also be given a 15
percent cash reward if they provide such information to
the government.
Aside from the cash reward, informants are also
entitled to immunity from civil or criminal suits for the
information they furnish the government.
The Pimentel proposal disqualifies the Marcoses,
their relatives or their associates.
“The bill would encourage credible sources of
valuable information on the Marcos ‘ill-gotten wealth’
to come out in the open and help recover the same,” the
senator said.
Meanwhile, Executive Secretary Ronaldo Zamora
said they are trying to verify reports that Marcos has
several parcels of his ill-gotten wealth stashed in the
United States. [H: These “parcels” do not refer to
gold or bank funds—the word “parcel” means
exactly that, as in “boxes” of something quite
important.]
He also said that the U.S. Embassy in Manila is
also checking Zobel’s claims.
[END OF QUOTING]
I would give some wishful clue-seekers a little step
forward about all this heaped-up fall-da-roll. It IS
going to turn out that ALL OF THOSE NICE ASSETS
are PLEDGED to use as open COLLATERAL,
protected by our little program, and to insure a fair,
square and open “shake” on holdings—globally. I think
everyone will finally and ultimately agree, we CAN DO IT.
Salu and good morning.
dharma
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Global Community Moving
Into Cosmic Community
11/2/99—#1
THREE-DIMENSIONAL WORLDS
Soltec—Professor Soltec present within the wondrous
expression of physical mysteries. And, students, if I see
farther, it is because I stand high on the shoulders of those
who came before me—with a given expression of higher
vision and recognition.
You of physical plane are limited by inabilities of
higher sensing to reach beyond the limitation of your thirddimensional realizations, but are GIFTED with the
capability of reaching beyond that limitation through
MIND. However, the MIND must be filled with
KNOWLEDGE, not mystical fantasies and mystic myths.
I note that you have grown and some are now truly
capable of understanding the statements as to meaning but
are patient to allow the learning to take place properly,
through a proper sequence of input, so that comprehension
of a subject can properly lay foundations upon which TRUE
KNOWLEDGE can GROW.
My own experiences allow me to show you that which
is limited within your own physical-sensing devices. These
things are the things you MUST have to make progressive
movement into and within higher realizations. The
“topography” does not have to change, but the concepts,
realizations, attitudes and mind dynamics MUST CHANGE
and flow forward, lest you be swallowed up, as most are
entrapped, within the limitations of silliness and foolishness
of would-be kings and gods of every sort. THIS IS
REASON AND LOGIC INTEGRATED WITHIN THE
EMOTIONAL HEART—GIVING, REGIVING AND
LOVE OF BROTHERHOOD. IN THIS “CHARACTER”
OF EXPRESSION, WE “CREATE” AND, IN CREATING
(AS IN CREATION), THERE MUST BE THAT FROM
WHICH WE CHOOSE PIECES OUT OF THE
UNREASONABLE, ILLOGICAL AND FALSE
EXPRESSIONS OF LOVE (WHICH ARE ACTUALLY
HATE OR INDIFFERENCE) OF WHAT IS PRESENTED
FOR OUR SELECTION.
As an example: If you take “Shaman Oracle” who
comes up with a gift from wherever and says, “This clears
parasites,” wonderful! Share it. BUT, when you read
contents of the product and find it is the SAME concoction,
basically, as your own product—already proven—WHY
CHANGE? If psyllium is the prime cleaning agent in the
concoction, then you have an INFERIOR product to our
own, in that the cleansing “sweep” is not as effective, has
more allergen potential and does not have the ability to
“scrape” the clinging (dead or alive) parasites attached to
the intestinal wall—just hanging on for dear life, literally.
I use this as an example because it is in current
consideration from separated-out publishers trying to usurp
more product and viewers.
By the way, for the concerted efforts of such as Rick
Martin, et al., to be calling customers and clients
disclaiming values of New Gaia Products, a new “low” has
been achieved. For one wishing to make available, for
mankind, drias for instance, to those in Appalachia and
Ethiopia, this is a very strange way to accomplish that end;
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for placement at levels of experience will be cause for
placement into proper settings for protection of soul.
We do not need judge, for that will take care of itself.
And yes, many of the evil-intended will be left to the chaos,
destruction and devastation of that which they have created.
The better and positive “world” will move forward as we
create her to evolve, while the remaining unbalanced
“HELL” remains also intact but most uncomfortable as to
living facilities. It is time we suggest you pay more
attention to John’s revelation.
The FACTS are—and are those which are ignored and
used against you—that there is a major SEPARATION
already evolved. We have the basic “ingredients” already
in place, and all that is necessary is the coalition of the
parts thereof to simply have a major separation, as the
goodly-intended move away and forward and the evilintended remain or slide backward within their entrapment.
We have no TIME, as you express it, however, to dwell on
these topics, for the time of presentation is passed and we
must move on. The information, as in these writings, will
be established and mankind can grow of his own volition—
IF HE SO CHOOSES. Those who serve in goodness will,
of choice, be on the Lighted “side” of the mid-line. Those
who are serving the evil side will simply, by stance, be
pulled onto that side of the proverbial “line”. WE DO
NOT MAKE THOSE DISTINCTIONS—YOU MAKE
YOUR OWN DISTINCTIONS, AND IGNORANCE MAY
WELL SERVE SOME, BUT IF AVAILABLE TO
TRUTH—IT WILL SERVE YOU NEGATIVELY. You
KNOW when what you are doing is WRONG, and all the
conjuring and preaching or voting will NOT MAKE IT
RIGHT.
FOLLOW WITH OR WITHIN THE LIE AND YOU
ARE STUCK WITHIN IT. YOU MAY WELL FOOL
SOME PEOPLE, YEA, EVEN ALL THE TIME,
BECAUSE THEY ARE BASICALLY ALREADY
SHARING THE LIE AND INTENT THEREOF. BUT
YOU CANNOT FOOL GOD ANY OF THE TIME! SO,
THOSE FOLLOWING THE LIE HAD BEST START
TAKING A GOOD, HARD AND NOW, HURRIED
LOOK AT SELVES AND INNER TRUTH. “THAT” IS
WHAT IS MEANT BY “GOING WITHIN” TO
ESTABLISH TRUTH FOR SELF. AND YES, INDEED,
SOME HAVE “BLOWN IT” BIGTIME!
Let us look briefly at that to which you can pretty well
relate, as to circumstances and individuals in your life:
Have you ever done EVERYTHING right, only to see it all
turn out wrong, in your perception? Does that mean you’re
a bad person? Does it mean God has rejected you? Of
course not. THIS IS “LIVING” AND IT IS CALLED
“EXPERIENCE/EXPERIENCING”. Certainly, Ron
Carlson did NOTHING remotely wrong—but he ended up
in prison! So, what can you do when these things of
injustice are done unto you? You keep right on doing and
going with that which is RIGHT. Listen to Truth, respect
and follow GOD’S directions and STAY CLOSE TO HIM.
Then, beloved ones, stand back and watch HIM work HIS
PERFECT PLAN. Within Truth, Love and Light—IS
GOD—and that is THAT WHICH IS YOU!
ADVERSITIES ARE ONLY BLESSINGS IN
DISGUISE!
WHEN ALL GOES WRONG, REMEMBER—
“NOTHING” HAS GONE WRONG.

by working diligently to get the very product REMOVED
from use by anyone! And yes, keep those records and hold
them CLOSELY, for we will not be at disadvantage very
much longer—even in “your” counting acceptance.
Drias, for instance, will HOLD FOREVER, for they are
crystalline and, when not being fed or lighted, will simply
hibernate (go dormant). They feed off light and other
atmospheric particles which can actually pass right through
glass as if it were not present, and that’s all you need to
revive the activity. So, drias can actually be stored in open
sunlight, if you want.
Colloids hold FOREVER, as well, unless there is some
“outside” impact to cause the particulate held in suspension
within the solution to be “dropped out”. The product is still
good, even in that instance, if shaken before use. In small
quantities, as in colloidal suspension, there is not enough
metal, unless in massive overdose, to give harm. It is not
the “best” use of product but, with metals and some
minerals, too much can cause problems.
As to the natural products, they too, if stored properly,
can have VALUE bordering on “infinity” but will lose some
of their quality through time, as energy escapes and returns
to its original and natural form. It is this energy radiation
that WE USE by setting the silver colloid to “finish” in the
energy field of the DRIAS. ENERGY PASSES THROUGH
ANY CONTAINER AND DOES ITS OWN
ALCHEMIZATION WITH WHATEVER IS NEARBY.
EVEN THE VERY AIR SURROUNDING THE DRIAS IS
PURELY WONDERFUL AND COULD, IN FACT,
“HEAL” SICK AIR. AND NO, NO MAYAN SHAMAN
CAN OFFER YOU THIS, MY FRIENDS.
But let us speak of my topic, as a reminder, for the
day. I need to again focus on earthquakes because YOU
ARE GOING TO EXPERIENCE SOME MIGHTY
QUAKES. INDIA CAN, THIS DAY, FROM THE
MASSIVE STORM BEING EXPERIENCED, “SHOW”
YOU THAT ONE MASSIVE IMPACT OF THAT WHICH
IS CALLED “NATURE” CAN AND DOES AFFECT ALL
SYSTEMS.
In a relatively closed ecosystem, as is presented by a
PLANET, the balance is maintained through the system
itself. Get it out of balance and pressures build
exponentially, and recovery is difficult as one system after
another takes leave of its senses. You are then the pawns,
which will be toppled, twitched and shifted as the BIGGER
things take no note of you as individuals. The dog, for
instance, in shaking off its fleas, is not taking note of a
favorite flea, tick or mite.
We of God Creator will have to attend OUR PEOPLE,
and Satan will not bother to attend any of his—and we
certainly WILL NOT attend them FOR him. No, we do not
mean as in “goody two-shoes”. We MEAN those in service
and coalition with Creator, vs. those who are in direct
conflict with our movement in a forward, creative
circumstance, toward GOD (goodness and balance in
harmony). Separate from God those of God’s true
REVAMPING OF CREW
messengers and Hosts and you have denied self a ticket
OFF THE CLEANSING ORB. Evil is not coming aboard
“Revamping” is only “my” chosen term for allowing
to continue its dirty tricks. Yet, no, it does not mean that easier flow of information, filling in where we need help
myriads of experiencing PEOPLE will be destined to doom, (i.e. pictures, etc., which cannot inexpensively be provided
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from off-shore) and also allowing for more topics of timely
interest to be presented in CONTACT. Our issues received
in Manila are awaited like a new supply of candy in the
candy store. YOU ARE A GLOBAL—AND WE ARE
ALL NOW MOVING INTO A COSMIC—COMMUNITY.
Accept that fact, for there is no running back to “before”
Kentucky Fried Chicken and McDonalds. The people of
the Philippines have as much right to ruin their health as
anyone else in an affluent society. YOU CANNOT GO
BACK AND CHANGE THAT WHICH IS PAST. We now
move forward with opportunity to CHANGE the
infrastructure, improve the ecology—and perhaps the
impact, even as Nature can recover, will bring a start
toward balance. You DO NOT take away the things of
wondrous technology and societal gifts—you improve the
quality of the people’s perception, desires and capabilities
to have the things of thriving lifestyles. You will not have
pornography and dissipation when an individual has his
dream and actually experiences possibilities turned about
into growth, rather than oblivion in alternative distractions.
And yes, WE CAN DO THAT!
We are, therefore, depending on such as John Ray to
continue to keep up with the wonderful information flow on
banking, gold and other such topics, so that they are not
missed while we attend other focused attention.
And yes, Ron, thank you for the quake information.
And do, please, provide the pictures that make information
understood. MOST of the people of today CANNOT
READ WITH COMPREHENSION.
I ask, for myself, that anything of importance coming
across the lines to your attention be run, if space is
available—and we can discuss it later, if necessary.
Advance opportunity is good but this scribe is swamped.
The variety of contributions is extremely well-advised, and
we realize that it is easier to begin structuring a paper and
getting part of it to layout EARLY in the week, prior to
press day.
For instance, and to not overgo my own boss, the
Marcos material can be “bumped” in favor of a variety of
urgent topics. We give and take to allow us to make it
through a tight economic time. This limitation is just about
finished and, therefore, yes indeed, we will need workers,
contributors and free-lance writers. WE WILL NOT,
HOWEVER, EVER GO INTO THE “RECEIVING”
LINES. NO MORE. THAT WAS NECESSARY, AND
WE HAD TO TAKE DRASTIC SURGICAL MEASURES
TO SEPARATE OUT THE PRETENDERS, SO THAT
“NO REFERENCE OR FUTURE CONNECTION WOULD
LUMP US WITHIN THOSE SPECTRUM
PROJECTIONS”.
CONTACT was being totally destroyed as a truth-flow
paper. The cult group had to be put aside. They chose to
keep the Spectrum paper as nearly like CONTACT as
possible to grab publicity and subscribers. It WILL fail, but
not until we are ready to bring that final curtain down. We
want the public to realize the absurd and evil activities of
the people involved, so as to NOT EVER AGAIN
CONSIDER ANY CONNECTION. I MEAN, NEVER
AGAIN.
What of those who got “sucked in” by them? What of
them? Choices are two-way avenues—OF THOUGHT.
Every individual has THE SAME AND EQUAL
appropriation of THOUGHT-processing and decisionmaking. If they don’t immediately have all data—then they
should certainly acquire it—but that, also, is a choice.
It is much as with earthquakes, readers: Most people
do NOT wish to be informed. They want the magical
knowing of WHEN, and HOW BIG and where “THEY”
should be to avoid negative impact. They do not wish to

be bored with information, insight or facts.
Ah but, when you know FACTS, you don’t find mindgames or mystics flourishing OR fortunetellers thriving.
I would like to leave the “general” discussions here and
move on to a couple of articles coming into focus. One is
EXTREMELY important for the West Coast of California,
and the other is a general discussion of a newly discovered
“type” of fault construction. Actually, both that I use today
will deal with two of these categories. THE
PROJECTIONS REGARDING THE NORTHWEST U.S.
FAULT CENTERS SHOULD BE UNDER CONSTANT
ATTENTION. WHEN YOU HAVE MULTIPLE
DISRUPTIONS AROUND THE WHOLE OF ANY GIVEN
PLATE HUB, YOU ARE GOING TO ATTRACT
METEORITES BECAUSE OF THE MAGNETIC WAVE
PULLING-POWER UNLEASHED. WITH THIS
“CORRUPTION” UNDER THE SEAS AND IMPACTING
OBJECTS FROM THE COSMOS, YOU HAVE A SETUP
FOR DEVASTATION TO MATCH SCALLION’S
MAPPING. Frankly, anything SHORT OF THAT is
wondrous to contemplate. And yes, to you back home, it
is good to be in an area that may well shake, rattle and roll,
but the desirable place to ride it out—is in an area that will
undergo upthrust. Indeed, there are ancient signs available
for the looking, on the ocean side of, say, the Los Angeles
area. A lot of that “ocean front” will take a wondrous ride
UPWARD as that Pacific Plate subducts—and before it
“rolls under itself”—there will be surface shaking of
incredible size and major damage, but most will easily
SURVIVE. Strangely enough, you will find that much of
the city, itself, as in L.A., will stand—damaged, but mostly
intact.
The present projection from our viewpoint is to get
those cross-fault gas lines shut down and the infrastructure
lines closed off to prevent the devastation by the fires that
will be started. If you can maintain a way to get those
“temporary” fires extinguished, most human life will be
spared. So our intent is to, hopefully, get the gas turned
OFF before it reaches the ruptures AT QUAKE SITE, keep
all water flow intact as long as possible—but it will be
brief—and handle the cross-fault electric chaos as orderly
as is possible; and that means a cutting of flow where those
lines coalesce, at production sites. Can we do that? YES.
It will not seem very “perfect” to the experiencing
multitudes, but yes, we can assist in much of that operation.
It is better to be WITHOUT electricity than to have
sparking lines igniting gas pockets.
In the San Bernardino area, for instance, there will be
a massive slippage, which will snap those fault-crossing gas
mains; and that will dump the heavier-than-air gases into
Earth proximity, while presenting a devastating ball of fuel
to feed incredible fires. We won’t even talk about
devastation to oxygen supplies, but the oxygen will be taken
up by and with the gases and, actually, turn the fires into
infernos.
I would like to simply copy a couple of things which
we can take up at length later, if desirable, but of which
you need be aware in the U.S., right now. THIS IS
“SERIOUS” TIME.
[QUOTING from the Philippine Star, Nov. 2, 1999:]
RESEARCHERS SAY FAULT MORE LETHAL
THAN PREVIOUSLY BELIEVED
IRVINE, California (AP)—A newly discovered fault
beneath the coastal section of Orange County could generate
a bigger earthquake than previously believed, according to
a recent study.
The 24-mile (40-kilometer) BLIND THRUST fault,
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which runs near Los Angeles, from Huntington Beach to
Dana Point, was discovered in March (1999). At that time,
researchers estimated that it could generate a magnitude 7.0
earthquake every 2,500 years.
But researchers now believe the fault could cause a
magnitude 7.3 earthquake, according to a study published
in November’s Geology magazine, which hit the
newsstands last week. [S: How many of you take
regularly, Geology? Do you begin to see what an uphill
go of it we actually have going in order to get
information, of even the most limited items, to you?]
The fault appears to be similar to the blind thrust fault
system that caused a 1994 California quake in Northridge,
which struck with a magnitude of 6.7, killing 72 people and
causing an estimated $40 billion in damage. [S: They fail
to make our point about preparation, right here; the
people died because of the devastating lack of proper
considerations. When freeways and apartment buildings
collapse on themselves, while one next-door stands, at
least enough to protect life, you have MANMADE
PROBLEMS—SO STOP BLAMING GOD. HOW DO
YOU KNOW OR HOW DO YOU CHECK OUT
THESE THINGS? MY GOODNESS, IT IS YOUR
LIFE—FIND OUT HOW, FOR I AM NOT IN THE
APARTMENT-BUILDING DEPARTMENT. But,
people, 72 dead people out of some near 20-million
population is, indeed, very limited and quite relatively
minute. However, never underestimate that, to the dead
party, it is 100% fatal.]
Blind thrust faults produce quakes when one side
pushes UPWARD but does NOT break the surface. Others,
like the San Andreas Fault, are STRIKE-SLIP systems that
generate quakes when one side moves horizontally against
the other. [END OF QUOTING]
Next, we will consider a writing from the Internet, sent
by Ron K. for my comments. I have already made enough
comments, but we will offer the article (with any comments
blaring at us for same) and ask him to integrate the
diagrams he has gathered.
[QUOTING:]
STUDY INDICATES UNEXPECTED
EARTHQUAKE DANGERS LIE BENEATH
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
When it comes to damaging earthquakes in the Pacific
Northwest [USA], everyone worries about “The Big One”,
a great THRUST EARTHQUAKE caused by the rupture of
a huge offshore fault beneath the ocean, but there are other
kinds of earthquakes that may be just as dangerous.
In fact, the most damaging earthquake in the U.S.
Pacific Northwest in this century was a different type of
shock called an “INTRASLAB” earthquake. That
magnitude 7.1 event occurred in 1949 beneath Olympia,
Washington and caused over $100 million in damage.
A new study by Arizona State University geologist
Simon M. Peacock and Kelin Wang, a geoscientist at the
Geological Survey of Canada’s Pacific Geoscience Centre,
provides firm support for a recent theory that explains how
intraslab earthquakes work and confirms the hazard posed
to certain geographic areas. The study appears in the
October 29 issue of Science. [S: How many of you
readers regularly take SCIENCE?]
Both great thrust earthquakes and intraslab earthquakes
occur in “subduction zones”, where oceanic crust dives
beneath the edge of a continent. [S: Yes, this is inclusive
of “blind thrust faults”.] Great thrust earthquakes occur
at SHALLOW DEPTHS of 0 to 50 kilometers, along the
sloping boundary between the descending plate and the
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continental margin. In contrast, intraslab
earthquakes occur within the descending oceanic
crust at depths of 50 to 300 kilometers beneath the
surface and are caused by different processes.
“The risks posed by intraslab earthquakes have
not been fully incorporated into seismic hazard
analysis,” said Peacock. “In many cases, such as the
Pacific Northwest, these less-easily-understood
earthquakes occur closer to major population centers
than the larger, offshore earthquakes. The historic
record bears this out.”
In 1996, Stephen H. Kirby and colleagues at the
U.S. Geological Survey proposed a mechanism for
intraslab earthquakes which is supported by the
current study. Basically, Kirby’s theory proposes
intraslab earthquakes occur because the intense heat
and pressure in subduction zones metamorphose (or
change) the descending oceanic crust into denser
rocks. These mineralogical changes cause the
subducting oceanic crust to liberate water stored in
the original minerals and to reactivate pre-existing faults.
“In the absence of water, these faults would not move
because of the weight of the overlying rocks,” said Peacock.
“The liberated water essentially lubricates the fault—
pumping up the water pressure causes the fault to slip.” [S:
Realize, also, that in times of what you are calling
“warming”, by whatever title you give it, you have two
factors—heat and pressure—causing a remarkable
lubrication and cushion of expansion allowing, or
actually demanding, a major slippage, with all the
concurrent occurrences set into motion from friction,
motion, displacement and shifting. The El Ninos and La
Ninas are incredibly important but not for the reasons

usually presented to you. Perhaps I should say, in
addition to these things presented to you here.]
Peacock and Wang tested Kirby’s theory by comparing
two subduction zones in Japan, carefully calculating the
temperature of the subducting oceanic crust and comparing
their seismic and volcanic records. Confirming Kirby’s
theory, the results showed that the oceanic crust subducting
beneath southwest Japan—a “warm” subduction zone—
should liberate water at shallower depths and thus trigger
only shallow intraslab earthquakes and less volcanic
activity, as compared to activity in the cold subduction zone
beneath northeast Japan.
“Things happen much deeper beneath northeast Japan
because the subducting crust is much colder, and water is
released at much greater depth,” said Peacock. “It’s the
water being released at depth that generates these intraslab
earthquakes and subduction-zone volcanoes. Intraslab
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earthquakes occur at relatively shallow depths beneath
southwest Japan because the subducting oceanic crust is
warmer.”
Like southwest Japan, the Pacific Northwest (northern
California, Oregon, Washington and southern British
Columbia) and southern Mexico are underlain by warm
subduction zones.
“The Vancouver-Seattle-Tacoma area may be more at
risk from an intraslab earthquake than from a larger
earthquake along the offshore trench,” Peacock said. “This
risk has only recently been recognized. We’re starting to
realize that we have to worry about a magnitude 7-7.5
intraslab earthquake located 50 km beneath Seattle or
Vancouver, as well as a magnitude 8 or 9 out on the coast.”
[S: RIGHT! DEFINITELY RIGHT! BECAUSE
WHAT YOU WILL HAVE—AS THAT SHALLOW
FAULT BREAKS OR SLIPS AT LARGE
MAGNITUDE—IS THAT IT WILL TRIGGER THE
DEEPER TRENCH FAULT AND YOU HAVE
MASSIVE DOUBLE-TROUBLE. THIS HOLDS TRUE
FOR ALL COASTAL LINES WHERE THERE IS
SUBDUCTION.
AND, MOREOVER, THAT
INCLUDES ALMOST ALL COASTAL LANDS,
BECAUSE THAT IS WHY THE LAND-MASSES
BECAME IN THE FIRST PLACE.]
“Large intraslab earthquakes occur quite frequently.
Just last month, on September 30, a magnitude 7.4 intraslab
earthquake shook Oaxaca, Mexico, killing at least 27
people.”
Peacock, whose main field of expertise is metamorphic
petrology, points out that this study is an example of how
specialized scientific research can sometimes yield
information with real significance to everyday life. “For
years I have studied metamorphism, a largely academic
subject. Now we’ve learned that there is a solid connection
between metamorphic processes and earthquakes that have
killed tens of thousands of people,” he said.
Peacock and Wang tested Kirby’s theory by comparing
“warm” and “cold” subduction zones—zones that differ by
as much as 300 degrees centigrade, at depths greater than
50 km. Because heat is an important factor in causing
minerals to metamorphose, they predicted that changes in
the rock would occur at shallower depth in the warm zone
than in the cold zone and that, consequently, intermediatedepth earthquakes would be shallower in the warm zone.
They also predicted that there would be more volcanic
activity in the cold zone, because the deeper metamorphic
changes would release water at greater depth, causing the
melting of the overlying mantle.
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The study looked at two subduction zones in
Japan, carefully calculating their temperature
differences and comparing their seismic and volcanic
records. Confirming Kirby’s theory, the results
showed that the subduction zone for southwest
Japan—a “warm” zone—recorded shallower
earthquakes and less volcanic activity than the
northeast Japan’s cold subduction zone.
[END OF QUOTING]
We have been given full permission to use this
material, along with illustrations: AS LONG AS WE
GIVE CREDIT TO SIMON PEACOCK/ARIZONA
STATE UNIVERSITY. It is with great appreciation
that we do so.
I have so much to credit and so many to whom
credit is due—and such a short space allotted for so
doing. Please accept our appreciation. I would
remind all of you, and specifically Pete Q. (C), who
does drawings in cartoon fashion for CONTACT: A
PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS—
AND EXPERIENCE IS BEYOND ALL.
Thank you, dharma. Be prepared for overwork but,
while we have a bit of a lull in document preparation on an
urgent scale, we have to take advantage of opportunity
while the topics are “hot”.
As we can afford, financially, more and larger papers,
we will simply include more human hands and minds to
accumulate data. Man better believes that which is
presented from a source he can see and accept. This allows
for unlimited resources and, yes, we can eventually get it
onto Internet web-site(s), and we won’t be bound to the
keyboard. Things are taking shape, even if they are
UNSEEN. Hold strong, and KNOW—all things are
working in perfection—we happen to have THE leader.
I am here, therefore, asked to give recognition to some
who have gone to Tehachapi and asked to assist, from
hands-on service, as in paper mailing, to outright offer of
buying the house to end the strife. Accept the help and
now, even yes, Millers—for there is no damage to the
Spectrum kids getting improper information “before its
time”. These things are strictly up to the ones working as
the team back there. I don’t think, however, Millers will
enjoy working among the displaced fragments of Ekkers’
lives. But I’m sure that those such as Lucy would dearly
enjoy being included. We each learn from experiences, and
we each learn a very important lesson—TO WAIT UNTIL
THE TIME/SEQUENCE IS RIGHT, AND DO NOT TRY
TO CHANGE A SYSTEM UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND
THE OLD—AND APPRECIATE THE PERSONS IN
CHARGE. Lucy, for instance, could really help but, at this
time, not with the dwelling. There is a purpose for the
mess of the dwelling—and we have only just begun with
that circumstance.
So, think carefully about Millers, for the Spectrum
group is going to USE Millers, unmercifully—and so it has
to move in its own volition. We must act within and under
shelter of LAW. That means that the criminal parasites
who have attached to Millers have to be cleansed away—
and, unfortunately, Millers are now caught in the middle,
or worse, in the clutches of the parasites themselves, who
struggle for existence off the host and, in this house/
property matter, they are surviving by sucking on Millers.
GOD IS MERCIFUL AND GOD IS JUST. GOD IS
ALWAYS AT READY TO OFFER GRACE TO ANY
AND ALL WHO COME IN HUMBLE INTENT AND
RIGHTEOUS SERVICE. WHEN THIS HAPPENS, THE
PARASITES HAVE NO HOST! SIMPLE!
Salu, Soltec to clear.
dharma
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Plate Tectonics Illustrated
OVERVIEW
To understand what makes the Earth quake, we
need a basic knowledge of the interactions between
masses of land that cause them. This study is known
as “plate tectonics”.
As shown in the chart to the right, the surface of
this planet is fragmented into numerous “plates”.
Geophysical activity occurs principally at and near the
boundaries of these plates, as they spread apart from,
butt into and rub against each other.
Spreading apart of the plates occurs where molten
material thrusts upward at the boundary of two plates,
creating a ridge of new crustal material. This is best
exampled by the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. As new crustal
material is thus formed, the plates on either side of the
boundary are pushed apart.
As the North American Plate, for instance, is
pushed away from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, it butts into
the large Pacific Plate, the circumference of which is
known as the “Ring of Fire”, due to the high level of
geophysical activity around most of its perimeter.
Where these two great plates meet, they fragment
further into “micro-plates”, such as the Juan de Fuca
and Gorda Plates, off the West Coast of the United
States (see map of “Cascadia Subduction Zone” at the
top of the next page).
Where two plates butt into each other, if one plate
is water-covered and thus heavier, it will “subduct”, or
push below, the lighter plate. Subduction zones are
marked by ocean trenches. In the process of
subduction, earthquakes can occur at various depths.
Deeper earthquakes may be of lower magnitude than the
shallower coastal earthquakes, but they are often more
damaging, as they tend to occur under populated areas.
At great depths and under great pressure, the subducted
rock actually melts and, ultimately, migrates to be
recycled as new crustal material.
Where plates of nearly equal density butt together,
instead of subduction occurring, the crust buckles,
forming mountain ranges. The Rocky Mountains
provide evidence of the butting together of nearly equal
density plates at some time in the past, indicating that
all of what is now called the Pacific Plate was not
always under water.
Where plates do not directly butt into each other,
but instead slide along each other (known as
“transform” faults), lateral-slip-type earthquakes occur.
Where molten matter rises up through a plate at
other than the plate’s boundary, this is referred to as a
“hot spot”; the Hawaiian Islands are a good example.
MODEL OF SUBDUCTION
The next graphic clearly illustrates the dynamics in
and around a subduction zone.
As molten matter rises into the rift of an ocean
ridge and solidifies, spreading occurs. This spreading
pushes the ocean plate into the continental plate.
Weighed down by the mass of the ocean water above
it, the ocean plate is forced downward. At that point,
on the surface of the seabed, the gap between the plates
forms a trench.

Shallow earthquakes occur along ocean ridges,
transform fault lines and near ocean trenches. Deeper
earthquakes occur along the path of the descending slab.
The great danger of these deeper earthquakes is that
they tend to occur under populated areas, just inland on
the continental plate.
The slab of cool, Lithospheric rock is pushed
downward into the hot layer below, known as the
Asthenosphere, where it becomes molten. The buckling
of the edge of the continental slab can create
opportunities for magma to rise up from deep within the
subduction zone. Where it does, a volcano forms. The
Cascade Mountains in the Pacific Northwest of the
United States are a good example of this. (Again, refer
to the “Cascadia Subduction Zone” map at the top of
the next page.)

THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
In the Pacific Northwest, as the Pacific Plate
fragments, subducts and is liquefied at great depths, the
molten material has found 13 separate places to rise to
the surface. There are 13 volcanoes marked in the next
graphic, “Cascadia Subduction Zone (Pacific NW)”.
Most people are aware of the devastation created by
the explosive force behind the eruption of Mt. St. Helen
in this range. Mt. Baker has been relatively active in
recent years, as well. But it is Mt. Rainier to which the
Native Americans refer when they say that a great sign
will be “when Grandfather speaks”.
This illustration shows the Gorda and Juan de Fuca
micro-plates, which are really fragments of the huge
Pacific Plate.

Model Of Subduction Zone
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MOUNT RAINIER
Looking at the graphic labeled “Juan de Fuca Ridge Cascade Range”, you might begin to see what the
consequences of a deep earthquake under Seattle could be.
A large earthquake, deep in the descending slab,
would probably greatly increase pressure in the magma
chambers below the Cascade Range, thus potentially
triggering an eruption of Mount Rainier, which is, to
put it mildly, uncomfortably close to Seattle.
It has been said that when Mount Rainier blows, it
will do so with a force one thousand times as powerful
as that of Mount St. Helen. While much of the ash
would likely be blown eastward by prevailing winds, the
force of the blast, itself, will be devastating; much like
having one of the largest thermonuclear devices going
off within a short distance (something like 30 miles) of
Seattle. And the surrounding areas are not, any more,
sparsely populated.
THE NEW MADRID FAULT
The New Madrid Fault appears to be an exception
to the rule that earthquakes occur at or near plate
boundaries. Yet we know that plate boundaries change,
and that smaller plates are fragments of larger ones.
As an educated guess, which Commander Soltec
might comment upon at some later date, it seems
possible that the large North American Plate is
threatening to crack into two separate plates in the
vicinity of the Mississippi River.
The butting together of these two portions of nearly
equal density would probably cause buckling of the
crust and the creation of a jagged mountain range, much
as was described in Sipapu Odyssey.

It should be pointed out that the “teeth” of the
“subduction-zone plate boundary” are actually on the
wrong side. In general practice, these teeth point the
other way, to indicate that it is the Continental Plate
which is “devouring” the Pacific Plate, i.e. the Pacific
Plate is subducting.
In a writing elsewhere in this issue, Commander
Soltec confirms that a shallow, offshore earthquake of
THE PHILIPPINES
magnitude 8 or 9 is likely to trigger a deeper earthquake
onshore, of magnitude 7 to 7.5, in the vicinity of Seattle
We wouldn’t want anyone in the Philippines to
or Vancouver. Since the subducting slab descends at an
angle of up to 45 degrees, and as Seattle is some 300 think that we had forgotten about them, so here’s a map
km east of the subduction-zone boundary, an intraslab and some accompanying commentary from the Internet.
[QUOTING from the Internet, (University of North
earthquake beneath Seattle could occur between depths
of 50 to 300 km. The same applies to Vancouver, but Dakota?) URL http://volcano.und.nodak.edu:]
The plate tectonics in the Philippines are complex
with possibly less consequence.

and include plate boundaries that are changing rapidly.
Several micro-plates are getting squeezed between two
convergent plate margins [the Eurasian Plate and the
Philippine Plate]. Stratigraphic evidence indicates
cessation and reactivation of subduction at some
trenches...
...Arrows [on the map, above] mark transform or
major strike-slip faults, triangles mark volcanoes active
in the last 10,000 years...
...In the west, more steeply east-dipping subduction
of the Eurasian Plate...along the 560 mile (900 km)
length of the Manila and Sulu trenches produces a
discontinuous line of active volcanoes from Taal in the
south to Iraya in the north. Volcanism associated with
this subduction zone began about 10 million years ago. ..
...Volcanoes in an east-west zone across central
Luzon may be associated with a “leaky” transform fault
that connects the two subduction zones. The transform
fault is offset to the right by the younger Philippine Fault.
The volcanoes of the Philippines are the most
deadly and costly in the world. Fatalities have been
caused by 13% of the historic eruptions, most notably
at Taal and Mayon, and 22% of the eruptions caused
damage...Tsunami are more commonly associated with
eruptions at the Philippines than in any other... region.
[END QUOTING]
On an educated guess, we again hazard a
proposition: Pinched between the Pacific Plate, pushing
westward, and the Eurasian Plate, which is being driven
Eastward, the less-dense Philippine Plate appears
destined to be pushed upward, as we have been told.
Presented by CONTACT staff
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Evil Whelps Have
No Ability To Impact
10/31/99
By Doris Ekker
First, a note of appreciation regarding the loving
thoughts and caring input from family and friends. As
we get older (and even older), we wish to forget those
days of remindings hitting in the face (along with the rest
of the tired and frumpled body), I suppose, literally.
I cannot tell you, this year, how humble I (WE) are
to have you of our friends and family across the ocean,
for you did what we could not and, in the whole of it—
gave us what we could not even protect in any aspect of
capability. The rest of the plague will have to take its
course. Please, do not, any of you, further PUSH any
rivers or act in even the remotest manner outside the
limitations now imposed on property or dwelling. Any
actions outside the restrictions will simply, NOW, cover
evidence of “the Spectrum lizards’” (SL) actions. WE
WANT THEIR ACTIONS SEEN FROM EVERY
VIEWPOINT. These outrageous and grievous actions
have been many, and much has been pushed by MartinCortright and Young TO COVER UP THE PRIOR
THEFTS OF DOCUMENTS AND PROPERTY that
took place before the house circumstance took center
stage. I do not know how Karen and Kathy could deal
with these vultures without turning on them with force,
for the dirty deeds foisted off onto two loving friends. I
would guess that Karen has moved and can somehow be
separate and now, it appears, Kathy has also made a
decision to go away. I’m sorry, but there is nothing we
can do after the facts are laid forth. Kathy and Karen are
possibly the most emotionally betrayed of all. However,
I don’t understand Joan’s continuing relationship with
those who have so badly hurt her own child. Lying no
longer covers the deeds committed. Perhaps these are
the parts of discernment we fail to take unto ourselves as
individuals because, frankly, it hurts the feelings far too
much to accept. But, perhaps now, after all the thefts of
records and property even unto this very week, Kathy
and Karen, at the least, can see and know that this is no
tale of woe—but one of fact. And now that Dave has
chosen to play the tune of “this lift belongs to me...”,
and she has played along, I don’t know what to think or
feel about Kathy’s possible deliberate participation.
Perhaps it is as well that we cannot see into another’s
mind or heart.
My personal petition to my Teacher lately, and again
at this sitting to write, is “Please, may we not dwell on
these things of personal sorting and aspects?”
The response is logical, if not of our choosing to
hear, and is certainly outside my thoughts in
consciousness. Cmdr. simply states that man cannot
relate to that which happened to a King or Queen, a
historical person or evolvement of “someone,
somewhere, somehow”. Man relates to that which IS
and as relative to HIMSELF, as in peer, experience, or
related observations in expression and circumstance of
that which is within his own grasp of personal

recognition and consciousness. All else is but parable.
For “us” to build stability and make an experience
worthy of its very happening, we must share, so that
those among us can also realize, feel, observe and
experience. We cannot be emotionally involved with a
remote, unknown party—in, say, Texas, New York,
Florida or Hawaii—going through the same type of
experience. But if YOU are immediately attached, or
even just an observer from an immediate ringside seat—
YOU CAN EXPERIENCE, EVALUATE, JUDGE
ACTIONS AS PRESENTED IN PROVEN
OBSERVATION—AND EACH AND THEN ALL
CAN GROW. YOU CANNOT EXPERIENCE A
“FEELING” ABOUT ONE OF 2,000 YEARS AGO IN
MYTHOLOGY, AS WELL AS YOU CAN OBSERVE
THE IMMEDIATE ACTS OF THE PLAY
UNFOLDING
BEFORE
US—AND
OUR
PARTICIPATION AS AN ACTOR ON THAT SELFSAME STAGE.
Rick tried to really cut “low” with the “lowfrequency” garbage, as to “Doris and Aton sounding the
same...”. That latter is a wondrous compliment for a
student. Should not the student of a decade—with the
most perfect professors of life and physics in a
UNIVERSE—have learned from the hundreds-ofthousands of personal and classroom TEACHINGS?
Even Rick learned to repeat my words as presented—as
if through his speakers. If I have insight at all, and yes,
I do, while gaining more and more and more every
minute of every experience, it is BECAUSE I, hopefully,
begin to sound like my Teachers—and recognize the very
things given and voice them, as well as write them.
These are the lessons from my Guides and Teachers, as
they have shared with me, to be shared by any who care
to look or hear. Anyone can be a technician—but LIFE
is that which IS ALL and, yes, must be experienced by
the act of “living”. Yes, I have also learned about
physics and wonders, yea, even miracles, while
unraveling MYSTERIES. I still know almost nothing
about mysticism (not even all the signs of the zodiac),
and I am not some psychic seer claiming great ability as
a shaman or soothsayer. I KNOW what is coming if we
do certain things, and I KNOW what is expected if we
do not do certain things; that is not prophecy—THAT IS
LIVING THE EXPERIENCE. WE HAVE DONE
THIS PLAY BEFORE AND THE SCRIPT IS THE
SAME. ALL THAT REMAINS IS THE PLAYING—
AND WHAT OF THE ENDING, IF WE BUT
CHOOSE TO CHANGE A BIT, IN AND OF THIS
PARTICULAR PLAY, WITH GOD WAITING
PATIENTLY WHILE “WE” DECIDE WHAT WILL
COME TO PASS. I PERSONALLY CHOOSE TO
HAVE IT END ON A HAPPY, GOLDEN AGE AND
WONDROUS ERA. I AM BELIEVING THAT
POSITIVE INTENT PREVAILS OVER EVIL INTENT.
YOU KNOW, THE GOOD GUYS WIN.
CERTAINLY, AS A PLAYER ON THE STAGE, IT
WILL GO TOWARD THE POSITIVE—IF I PREVAIL
AND STAY THE COURSE TO COMPLETION OF,
AT LEAST, THIS ACT OF THE PLAY. At the least,
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things will be better or changed because we walked this
way.
Do “I”, Doris, speak to and hear the “unseen” souls/
spirits gone into another expression? Yes, for, IN
ACTUALITY, what else IS THERE? If I speak on the
telephone to someone, I am only exchanging sounds of
voice—to communication in a language we both can
interpret and understand. I am not confronted by a
BODY. So, I repeat the question: WHAT ELSE IS
THERE? Perhaps I AM some kind of “basket-case”,
but it all seems very, very simplistic in both concept and
actual experience. If a man’s body is paralyzed from his
chin down—is he less of “himself” as a functioning
mind? Tell your negative attitude and opinion to one
like Christopher Reeve. “Thought” is unseen and actions
are the visible aspect of thought. If I communicate with
an “unseen” Creator, does it mean HE/SHE/IT IS LESS
REAL OR VITAL? I HAVE NOT SEEN THE WIND,
EITHER—BUT, MY GOODNESS, I HAVE SEEN ITS
AMAZING MANIFESTATIONS “IN ACTION”. This
is another one of those things that DOES NOT require
a rocket scientist.
This day, through all this invisible projection, I am
closer to my family and friends at 9,000-miles distance
than I could be in proximity, while being pulled in every
direction at once. We formed a network of cohesive
solidarity in that very absence of “body” that cannot and
shall not be broken. Please note the attackers—THEY
ALWAYS ATTACK THE ESSENCE (SPIRIT) OF
THE PLAYERS—THROUGH THE MIND. NO,
THESE EVIL WHELPS HAVE NO ABILITY TO
IMPACT AND EVER THE LESSER ABILITY TO
PREVAIL.
So, could “Doris” write a worthy book on these
topics of self-experience and expression? Finally, YES.
I might even do a pretty good job of it, since it is MY
LIFE. In fact, NO ONE, no matter how worthy, could
even begin to do the job half as well. However, that is
not my purpose—at least not YET and, frankly, nobody
should give a hoot about “my” life, for you must attend
YOURS. As to content of living: I had to first pay the
price to achieve maturity enough to so much as THINK
of such a thing as taking on relative responsibility for
self-expression that would impact others. The facts are
that in putting to print, thoughts, and especially
publishing thoughts in print, and possibly being educated
enough to be considered—through experience or study—
some sort of “expert” on any given subject, like MY life,
even if it be eviction possibilities, PEOPLE TEND TO
“FOLLOW”. IF THE LEADER IS TOTALLY
WITHOUT SCRUPLES AND INTEGRITY—THE
FOLLOWERS ARE DOOMED, FOR—IF THEY
HAVE NOT BOTHERED TO SORT AND SELECT
THAT WHICH IS RIGHT FROM THAT WHICH IS
EVIL—THEY WILL PAY DEARLY IN PAIN AND
AGONY AND BECOME STUCK IN THE SLUDGE
OF THE LIE. I would then pay more dearly for having
led them astray or into distraction. If I should do that
intentionally, I have doubled my karmic challenge—and,
people, I guess I am politically correct in stating that I
am karmicly and dharmicly already “challenged” quite
enough. I am also “thin challenged”, “youth challenged”
and, for goodness’ sakes, “economically challenged”—in
the moment. Ah, but moments pass, and expectations
can change it all into simply only being “idea
challenged” and “limitation challenged”.
Those who follow such as a Rick MartinCortright—ALREADY
BELIEVED
(OR
DISBELIEVED) in our quest or mission. So, when
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opportunity was shoved and dumped all over them—
FEAR PREVAILED. There is no more to it than
exactly this: They wanted a piece of something, even if
it was WRONG. It happens all the time and has been
ever thus since the beginning of man. This is just
following the “charmer” and never minding the
truthbringer. Kill that truthbringer-messenger, again, has
been the tale of eons. And, surely enough, TODAY I
feel like I have certainly been through those events of
eons.
In regarding the extraordinary circumstances of a
house on Adam Drive, in a township (with an
unpronounceable name), somewhere between foothills
and desert, having had opportunity of having (through
experience) learned some LAW and legal possibilities,
bides us well. Hard, miserable and painful experiences
seem to actually be the teachers of best learning.
ABUSE of those sheltering clauses of law bides others
ill. In other words, the very act of experiencing, prior to
now—serves us incredibly well, NOW. How else could
WE possibly KNOW that what those nasties are doing
is not only wrong but UNLAWFUL?
We must continue, I suppose, to look inside, gain
insight and LEARN from each experience. We must
document circumstances and back it up with all the facts
possible—while our family has been locked out of our
own dwelling place, and our things have been
vandalized, stolen and ransacked. Literally—very
personal things have been deliberately taken off the
premises. And no, MILLERS WERE NOT PRESENT
for MOST OF IT. Millers were the most ill-treated of
all in the games of Spectrum.
The Millers have had to hire an armed guard—and
frankly, people, there was no need to bother to keep “us”
off the property. That became necessary for protecting
their own assets, as their own established “helpers” and
“crew” of criminal thieves went berserk. Too late,
however, they acted; for they locked the vermin inside
the barn AFTER the horse was gone. Now, they can’t
gain back the horse, and every missing item SHALL BE
ACCOUNTED FOR!
But do thieves admit their theft and bring back the
loot they have stolen? I doubt it, and that is from
observation, and NO, we shall not sit still for total
amnesty for crooks and vandals. Been there and done
that—WITH THESE VERY VANDALS AND
CROOKS.
There are corporate books missing that have been
the central focus of lawsuits, prior to now, and there are
FAMILY pictures taken and, it is said, destroyed as
trash. To parents, those are the pictures of families
growing up, that cannot be replaced, ever. So, we linger
a while in the heart and realize that pictures on paper
cannot in any way replace those in the heart and mind,
and so, without choice really, you let it go, for it cannot
usually be “undone”. E.J.’s very family estate records
(he is eldest) and family memorabilia were taken. Of
what value could those things POSSIBLY be, even to the
thugs? I think we all know the purpose behind such
personal attacks. Maybe even Millers can relate to this
kind of vandalism.
Ah, but, as with the corporation records and
books—we have the law to back us, again—but the
Spectrum Cult thieves have nothing, and no one, to
shelter their actions of theft and breaking-and-entering
through criminal trespass. Who will shelter them? The
other crooks and breakers?
Who foots the bill for all this trashing and looting?
Let us just consider missing corporation records, for

instance. We had long been unable to trust services
at the corporate agent. We preferred to leave some
corporations in “limbo” and delinquent status, rather
than to have them open for the thieving fingers and
unethical actions of people in that corporation
headquarters. Does this mean Cort Christie? No—but
recognize that, when some of the first corporations were
stolen, it was, in fact, right from a desk at Nevada
Corporate Headquarters. There were three more to take
those same corporations. Fine, we learned that lesson
also from being there and doing that. So, everyone just
PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO WHAT IS NOW
MISSING FROM THAT SECURE ROOM IN “THAT
HOUSE” OFFICE ON ADAM DRIVE. I don’t think
these parasites can even dump this one on poor old Betty
Tuten or Leon Fort. Did Millers do this deed? Oh, even
from this distance, I doubt that they knew (but perhaps),
for wouldn’t it be better for the shape-shifters that it
would be the very ones ON THE PREMISES, WITH
ACCESS TO TAKE WHATEVER THEY WANTED,
while using MILLERS as a facilitator of some kind?
After all is said and done, Rick went on international
record stating he was going to “get” us and be our worst
nightmare. Well, I don’t have nightmares; I only have
constructive, creative, management-of-circumstances
dreams and visions. I have visions of truth—I do not
have nightmares of evil intrigue.
Who pays, literally in money, to now get those
corporations shifted, current and secure? Do we believe
it will be Brent Moorhead of NCH? How about Tricky
Ricky? How about Dr. Etheric? They have gained
nothing by this—except more evidence AGAINST
themselves.
Remember:
ONLY THE RIGHTFUL
OCCUPANTS AND TENANTS WERE LOCKED
OUT OF THAT HOUSE AND PROPERTY—
SPECTRUM THIEVES SWARMED OVER IT LIKE
LOCUSTS, WITH AND WITHOUT A “FRONT” OF
MILLERS’ PRESENCE.
MILLERS WERE
NOWHERE ABOUT WHEN THESE LOCUSTS
WERE WITNESSED REMOVING EXPENSIVE
EQUIPMENT AND BOXES OF UNKNOWN STUFF
FROM THE PREMISES. People with a RIGHT TO
BE PRESENT WERE ACTUALLY THREATENED
WITH ARREST IF THEY SET FOOT ON THE
PROPERTY—even to confront the thieves. This
doesn’t seem quite RIGHT to me.
Ah, but people of the Ekkers’ family, trying to
simply MOVE OUT of the place, were next accused of
vandalizing the property. This came from Millers’
attorney, while never so much as seeing the
circumstances, the property or being in direct knowledge
of ANYTHING. Accusations were made by that very
attorney—even to the taking of the kitchen cupboards.
Whoa! It turns out there is not even one TINY cabinet
missing. There are, in fact, one or two which were
added by Ekkers for convenience in that kitchen that
were LEFT UNTOUCHED AND INTACT. Try the
shelf for the microwave, rather than just setting it on its
table.
Anything removed (all of which was added by
Ekkers) would have been securely and PERFECTLY
replaced by that which was there when Ekkers first
occupied the property, just like any renter. All property
improvements, as such, would be left—for there really
isn’t any way to take up thousands of dollars worth of
rock walls, is there? Are people supposed to leave their
toasters, fans and lamps because they somehow plug into
the electrical circuitry of a house? It is interesting to
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note that the utility bills, including that of electricity,
have been paid right to the day after move-out, when
Millers shut off the utilities. Does that REALLY
represent ABANDONMENT? Where are the documents
and orders claiming ABANDONMENT? There is a full,
legal process, which seems totally overlooked. THAT
HOUSE, PROPERTY, AVIARIES, UTILITIES,
PHONES—ALL
THINGS—WERE
FULLY
CURRENT, OCCUPIED AND USED DAILY, EVERY
DAY. ABANDONMENT? Through everything, Ekkers
occupied and paid for THAT HOUSE, since Spring of
1987 (about 13 years), and to suddenly, because of a
business trip to Manila, say we are to have “abandoned”
everything, including thousands of dollars of tropical
birds? This can only be lawyer Rick’s legal work in
action. Perhaps attorney Bilger helped. Rick and Gail
seem to be THE ONES orchestrating everything—even
the breaking and entering—so it looks somewhat fishy to
us, especially in observation of his threats, extortion
attempts and actual thefts from some of the properties
otherwise in Ekkers’ responsibility.
No, I am not simply rehashing old trash. A whole
BUNCH of STUFF and correspondence (between
lawyers) transpired yesterday and last evening—so this
is all new and current, birthday and all.
And then there was “birthday”! I was totally
overwhelmed that the staff of this little Apartment-Hotel
called into the night last evening with hugs, kisses, roses,
wine, cake and LOVE—to wish us well and me a
“happy”. If we can always remember, dear, dear friends
and family, to keep it “right there”, where IMPORTANT
THINGS belong, we will have joy forever. But, yes, to
fulfill our commitment, we WILL SHARE AND
BUILD—FROM THIS LITTLE HOTEL AND THIS
“FAMILY” OF INDIVIDUALS, A BETTER WAY;
AND WHEN WE TREAT ONE ANOTHER AS
EQUAL IN LOVE AND BROTHERHOOD, WE
HAVE ALL THE RICHES ONE COULD EVER
DESIRE.
My prayer is not for much “stuff” anymore (Rex
agrees)—with all that potential value to be available, but
we have decided that we would REALLY like to be able
to use a transaction as a MODEL; buy this hotel, which
is one of five owned by the “Gil-Army” company, and
TURN IT OVER TO THE STAFF AS AN
EMPLOYEE-OWNED ENTERPRISE. It is being
upgraded currently, as old wood is being replaced by
more secure stucco, etc., and more security measures are
put into place to replace rusted infrastructure—but its
needs, overall, are great.
It does, however, sit ON “THE” PLACE IN ALL
OF MAKATI, as to business convenience, mall
convenience and proximity to “everything” we have
found necessary to accomplish everything we needed to
accomplish—in an atmosphere of family, care and
prevention of total loneliness for a time away from
everything at home. I can see that we can get this done
as well; and with these goals, we JUST KEEP
PLUGGING AWAY. This hotel hope now seems so
tiny and easy to accomplish that we consider it done
already and are simply annoyed at the delays. But, we
are happy to see the work starting toward improving it.
I would guess the owners got wind of ideas and—
between hopes of selling the place and getting shut down
for deterioration reasons—are working to at least
improve everything.
With that aside, it is a PERFECT place to establish
a little “foreign” office center. The room areas are
apartments—mostly one-bedroom with a living room and
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kitchen—of varying sizes. There are some two-bedroom
apts., a few that have interconnecting doors, which would
allow for continuity into a three bedroom arrangement, and
even four three-bedroom apts. on the top floor—but
miserable elevator service.
It is not that the place is “cheap”, but it is about half
the cost of anything available in this city and, for Makati,
I suppose, it is considered “cheaper”. It does have a 6:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m. coffee shop, with GOOD food,
wonderful staff and chef. I think it is called a “full-service”
apartment complex, or something equally as witty. It has
in-house laundry and, yes, rooms available, as in any hotel.
If you need “cleaning” services, you have to take the things
to the other hotel, nearby. In the Philippines, you don’t
need anything that doesn’t wash.
What really appeals to us is that, if we can have this
place, we can expand gardens, etc. onto the next lot—which
has been empty for some time—attach it, and we will have
a charming, comfortable, private and wonderful place for
visitors and working participants, and a “family”
atmosphere for anyone who needs to “rotate” or participate
“over here”. The next-door lot could house NICE meeting
areas and also present a nice little park area, as well.
It is amazing that, in the “underground” hope-circles,
there are bigger plans laid by people here than in the U.S.
because, in such as the U.S., you are totally controlled,
while over here—the people have never stopped believing
that GOD WOULD KEEP HIS PROMISE AND SEND
“THE KEYS”. Are there Engineers? Most are educated in
the U.S., as a matter of fact, but WELCOME anyone who
can do anything to LEAD, HELP and build. This is a
nation of people searching for self-esteem and a hope of
becoming something besides the char-maids and servants of
the “better world”.
I chuckle when I think of Charles and Rick and “it
can’t be done”. Where is the very faith in GOD that they
claimed? God is not in some receiver’s pocket, light or
dark. The point is that there is NO WAY that it won’t
be done and done right here, with these people. This is
where the assets are stashed and where THE PLAN comes
alive.
Put the world on a gold standard? We didn’t set forth
to do that, even though that is what needs to be done and
undoubtedly will be established; however, WE SIMPLY
FOLLOWED INSTRUCTIONS TO PUT OUR
PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS ON A GOLD STANDARD
SO EVERYBODY IS SECURE, INCLUDING THE
BANKS. God has always told us to take one step at a time,
set the foot firmly, and then take the next step, as the path
is cleared of land mines and debris. Once the path is
clear—the people will walk securely on the path, because it
is BETTER!
Why is the topic of Marcos continuing to fill even our
own pages of print? Because, friends of the world, ALL his
assets are pledged as collateral for our PLAN. It is not
“our” little plan—IT IS THE MAJOR WORLD PLAN, as
separated out from THE NEW WORLD ORDER, ELITE,
CONTROL-THE-WORLD PLAN. Marcos, with the
betrayers of the Elite circles, was placing gold and wealth
treasures around the globe, EVERYWHERE, to bring the
world back to monetary stability. The “SUPERFUND” was
established to assist, but was set forth (sidetracked) to
ACTUALLY ALLOW THE BUSH BUNCH to acquire oil,
wealth, minerals—all the wealth of nations—and they did.
HOWEVER, THEIR OWN STUPID BANKER FRIENDS
DESTROYED THE IDEA, WITH THEIR OUTRAGEOUS
AND GREEDY MISUSE OF SYSTEMS; I.E., ROLLOVERS, TRADING PROGRAMS, CURRENCY
TRADING AND YOU-NAME-IT—THEY DID IT;

THROUGH USURPED AND DESTROYED
ECONOMIES. THEY TOOK NATIONS HOSTAGE AND
THEN, FINALLY, INTO TOTAL ENSLAVEMENT. Ah,
but: They now wallow in the mud-hole they dug, having
failed to build-in any exits or air-pockets.
Can “WE” set everyone FREE? Wow, we aren’t trying
that this morning in our spare time, but it looks like the
changes coming forth are going to give opportunity for
massive changes, that can be wrought pretty quickly as a
foundation upon which to build. Nobody is going to get
wealth “dumped-on”. This is a program, secured
abundantly and soundly, for GROWTH AND BUILDING.
AND, GUESS WHAT, OUR TEACHERS SAID IT
WOULD BE THIS WAY—IF “WE” ENDURED AND
STAYED THE COURSE. Frankly, we just simply have
never been able to raise our heads enough to QUIT! We
have not seen other alternatives than those we have chosen,
although, I suppose, there are others. Any we would
choose, however, seemed to end us up only in MORE
heartache, poverty and/or failure, with lots of loneliness,
replete with self-reproachment for failure. I guess Rick and
Charles, for instance, didn’t have any other responsibility to
anyone except selves, and it was easy to just cut-and-run.
We have never felt other than that we needed to fulfill even
George Green’s commitments—BECAUSE THEY WERE
MADE TO OUR FRIENDS AND FAMILIES. So,
therefore, it boils down to: If it’s going to be—it’s up to
me. No, I didn’t say that; Robert Schuller told me that bit
of wisdom. I “wish” I had said it first.
I am also totally amused at YOU wonderful friends and
family who thank us and offer us some kind of praise for
staying the course. Are you blind? YOU HAVE STAYED
THE COURSE, CAN WE DO LESS? WE JUST
DRAGGED ALONG. YOU WHO OFFER THIS VERY
APPRECIATION—HAVE STAYED THE COURSE
UNDER FAR WORSE CIRCUMSTANCES, FAR MORE
THAN HAVE EKKER-EKKER! YOU DON’T EVEN
SEE OR HEAR IT! (??)
Ah, you will say: “But we just helped out and, and,
but, or...”. NO, YOU HAVE BUILT THE FOUNDATION
UPON WHICH SUCCESS OF THE PLAN CAN BE
ATTAINED. The temptation, of course, with ego intact, is
to say, oh yes, give me some honor or something—but it is
so stupid to do such a thing—for if I wrote, for instance,
into infinity, and no one read the words—I would just have
shriveled fingers. And, by now, I would be sitting in an
“old folks’ home”, on welfare; OR, MORE LIKELY, ON
THE CURB-SIDE, NEXT TO MY BED (A CARDBOARD
BOX, IF RICK HAS HIS WAY). So, WE thank YOU for
the love and care, but we accept no more for selves than for
US ALL/EACH. And yes, indeed, I can hardly wait until
we can turn it over, for the running, to the next generation,
and the next and the next—and we “elders” can sit and
laugh over the “old times”, and tell and retell our memories
of the “good old days”. You know, like when we had a
thing called electricity, crops in the fields, cars that ran on
something called gas, flush-toilets and things of “modern”
convenience. These will either rapidly be “old-hat”, or
GONE, FOR A VERY, VERY LONG TIME.
I am in awe of, just to name two, Jean and John Ray.
They thank us for staying the course, and yet, THEY ARE
THE ONES WHO LITERALLY HELD THE WHOLE OF
THE RUSSELL “CONTRACT” AND THE INVOLVED
PEOPLE, TOGETHER—LITERALLY, IN BODY AND
SOUL. So, “we have made it work”? NO, GOD HAS
MADE IT WORK! But, remember: Jack was right there
hoeing weeds in Granny’s garden.
So, the question now comes: “But what of such as
Charles and Rick?” This is just to pick two who have
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dropped away and moved “outside” the immediate “have”
circle. No, they haven’t REALLY moved anywhere, any
moreso than any who have nothing to offer or ask. This is
a program of building, creating and growing. These assets
are TOTALLY for building, projects and growth. IF
THESE PEOPLE COME FORTH WITH POSITIVE
PROGRAMS—WHICH PRODUCE FREEDOM,
PRODUCTS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, A
BETTER WAY, A POSITIVE GOODLINESS AND
EQUALITY IN FREEDOM FOR PEOPLE AND, YES, A
BETTER SOCIETY—THEY WILL HAVE FUNDS. All
they have done is demand—by their own actions—that they
be more carefully screened by independent and objective
evaluators of projects. Will we go looking for them? NO,
THANK YOU. Cmdr. has always said that you don’t have
to believe in God to be a good business man, in honor and
integrity, to work with us (but facts are that if you do these
things, you probably also believe in God)—for you will
either become goodly or you will get out. You can be about
as self-centered as you can conjure—as long as you do not
damage another, or go afoul of the laws and goodly
purposes.
Part of THAT process, however, is PAYING
RETRIBUTION to the ones whom you have damaged,
assaulted, defamed or hurt. If you have no goodly projects,
then you will not be acceptable—for we build in no welfare
system for takers and do-nothings. And, just because you
claim something or another in goodness, of which you
PROVE OTHER INTENT BY ACTIONS, such will merit
nothing. My own interpretation for myself, of course, is
THAT ONE DOES NOT LIE TO SELF OR OTHERS
ABOUT GOD AND TRUTH. I do not need judge those
rainbow blokes, for their ACTIONS SPEAK VOLUMES
MORE THAN ANY WORDS WHICH SO-CALLED
“RECEIVERS” COULD POSSIBLY CONJURE. Those
nerds have copied my very words and works since inception
of their claimed GREAT GIFTS—and even unto my
Teachers and Guides have they stolen. I would consider it
a magnificent honor—if I were not so insulted by the
quality of the people in the LIE itself. I am embarrassed
over the lack of stature that I fell for in individual
presenters. And yes, you bet, E.J. and I had not asked for,
or even thought of, such a job as we have gained—so yes,
we trusted everyone who stuck out their hand and rattled off
their selling-speech, with a stupid, pious droop in their eyes
and face to try and fool the fools. You know, friends, like
the ones who crucified a goodly man a couple of thousand
years or so ago, and literally even “TOOK HIS ROBE” to
place lots and take over his property and even his words.
And yes, that is as far as I could ever go in considering
anything HERE in the remotest shadow of those footsteps
of LIGHT. But the takings, and ripping asunder of others,
are the same. EVEN THE “INTENT” TO DESTROY IS
EXACTLY THE SAME AND, MOREOVER—THE
EXCUSES GIVEN ARE THE SAME!
Think about these things, you who join the little
troopers of aiders-and-abetters, and see if YOU WOULD
LIKE TO BEAR THE BRUNT OF THESE TYPES OF
CRUCIFIXIONS!
Ah yes, I know, some will say, “...well, I thought...and
I was just there...and it looked like...MAYBE...something
was OK about it...”. Is taking from another’s life-stream
worthy of a “maybe” thing? Especially all the ones around
Tehachapi, AND THE SPECTRUM GANG, “KNEW”
about the house, the suits, the losses—and the projects of
the Ekkers. They chose to come into our space and
acquaint themselves with US, THE EKKERS. This is not
a time of “...well I thought...” and then set forth to steal,
lie, cheat and do whatever is required, through force and
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absent parties, to rip asunder lifetimes of labor, love and
dreams. Why did people “SAVE” the confounded house in
the FIRST PLACE?
Here is where this Doris person stands confounded: Is
the world in any deserving or ability to be improved, or
should it be—with these kinds of INSIDE LIARS AND
THIEVES among our very fiber of being and within our
very organs and joints? Moreover, they seem to collect
really goodly people into their outrageous service, and I
simply do not understand that ability. It is evil and our old
friends were not—and I doubt are now—evil.
How do people such as Rick Martin suck into his
troops such as Millers? If Millers assigned that house over
to Ekkers, hook-line-and-sinker—it is not suitable, nor
desired, nor even would it be considered. Ekkers did not,
do not and shall not personally own anything—
REMEMBER? That does not mean that Ekkers will not
fight to the death of the matter to have justice and integrity,
to stand in fiduciary responsibility for all commitments by
same, to protect all property of any entity involved and to
struggle for justice, honor and RIGHT-ness. We have
always been totally open and public about that stance, in
EVERY INSTANCE. Aton has not changed one iota, the
program goal has not changed one iota, and EKKERS have
not changed one iota—from the day we stepped across that
threshold and accepted the assignment. Funny thing—on
one of those final days of choices, Rick, Charles, Al and
others were PRESENT. Commander said: Dharma cannot
simply reverse and run away after THIS DAY for, if so, her
enemies will destroy her, and I shall be unable to protect
her. He said that the others in the room—EXCEPT E.J.,
who had already made his final decision and commitment
in August of 1987, in the same room—could turn back, get
off, do whatever—but the decision was at hand for the
making. The funny thing? There was nothing but
commitment and crowding over the threshold “into
service”. Well, perhaps some of that service was intended
to be betrayal. I cannot judge nor speculate but, surely, we
can see the years of obstacles to get to THIS DAY OF
MOVING INTO SUCCESS OF THE MISSION ITSELF.
Armies have always done these terrible things such as
looting and, yes, even burning the land and the properties
JUST TO KEEP THE RIGHTFUL HOLDERS FROM SO
MUCH AS REGAINING FOOD, SHELTER OR LIFE
ITSELF.
Is this a last-ditch effort to draw the innocent into their
traps of other intentions? Is it to actually hold and claim,
through lies and deceit, the property in revenge but always
DAMAGED? Is it, in our instance, an actual and
DELIBERATE need to “MANAGE” and “manipulate”
Millers to ensure that the honorable parties would also be
hurt, as the evil troops use them to collect the “awful”,
while the evil little devils do their tricks—AND LIKELY
GET AWAY WITH IT?
Well, I don’t know about Millers—but with success
HERE where we have, yes, stayed the course, we WILL
succeed, and we WILL SUCCEED in time to confront,
LEGALLY, these trespassers, looters, robbers and cheats.
Can we protect Millers in the process? I don’t know, but
that was a choice Millers had to make and act upon. Will
we help Millers go after the deceivers? Help? We don’t
understand that term, even as used HERE in this
circumstance. HOW can we help Millers? I suppose if
Millers chose to act against the culprits of the Spectrum
Rays, we would stand on Millers’ “side”—I know nothing
else we could do. We tried every way we knew, save using
the funds required to complete this mission (totally
unacceptable in all respects), to postpone something or
other. No, we have to KNOW that this whole thing was

somehow meant to be as it is, good or bad, as our
perception accepts the happenings.
E.J. and I just had a wonderfully funny experience, and
I will interrupt. We must have encountered the first real
test of Y2K (!), as relates to computers and other mental
robots. E.J. came up to run some information for people
at a meeting downstairs, and the computer produced music,
which means look and see what to do next—and the
instructions said something to the effect of: “Your
computer has been programmed for Daylight Savings Time,
please adjust your clocks...”. Funny? Yes, we don’t know
WHAT to do in the first place, and MANILA IS NOT ON
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME AND NEITHER WAS
MALAYSIA, WHERE WE GOT THE CONFOUNDED
COMPUTER—FOR MY BIRTHDAY LAST YEAR and
which [computer] I still have neither operated nor
understood. I still use Regie’s gift to E.J. some years ago.
So, I just smile and agree, “Oh Dod, Oh Dod, what I do
now?” It surely must be now verified, however, that you in
the U.S. are on (or off, whichever) Daylight Savings
distortion of time.
My God, it may actually be true: Bill Gates may truly
control the world!
Important people remind me of yesterday, as we
watched a troop-carrying-sized chopper landing on Imelda’s
building. She was due to return to the Philippines and,
truly enough, it takes a troop-carrier just to haul her
luggage—always has and apparently always will. I bet I
know about 30 people who feel the same way about Doris
and all that “stuff”. Rex is right: We have stuff that takes
up where other’s stuff and real stuff, leave off! Imelda lives
two doors from us here on Ayala, and yet everything goes
by way of the chopper, overhead, or underground. Human
beings are crazy!
I note, however, that Ekkers’ “stuff” must have more
value and desirability than I ever had imagined, as a Jones
girl share-cropper out of rural Texas, because those thieves
all want to have it, even if they have to steal and rob it. Do
you suppose that THAT is what “important” is all about?
If so, then we have to admit it right out front: We are truly
important. Perhaps we should make it into the record
books as even the world’s most important people listings.
My enemies, self-pronounced, even tried to steal my
invisible Teacher and Guide. Stealing the diesel fuel seems
only the next step in logical progression. Strange thing
here, though, is that the ONLY one who really would need
that fuel, and seems to own the truck with the barrels, while
helping to store things snatched in the robberies, is Don
Roby’s son, who lives way up in the “upback” hills, with
no utilities hookups. (???) Is THIS what is meant by
declared abandonment—everything is open to everyone to
loot? Wow, I guess I don’t have the same guides and
Spiritual connections as the Spectrums—my teachers just
don’t allow this sort of behavior.
Should Millers pay such a price for this rape, ravaging
and pillaging? I wouldn’t think it fair, but I also recognize
their right to choose this route of both behavior and actual
activity.
And you know what hurts almost as much as anything
about this kind of activity? Well, for starters, Rick and Gail
had Lindsey right there with them—and other children
were present, WATCHING THE ELDERS AND
PARENTS RAIDING AND LOOTING, AND WERE
LITERALLY HELPING CARRY THE LOOT. And we
wonder what has happened to our world? Well, our world
is sick unto death, along with her people, readers. I have
to almost apologize that we gave all the split wood away,
some even to Millers, so that there is none to use in our
fireplace to keep Ricky warm and cozy. But then, after the
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hundreds of cords of wood E.J. chopped, he burned a lot
but gave it away by the cord-load. How interesting that he
chose to do that giving away, because we needed to either
move the wood or continue to have the rats and mice the
woodpile attracted. It was all nicely stacked and cut—but
mice go where the going is wonderful. We were clearing
out the old, in order to construct a cement foundation with
walled enclosure to secure wood and cut out the trespassing
wildlife. We even supplied Kathy and Dave’s family with
wood. These are just reflections of an experience, which
remains to be seen as to its goodness or its horror. We
cannot imagine what trapped Millers, for they are NOT
THIS KIND OF PEOPLE. AND, where are the wood
stacks THAT “WERE”? They were on OUR SOUTH LOT.
I am reminded of our first days of being at that address
in 1987. One of the people on the street found a scorpion
in his garage, and he and the neighbor came to visit to say
we brought the thing from Los Angeles, yet. Because, of
course, they didn’t have scorpions in Tehachapi. I would
suppose these people never went up the path to the rocks—
because right off, at that time, BEFORE OUR PERSONAL
SCORPIONS COULD HAVE FOUND A FRIEND AND
LAID LIZARDS, there was a nest of them on that hill—
in the rocks where the gatherers wanted to gather. Doesn’t
anyone ever feel silly about these stupid things? I can’t
help it if people in town that August saw “spacecraft” from
our hill, which I still doubt: WE DIDN’T. People were all
over our hillside with flashlights but that hardly presents as
“flying saucers”, and we didn’t invite those people in the
first place.
Most of them came because I had written Sipapu
Odyssey, and they “called a meeting at our location”. We
had just moved and, by golly, we were busy enough. But
it was fun, and some of those people are still among our
best friends; Eric and Audrey coming to the top of the list
instantly. The “gathering” part did fit, I suppose, part of
the story-line. But it was something to do with
SOMETHING called convergence, emergence, conversion
or something “harmonic”—I never got that part of it
straight. It was, as it turned out, however, THE TIME
CHANGE IN WHICH OUR FINAL OR NEW COUNTING
OF CALENDAR TIME CHANGED, AND OLD
ANCIENT CALENDARS ENDED, WHILE THE NEW
BEGAN. And THAT continues, as we find ourselves today
in year 13, day 76. That will yet unfold, also, I’m
confident. And YES, this was in the same HOUSE, under
siege then and now. Gosh, who would ever have thought
it; NOT US. Golly, maybe the people before us built on
a native burial ground or something—certainly, the place
seems to have hauntings of some kind that ruin
electronics and set off smoke alarms. But, it was fairly
new; only about 6-8 years old.
We bumbled along and needed a big house, because we
have a BIG family. The house was priced at what we felt
was “right” and the loan structure could be worked out with
the occupants—no big deal. The owners had tried for over
three years to sell the place and couldn’t find any interested
parties. The man (owner) was in Saudi Arabia doing
engineering of some kind, and the lady just wanted to get
herself moved back to Texas. We became good friends in
the weeks following our move in and their move out. I
mean, like, we really liked one another. But she NEVER
liked the place and wanted AWAY AND OUT. She didn’t
try to sell us otherwise, but she just wanted to “go home”
(if anyone could ever enjoy El Paso, Texas as “wanting” to
be a resident). Their young adult children came to
everything we did and had, as to the “party”, etc. of that
August. Yes, there are some good tales for those winter
nights ahead.
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Perhaps part of their (Haynes was the name) interest
in us as “people” was that they also enjoyed the Sipapu
story and, frankly, the husband had been an officer at
Edwards Air Force Base, a pilot, and had encountered
“flying strange things”. They were, in fact, going to
settle in El Paso and do some kind of business in
aviation.
Rick and Ed say our energies are just too “lowfrequency” to be of God. Well, maybe so, because we
missed all the “high-frequency” jazz taking place, and
stumbled right on through with a lot of interest and
humor over the whole thing. It was really funny when
the Jacuzzi started running and we couldn’t shut it off—
and it didn’t have any parts in the mechanism, which had
blown out long before we set foot on the property. And
we were annoyed that, no matter what we did to shut
them off, the smoke alarms would come on at random,
day or night, and even unplugging them wouldn’t turn
them off. Come to think of it, why in the world would
I want to move back into the place? When whatever “it”
was got through with them—they turned OFF and that
was the end of that. Getting the Jacuzzi turned off was
another story, and we had to finally shut off the entire
electrical intake to the house. We had company there
and it was a hoot. Rick was there, Randall was there
and Wally Gentleman (with his family) was there (you
know, the Wally of 2001, A Space Odyssey and the one
still going to do Sipapu Odyssey). He had a ball, and
we have all been “hooked” or “basket-cases” ever
since—whichever term you choose to use. That kind of
“thing” went on for weeks.
We had a period of time when all these named
people, and more, were present, and when Commander
showed up—the unplugged (disabled) alarm system
“went off”. We wrapped the thing in towels and, still,
it shut off when it chose and not when we chose.
We also had electronic answering machines just
“blow out”. Finally, we just learned to love the games,
except when hours and hours of work would be lost to
a computer not even on the electric circuit. Well,
memories are made of this, and other speculation is
exactly that: speculation. My goodness, maybe I have
always underestimated Rick—he was always there for
these fun things. Anyway, come to think of it, I have
every reason here, in my old age, to be a “basket-case”.
I didn’t, however, have to come to the middle of Manila
to accomplish that feat. But, once again, the “bad stuff”
stopped when Rick and Charles left, and the lotus
opened, our health improved almost instantly and even
E.J. could suddenly remember his name—not his
birthday or mine—but a name is something with which
to begin—isn’t it?
What does God look like? What does Satan look
like? My goodness, I guess I don’t know. I’ve certainly
seen God, but I’ll be dipped if I can recall Satan
spending any time around me—“before”.
I need to ponder on that for a while and, perhaps,
since it is Halloween, I will do that NOW and see what
I can discern.
Love and best wishes—Doris
P.S. E.J. has a most practical side to him that I
would share. He didn’t like this letter (or most of my
others). I guess I won’t try being a “writer” after all. I
asked him just what bugged him so much, and he got
right to the point: “Can’t you just leave out the ‘poor
me’ crap and say ‘they stole my honeysuckle and I’m
pissed-off’ and leave it at that?” Obviously, the answer
is NO; BUT—THEY STOLE MY HONEYSUCKLE
AND I’M PISSED OFF ABOUT IT.
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An Open Letter To
Ron Carlson & Family
By Doris and E.J. Ekker, 11/4/99
Dearest Melissa and Ron,
SO, TODAY WE KNOW.
These days are difficult, I suppose, as we sort our
lives, our thoughts and our perceptions.
Is “today” different from yesterday—“just” because
we know something? Yes, indeed, for we can now
begin to take action from realization instead of
possibilities and potential. As we KNOW something,
we stop the drifting and “waiting”—and constructively
move ahead. For instance? I can only speak for self—
but my attitude is a whole lot different about Ron
Carlson, and all attached, than in the “unknowing” of
yesterday. And yes, it is important that the “verdict”
was not different today than when OEB handed down
the sentence. BUT, I AM DIFFERENT! E.J. IS
DIFFERENT—AND THAT TOO, IS ONLY IN
PERCEPTION AND DETERMINATION.
We each ask, “What can I do”? Well, we each
take that which IS and perhaps work a bit harder—but
realization comes as we recognize that to work
WITHIN the perfect sequence of God is our first WISE
consideration. When we stop the nonsense about whatif-ing, perhaps we can move more forcefully and
knowingly into accomplishment of the “Creating”.
Also, we work “smarter” and not necessarily “harder”.
I would guess that the sentence was known to the
insiders of the Judges’ circles LONG AGO—EVEN
FROM ONSET OF THE CASE AT TRIAL. But we
can only do the “best” we can, which is NEVER the
“best” we “could” because we are still growing, and
that requires “climbing” out of the muck and into
realization THAT OUR “BEST” IS PERFECTION,
SO, WE MUST CONTINUE WITH THE “NEXT
BEST” IN ANY GIVEN CONSIDERATION.
Ah, but do I, Doris, have a response in positive
action? Yes, indeed. You CAN pray for old E-E, but
that is not in point any longer, and now that we realize
that—we start praying CORRECTLY; we stop
dreaming, as in “magically” somehow receiving, AND
WE TURN TO CREATING in reality. WE ALL
COMMUNICATE DIRECTLY TO and WITH GOD
AND ASK THAT HIS WILL CONTINUE TO BE
DONE—THROUGH US—IN THE PERFECTION
OF GUIDANCE WHICH LEADS US TO
FREEDOM. WE HURT NO OTHER MAN,
WOMAN OR CHILD—AND WE CREATE THAT
WHICH
IS
“JUST”,
WITHIN
HIS
RIGHTEOUSNESS.
I suppose I sound like some silly-mouth, but THIS
is what I have come to KNOW in the course of these
interesting experiences of travel in this journey.
We, too, have new and hurtful things happening
“back home”, and this morning, whatever it was that
disturbed me, I turn now to the consideration of Ron
and Melissa—while realizing that WE DON’T HAVE
PROBLEMS. Everything is unmercifully relative.

Truly enough, we have only lack of ideas but we are
experiencing our own attitudes being adjusted, from
“helpless me” to “checkmate” the dirty bounders.
Well, we can’t rob banks because we need assets,
for that rarely works out well if we are trying to abide
within God’s laws or those of man. It just doesn’t
work out well, anyway.
However, we twiddle around without establishing
our focus and attention, as we distract to everything that
comes along, even if it just be “what shall we eat for
lunch”—which seemingly has to become only bread and
water, if that, as we bounce around ’twixt promises,
demands, helplessness and our considered “lack”.
We look at Ron, for instance, and “I” see the
incredible load on his heart in helpless inability to
function and, therefore, to relieve his wife attachment of
her load, in this moment, of terror for her, that she may
somehow lose that which Ron built, while being equally
unable to do a thing about it. We do, yes, have to
confront these feelings—but WE MUST NOT
CONFRONT THEM IN OTHER THAN SOME
MODICUM OF “REALIZATION” THAT WE NEED
DIFFERENT APPROACHES (OR EVEN, PERHAPS
THE SAME ONE) TO MEET THE CHALLENGES
OF THE MOMENT AND THE ANTICIPATED
ONES LOOMING AHEAD.
Why doesn’t GOD serve us in our “wants”, in our
timeframe of convenience and comfort? Because that
just isn’t the way of growth and realization of our
purpose of being alive in this experience.
I have to look at our own (E-E) experience lately
and realize that the best thing which could have
happened to us, and our work, is exactly what did
happen. That came through “Thy will be done,
Father”, while noting that HIS will for the “best” way
did not coincide with our “rather be” circumstances.
When I say to God, I don’t understand or I don’t
know, HE says to me: What would you do, if you
KNEW? What, Doris, would you do if you DID
UNDERSTAND? I despise that approach, for I know
that I DO (actually) HAVE AN ANSWER, YEA,
INDEED, DOZENS OF THEM. Who else but me
could have “my” answers? BUT, I simply don’t want
the responsibility. All of those answers seem to serve
my own selfish interests and, finally, I settle on one,
usually at the end of my conscious list, which will
actually WORK. I call it having had no alternatives
but, of course, that is a “loss” assumption. We can,
after all, choose not to take that next breath that keeps
a living, physical system alive, but it hardly is ever the
correct choice of wise action, if we anticipate
accomplishment within the living experience. So much
for intelligence, for the life force causes you to breathe,
so that isn’t even a good method of suicide; bad
example.
Therefore, I think what happens is that when we
respond to GOD in this manner, and when the response
is truly the one which HE sees from our full intention
of creating—HE smiles and we create.
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We of this TEAM, friends, CAN DO ANYTHING
WE WANT TO DO, INCLUDING CREATING
EXACTLY WHAT IS THE BEST AND HIGHEST
PURPOSE OF OUR EXISTENCE. OURS, FOR
INSTANCE, IS TO CREATE THE WAY AND GET
THIS MISSION BROUGHT TO THE OPENING
GATE AND ONTO THE TRACK—WITH HORSES
RUNNING.
I believe that, yes, of course, we HAVE TO HAVE
MONEY, because the world runs on “money”, like it or
not. So, we get money. We get it honorably, with total
integrity and through the very PLAN that God presents
to us, if we but look and listen. To say that money is
a bad motive is only mouthing ignorance and lies—we
need it to function; and why should Satan have all the
good things?
God never allows us to “really” be hurt or
damaged. We cannot be damaged, when it comes right
down to the facts of it—we can only fail to note the
advantages of the moment. And, if we have—as we
seem to have done—chosen to serve by sharing up this
magnificent mission with brethren fragments of
experiencing “God”, then when will “I” ever get the
hang of it? Perhaps Ron needed to suffer these slingsand-arrows, so that I WOULD PERCEIVE GREATER
CREATIVE CAPABILITY. I’m sure that doesn’t help
Ron this morning, but IT WILL, DON’T WE SEE?
For Ron and Melissa, I recognize that I would push a
bit harder for them than my own inner limitations would
openly allow for self. That, in itself, is stupid in
concept, but that is the training of the years and an
attitude hard to discard.
Commander threw down the challenge to some of
the ones here, who dangle promises and then debate on
percentages and haggle over amounts in things that have
no limitations—and otherwise have absolutely no ability
for utilization without us. He said he would place his
thrust behind others if the fulfillment of commitments
were not forthcoming—like NOW.
Will it matter? Of course it matters, for HE
controls the whole of it. But, can we control another’s
way? No, but we can stop accepting the dead-end
routes, and the allowances of drifting and dangling,
while sitting, doing nothing but “waiting” on the Lord,
or anyone else. HE HAS TAUGHT US TO KEEP
RIGHT ON PRODUCING, AND THESE THINGS
“NECESSARY” WILL COME IN CREATIVE
MANIFESTATION.
With all this “lack”, it seems great to perceive
anything different. WE HAVE NO LACK—WE
“HAVE” EVERYTHING, BUT WE JUST DON’T
YET KNOW HOW TO USE IT ALL. Again, “that
lack of ideas”—and willingness to step right out there
and trust and thrust—gets in the way.
Again, today is a good example of exactly what I
mean. We wait and we trust and we, finally, through
another route of funders, etc., have PROMISE of “it’s
already done” aspect of information. Now the “interim”
funding has grown outrageously LARGER—therefore,
when this funds, we are comfortable in laying out that
which we feel we now need to keep us all on our feet
and able to “think” about other things than our own
miseries—MINE, OF COURSE, BEING THE
BIGGEST. Well, anyway, to me. In fact, I am
offended that some of you others had to come up with
bigger troubles than mine and took the pedestal from
“poor me”—RON.
It won’t do more than touch on Ron and Melissa to

lose their house or their offices. They have goals, and
they have each other and us, their friends. I’ve just
been there and done that, and no, it did NOT kill me or,
in actuality, even dent my surface more than a
pockmark or two. I already have been presented with
far better outcome for simply being set free of the
bindings, when the tears are wiped away. BUT, IT
NEED NOT COME TO THAT—WE NEED TO
MOVE AWAY FROM THE PAIN AND INTO THE
REALIZATION OF PURPOSE AND ABUNDANCE
TO BETTER SERVE WITHOUT THE CONCERNS
AND DISTRACTIONS OF LIVING. In other words,
I think, KEEP ON WITH THE PLANS AND LET
LIVING UNFOLD.
If—and I created it to be—THIS TIME, then this
morning in Manila brings the rail-switch. WE ARE
TOLD that everything is in order and should begin to
“flow” somewhere around opening time at the banks,
about 9:00 a.m. (45 minutes from this moment). We
finished up the paperwork documents needed for those
who are doing the actual business late last night, and
YES, it SHOULD just move swimmingly along—click,
click, click. Will it? Yes, I decree and TRUST that
it will—within reasonable time for every “principle of
Dr. Peter” to show itself.
We are told the funder has already made his
demands, the bank has agreed, and the documents are
in order. And, we are TOLD that some meager
transfers can be made directly, to relieve the instant
chasm of ready funds—but we, of course, have to
personally make our own paperwork clean and clear—
both personally and in behalf of whatever comes next.
We NEED TO DO THIS ANYWAY, and this one loan
transaction is now in at least the FOURTH major
banking institution here. Never, I would guess,
however, is “their” immediate meshed with our
“immediate” needs and wants. WE CAN DO IT. And
yes, we can do it IN TIME. In time for what? I
haven’t the slightest idea. I suppose it means in time
for whatever comes next.
The adversaries have stripped all of us, and perhaps
that is so we have the joy and appreciation of creating
recovery. I like to think there is SOME good reason for
all this garbage. I do believe, however, that whenever
we stop the garbage flow determines when we create
this world in better formatting.
Will “we” have what we need? Yes! Will it be as
much, etc. as we want? Probably no, because all there
is never seems enough, and YES, it is sufficient. But,
what we have—YOU HAVE, and that means that when
we get what we are after—Melissa has NO WORRIES
about house, food or Ron’s office. She can choose
where she wants to be in relationship to Ron’s
location—and perhaps that will end us all up in lower
Borneo or the Aussie “outback”. Or, perhaps we can
all just take the Adam Drive property back and set up
some kind of a wondrous commune.
It’s too late to retrospectively solve the “important”
problems having been confronted by Peter K. through
the years, but we’ll get our team on its feet, and then
we can all decide how best to proceed within our own
talents. Mostly, I’m sure none of us ever thought of
our talents as being anything near what we are doing or
have done—or, probably, will do. So, all we can do is
just hold strong, demand (or command, as the case may
be) that we do succeed. However, know that we are
told to confront evil and put it down as it arises. That
doesn’t mean that we have to do A THING, except
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shine that LIGHT, for evil always undoes itself—and
we are WATCHING THAT UNFOLD IN OUR OWN
EXAMPLE OF “DOINGS”.
The imbeciles can’t seem to do anything right, in
the Tehachapi Rainbow circle.
Just for the amusement of the moment: The Millers
have either given away or sold our aviary, and it has
been hauled off to one of our own “old neighbors”. I
guess the man wanted the Macaws, as well, but didn’t
get there in time, or something. Was this ever nuts, or
what? That avaiary was hauled onto OUR property by
OUR SON—on a flatbed. How you can conjure it to
be Millers’ is a gas and, since it was FULL of too
many birds, it can hardly go down in history as
“abandonment”. Life, itself, is beyond believing. But
we are getting better: I couldn’t even conjure more than
boredom at that most recent escapade of the Rainbow
kids. Doesn’t it embarrass you that we ever had
anything to do with these misfit miscreants (thank you,
Ron K.)? Well, it embarrasses me to have been so
stupid and gullible. The birdhouse needed moving
anyway and a whole new infrastructure placed under it
because of rodents, etc. What can these people be
thinking?
I toss this in just because I wanted to share that,
yes, we do begin to be able to look at the idiocy of
what this world of people has become. But it appears
MAYBE, PERHAPS, OH, PLEASE, the hard “sorting”
is being taken care of in many ways—all over
everywhere. We cannot reach our goals when the rot
is eating away at our very souls from within.
It teaches us, this living, that not much of anything
is really important—EXCEPT RON, OF COURSE!
Sick humor aside, THIS TOO SHALL PASS and, IF
WE STAY THE COURSE—the outcome will be ever
so much more wondrous. Every delay we have had,
JUST in interim-loan funding—has produced more
promised abundance. (I do agree, though; enough,
already.) I have learned that there is actually no
difference in having NOTHING and having
UNLIMITED—except in our own perception of our
own potential. We are “pure potential” and GOD IS—
therefore, we can create ANYTHING. So, I choose to
create wealth TODAY, because the alternative is no
longer acceptable. With that—I’ll create and you pray
a lot. Well, so that was even sicker as a joke. I no
longer consider anything to be acceptable as in
“sacrifice”. Pooh, this is not some sacrificial altar;
therefore, let us get off the damned slab and get what
we need. I’m sick of “sacrificing” while the bad guys
take.
I can now witness that there are hundreds of
thousands of people—right here in beautiful, downtown,
polluted Manila, squatting along the Pasig River, and
under the incomplete and deteriorating freeway
stanchions—who have neither shelter, food, nor
promise. My house, my reserves, my wishes have no
relative value to be considered—OTHER THAN YOU
DON’T LET EVIL CONTINUE IN “TAKING”
THESE THINGS.
WE HAVE BEEN
INTENTIONALLY WRONGED—AND “THAT” IS
WHAT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. ABSORBING
INTENTIONAL WRONG IS UNACCEPTABLE.
And, guess what, through it all—WE ARE THE HOPE
OF THOSE HOPELESS PEOPLE.
So “why” would we rush to “help” Melissa, if we
can? Because she is MY FRIEND, and I KNOW that
the ultimate BEST GOOD I can do is get help to her—
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because, as long as she must confront living problems of
the “mountain” size, it will wear away at health, heart,
mind and soul. If we can help—and I’m confident that,
given an open conduit for RIGHT sequence of events, WE
CAN DO SO—the focus of life, itself, can keep centered
on the proper things of change and toward accomplishment
of that change into something worthy of being HUman.
TO PRINCETON, HOWEVER, WHEW, WE CAN PUT
OFF THAT DENTAL WORK A BIT LONGER! I’m
about down to baby food, or pie and ice cream, and
Princeton was already there—so, a pact is a pact; no dentist
until we have money AND RON, SO WE CAN
RECOVER IN HAWAII.
I don’t know why God’s people have to suffer and be
put down. But then, when God says: “Well, pretend you
DO KNOW, and tell me what you see.” Oh, darn! Well,
we don’t “have to...”. We are just sloppy and put up with
it because others (usually the ones hurting us) say you are
immodest (and dark-tinged), if you actually confront and
say “no more”. Dumb is not a good-feeling word but,
unfortunately, it sure fits ME. Why so late, smart?
WE WILL BE PUT DOWN, TROMPED ON,
STOLEN FROM, BATTERED AND BEATEN—UNTIL
WE SIMPLY DO NOT TOLERATE IT ANY LONGER.
WE THEN MUST “CREATE” THAT WHICH
PREVAILS. AND, INDEED, WHEN WE REACH
OUT—AND YES, IT MAY BE WITH WEALTH TO
PAY ATTORNEYS FOR APPEALS, ETC.—WE WILL
HAVE WHAT WE NEED. THE PROBLEMS THE
ADVERSARIES BUILD AGAINST THEMSELVES ARE
NOT OUR PROBLEMS. First, we stabilize as best we
can, and then we keep right on shoring up until WE FIND
THE WAY TO CREATE THE RESULTS DESIRED—
ultimately, getting Ron into freedom. Except, if we aren’t
careful, we will simply get him into worse circumstances in
the “non-freedom” outside the cell. It’s called “shrewd as
the fox/serpent—gentle as the dove”. And yes, we BUY,
if necessary, WHAT WE NEED TO ACCOMPLISH THE
ULTIMATE PROMISE.
I think, as I sit here sorting thoughts, it hits me that the
worst of all circumstances is where Ron sits. But realize,
Ron, that it is when we are the most HELPLESS that we
stop beating against the wall and dulling our brains—AND
LET GOD. What happens is that we are caught having to
let go, let friends, let rightness, let others—AND
ALWAYS GOD, respond however they choose. You will
find enemies taking even your last bean, as in “you-nameit”. They don’t even hate you—they are just greedy for
whatever they can get—you know, “just good business”.
But, through it all, this very adversity brings friends and
family close—like nothing in the human experience can
produce—and for the RIGHT REASONS. Then, when we
succeed, step by step, we grow—and we celebrate each joy,
and treasure it forever.
Nobody can imprison Ron Carlson—except Ron,
himself. THAT, in fact, is why the nasty treatment, for no
one has actual power over Ron Carlson—except Ron
Carlson. “They” can incarcerate, build bars and hold the
body—they cannot, even through force, have empowerment
over Ron’s SOUL—AND THEY KNOW IT. That, in
fact, may well make the journey more difficult for “us”, but
it is ultimate and utmost FAILURE for those trying to
destroy—AND CAN’T. So, the greatest gift of
FREEDOM that we, as friends and brothers, can give to
Ron—is to take care of Melissa, etc. In that way we free
Ron AND Melissa. We can’t even measure an experience
as to good or bad—ALL EXPERIENCES MUST BE
“GOOD”, or we fail ourselves and our purpose. What we

must build here and everywhere is “Power WITH—not
Power OVER”.
When we take the responsibility of BEING POWER—
not force or control, as in ego-stretching—we have
“arrived” at the realization of total and absolute capability,
as regards the wondrous gifts offered us as a part of God
Creator. We ultimately manifest that which is creative
thought and, ultimately, that is ALL THERE IS. All
else is nothing more than experience.
The adversary has WON ONLY when we succumb
and stop before we reach this realization in FACT. So, we
keep struggling, slipping, falling and getting up again—but
always KNOWING that we SHALL get it right; and the
sooner we do, the sooner we all move along in the Greatest
Plan—to well beyond any Plan 2000.
I can only remind everyone that we are holding the
UNLIMITED-funding assets in that very REALITY we
always keep hoping for, until we can’t even see it. (Thank
you, J.& J.) We dance around it until we are all dizzy and
drunk with our “what-ifs, though...”. We don’t even TAKE
that which is there for the accepting, for we fear
everything—ultimately, that we are unworthy. So, we limit
ourselves. I’m a bit sick of that game, however.
With this in mind, the kibitzers ask: “Yeah, then why
doesn’t Ron just ascend out of that place?” Why? Where
to? And yes, I KNOW that he CAN do that, also, but he
has built this experience for all his lifetimes to experience
right now, right here—to achieve the BETTER WAY, for
self and all others. Does this make it less lonely, less
difficult, less terrible? YES!
It makes the experience an
objective-learning process
and, from that, wisdom is
gained, which gives us all
understanding
and
foundations upon which to
move along further and
better—ALL OF US, ALL
OF US, ALL OF US. It is
God’s plan, it is God’s asset,
and we will press forward
and succeed, for it is GOD’S
WILL. God’s “best” is
total perfection and
absolute love in the
processing.
We are destined, as
people, to have to wait on
others and ourselves, too, no
matter how much we would
like to manifest MAGIC.
There is no MAGIC—we
must create and manifest.
That is simply the flow of
sequence.
So, I will get off this
keyboard and push a little
harder.
Melissa; Ron: We love
you, GOD LOVES YOU
ABSOLUTELY
and,
together, we are GOING TO
GET THIS JOB DONE!
There is no “alone”, only a
physical hurting in loneliness
and longing. It is time we
stop wishing and manifest
that dream. There truly is
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joy and sadness all in the same moment, but we can only
mentally focus on ONE or the other—sadness must be
experienced, and grief must be experienced, as well—then
let us move within the JOY and KNOWING—so that we
waste no time.
Little Crow taught us a long, long time ago:
Things will be exactly as they will be. I take that
further: THINGS WILL BE EXACTLY AS WE
MAKE THEM TO BE (well, OK, I guess I give him
credit for that wisdom, as well.). And, this realization
is that which no adversary or Fruit Loop can take from
us.
Perhaps one of the biggest tricks on us recently was
to find, as in searching for the diamonds all over the
world—to find it in our own back yard—ALONG
WITH A SIPAPU! Can you actually top God’s
outrageous humor?
We need confirmation of Commander? Well, he
gave us this data on Flight 990 and hooked it up with
“199 PASSENGERS”, etc. Boy, I had trouble over the
next hours as the data poured in of 197, around 200
and then, TA-DA, this morning in the paper: “199
passengers and 15 crew...”. When will we ever learn?
When will we (I) ever trust? Well, God bless us, every
one.
With deepest love, appreciation and determination
to make this happen, NOW, we are your family in truth
and reality.
Doris and E.J.
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Zobel’s Gold Revelations
Are Not So Far-Fetched
11/2/99—#2
BELIEVERS AND NON-BELIEVERS
Hatonn—No, this heading has no meaning, for there
ARE ONLY “BELIEVERS”—THERE ARE SIMPLY
PEOPLE WHO BELIEVE DIFFERENT THINGS!
And so the plots thicken? Perhaps, but what really
happens in the mysterious world is that the mysterious things
are revealed once knowledge is achieved. And so, you want
an example?!?
OK, the now “infamous” house on Adam Dr. in
Tehachapi is a MYSTERY revealing itself and all who have
come that way. It is all entangled with lies, omissions of fact
as in “real estate” requirements—and even the great,
mysterious forms of energy, enerGIES, and what’s what in the
land of the unseen, seen and “covered”.
Simply put: The house, according to regulations,
SHOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN BUILT ON THAT SITE.
There is a natural SPRING under the building. This is
WHY the house went for over three years with no interested
buyers in the first place. When Ekkers showed up, however,
it was in a period of time when it had recently rained, and the
standing water under the house was credited to “gopher and
ground squirrel tunnels”. That is a good one because that, too,
bears years of truth. However, they were not the cause of the
water on the lower level. That is also WHY there was an
extra toilet FIXTURE under the floor and no bathroom to go
with it. The idea of a bathroom in that lower level had to be
abandoned, due to the water seepage.
Number one: Millers do NOT actually own the property,
sale or no sale, and the whole procedure reeks of illegality.
That aside, however, they wanted the thing as-is—and they
have the problem, not us. THAT SPRING HAS TO BE
REVEALED TO ANY POTENTIAL BUYER OR EVEN
RENTER—THAT IS THE LAW.
Now, precious ones, HOLD YOUR BREATH, and Little
Crow, smile, you are on Candid Camera. Yes, indeed, within
mere feet of the Spring IS A SIPAPU! And you who don’t
know what that is—GO LOOK IT UP, say, in SIPAPU
ODYSSEY. Ho-hummnn—tee-dee and OH, WOW!
And no, those blessed energies who move back and forth
through the Sipapu DO NOT LIKE NEGATIVE PEOPLE
LIVING IN THEIR DOORYARD! So, Spectrum kids, when
you tromp on the territory, tread lightly, because the terror you
FEEL might well be quite substantially real. The energy you
claim as your own guarded guide is Standing Bear (look that
one up also), and you tread on precious ground. HE HAS
PERSONALLY WARNED YOU CHILDREN OF THE LIE
AND YOU FAILED TO LISTEN. YOU HAVE A
HAUNTED HOUSE ON YOUR HANDS—STRUCTURED
FOR “MY” PEOPLE, AND YOU HAVE DAMAGED
BOTH THE HOUSE AND THE PEOPLE. THAT WAS
NOT SUCH A WISE DECISION IN ACTIONS.
I suggest that you KNOW: There is now a MOUNTAIN
LION guarding that property, as well as the other little
guardians of the animal world. Strange? No. Check out the
flying souls of Redtail and Phoenix Eagles—not to mention the
lesser great eagles. You want that property? Do you
REALLY? Oh, well!

I suggest, Dharma, that being on top of a Sipapu is ever
so much more interesting than being on the site of a Native
Burial Ground.
I wish to thank you ones back “home” for offering some
solutions to the farm care and on-site protection. We are all
grateful and are pleased to include our new friends within our
happy and yes, joyous, circle of experience. We will leave the
arrangements to you and, as we sort our lives and income, we
can solve the rest of the problems at that location. With
someone on site all the time, as in “security”—for which the
new probable tenants will be “experts”, being IN that
business—I would suppose we might not have further
drowning of chickens or gun shows offered by the Spectrum
CULT. And yes, they are what is legitimately CONSIDERED
A FULL-BLOWN CULT OF THE OCCULT VARIETY.
“Mayan Shaman” returned are the very essence itself of
“Occult”, as are false-spewing “revelators” and “etheric
expressions in human form”, i.e., such as Ed Young claims.
The others are misled puppets. Rick simply has no conscience
and a mean-streak a mile wide, which has served him
incredibly well—if you want to go down with the muck.
As for the “neighbor” there on Adam Dr., not only are
Ekkers going to allot you footage, as always planned on that
south lot—OR they will simply offer enough for your house,
as well, if you would rather choose to move to an already
larger dwelling. We have never changed our PLANS from
upstart. You are owed “markers”, and they will be
forthcoming as soon as our own systems are “Go”.
But, to you who doubt and moan about my own
knowledge—GO TALK TO the REALTOR next door! And
no, Allen, YOU DO NOT WANT THAT HOUSE, FOR IT
WILL BE TOTALLY TIED UP IN LITIGATION FOR THE
REST OF ITS “NATURAL” LIFE. Let me assure you that
the “Sipapu” energies choose their own tenants very carefully.
OK, so much for that topic.
I want to get right back to the subject of Marcos et al.
The reason for that is that ALL of the so-called “Marcos”
wealth is assigned to our program, which we call “Global”.
Our alliance corporation is called GAIA but that is only HALF
of the program. It is a case of becoming ONE coalition for
multiple programs and geographic locations. Therefore, I will
not further disclose much. I will simply offer what is now
coming public, and you who need to know—WILL
UNDERSTAND meaning, and you who don’t understand,
there is no need at present to do so, NOR IS THERE NEED
FOR SPECULATION, FOR YOUR SPECULATIONS WILL
ULTIMATELY LIKELY BE WRONG, WITHOUT BETTER
DATA. ALL WILL BE UNFOLDING SHORTLY.
Without further discussion, Dharma, just type in the Star’s
Oct. article about Zobel’s testimony. Then we will want the
article brought by “Ben” from Davao City. Yes, the same
location where the infamous CONTACTs were sent by Rick,
through the post office that was bombed. Everything is
connected to everything—so people should THINK carefully of
possible outcomes when they take it upon themselves to
present dirty-deed actions. Anyway, that little article is a
maverick which got through the censor traps—and pretty much
tells it all.
I choose to use mostly material out of the STAR because
its publisher spent time in jail back in those infamous days of
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revolution. So, he gives NO BREAK to any “Marcos” and
that, actually, in these subjects, makes for a far better
presentation. We know facts, but it serves all much better to
have what is offered here in publication, so that avenues of
course flow can be maintained and established. And DON’T
try to even guess which side Zobel may serve—it always
works out FOR GOD, either way.
[QUOTING from THE PHILIPPINE STAR, Sat., Oct. 30,
1999:]
ZOBEL: FM GAVE AWAY GOLD BULLION
IN WORLD WAR II
HONOLULU—It was in World War II, “when there was
no government yet”, that the late dictator Ferdinand Marcos
gave $1 million worth of gold bullion each to former President
Fidel Ramos, Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile, the late Armed Force
chief Gen. Fabian Ver and former Congressman Floro
Cosologo.
This was the fantastic claim made yesterday by
industrialist Enrique Zobel, prompting Enrile to say Zobel
could already be suffering from mental illness…
…“If our stupid and foolhardy colleagues will believe
Zobel, what will happen to our country?” the former defense
minister asked in an interview by Manila radio station DZBB.
He also said that the senators’ trip to Hawaii was nothing
but a junket. “That’s only an excursion,” he said.
At the House of Representatives, congressmen described
Zobel’s revelation as a tall tale.
Meanwhile, President Estrada said his administration will
no longer make out-of-court settlements with the family of the
late strongman, saying such negotiations only pulled down his
popularity rating.
“The issue of the Marcos wealth is another albatross for
my public ratings,” the President told foreign correspondents.
“The Marcos-wealth issue is now in court, and that is
where it will stay until resolved. There is no, and there will
not be, any out-of-court settlement with the Marcos family,”
Mr. Estrada stressed.
Zobel’s testimony at the Philippine Consulate here also
drew further questioning from Sen. Aquilino Pimentel Jr.,
chairman of the Blue Ribbon Committee, and Sen. Juan
Flavier.
“If the gold bullions were given during the war, Enrile
would still be in his teens, and he was not yet a law student
at the University of the Philippines,” Pimentel said.
Former Solicitor General Francisco Chavez volunteered
the information that Enrile finished law at UP in 1954. This
means that the senator entered law college in 1950.
Zobel then said that he could not vouch for the veracity of
Marcos’ statement.
“I have no proof,” he said. “I merely fulfilled the
commitment under oath to tell you what Marcos had told me.”
Pimentel stressed that he was not questioning Zobel’s
claim that Marcos had mentioned giving the gold bullions to
his loyal followers.
“But we want to situate the claims, so that it could not be
said that Marcos made a wild claim to you and you reported
that to us. We want to be more discerning. We owe it to the
people,” Pimentel said.
During the same hearing, Zobel also claimed that former
Chairman Magtanggol Gunigundo of the Presidential
Commission on Good Government (PCGG) had offered him a
five-percent commission for the recovery of the Marcos wealth.
Zobel said Gunigundo went to his residence here and
presented a memorandum of understanding among former First
Lady Imelda Marcos, her daughters Imee and Irene, son
Ferdinand Jr., as the first party; the PCGG represented
Gunigundo as the second party and Zobel as the third party.
Zobel also said that a certain Cherry Cobarrubias, who
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represented Mrs. Marcos, said that the former first lady had
already signed the memorandum.
Cobarrubias is the national chairman of the Marcos
Loyalist Movement and is one of the closest friends of the
Marcos widow.
“Gunigundo said he had already signed it but when I
noticed that he had not done so, I did not sign it,” Zobel said.
Pimentel noted that Gunigundo had testified under oath in
a previous hearing before the committee that he had never
offered any commission to Zobel.
Zobel then said: “Gunigundo is a liar. I have witnesses
during that meeting.”
[H: Oh, well!]
Pimentel said Gunigundo must answer Zobel’s claim in
another hearing.
Zobel also said that a certain Noel Calixto, who is said to
be an aide of Ilocos Norte Gov. Ferdinand Marcos Jr. (Bong
Bong), went to see his assistant, Chuck Barreiro, two days ago.
Calixto had reportedly asked Barreiro to tell Zobel that the
young Marcos and Zobel’s son Inigo had already talked and
that “everything is already settled”.
Zobel said his son denied talking with Calixto, prompting
the industrialist to warn Marcos Jr. in a letter that this Calixto
could destroy the Ilocos Norte governor.
The industrialist also claimed that he saw Calixto at the
consulate here two days ago, while senators were taking his
deposition.
In Manila, Enrile said Zobel’s testimony could not be
accepted because “the jurisdiction of the Blue Ribbon
Committee is only up to the territory of the Philippines.”
“We have no legislative power outside the country,” said
Enrile, vice chairman of the Blue Ribbon Committee.
He then described its hearing in Honolulu as a junket.
Chavez, meanwhile, denied Enrile’s charges that he was
a “purveyor of gossip”.
Chavez said earlier that Zobel would name a former
president and an incumbent senator as having received the
gold bullions.
“I never mentioned any name with respect to the recipient
of the gold from Marcos precisely because I wanted the
identification from Zobel himself,” he said.
Enrile had threatened to file libel charges against Chavez
and newspapers that carried the story. Chavez said that his
identification of an “incumbent senator” could refer to any
senator until named by Zobel.
“If Sen. Enrile believes that he has a case against me, I
will answer him in court and underscore its baselessness,” he
said.
In other developments yesterday, President Estrada said
the government would not make any out-of-court settlements
with the Marcoses to recover millions of dollars allegedly
stolen during his rule.
Mr. Estrada, at the same time, admitted that issues
concerning the Marcoses had helped pull down his popularity
rating, which analysts have said has dropped to “delicate”
levels.
The Chief Executive has frequently been criticized for
sympathizing with the Marcos family and for allegedly holding
secret talks with them on a deal involving some $590 million
in funds now being held in escrow.
Apart from the Marcos family and the government, some
10,000 human-rights victims, who suffered under the 20-year
dictatorship, are also pursuing the funds.
Earlier this year, the Marcos family and the human-rights
victims agreed on a $150-million payout deal, but this was
struck down by the Sandiganbayan which said the money could
not be touched pending resolution of its ownership.
Mr. Estrada has admitted meeting Gregorio Araneta, sonin-law of the late strongman, this week but said he rejected his
request to return prime land already recovered from the family.
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ZOBEL’S TALE IS “INCREDIBLE”

$10-B “CUSTODIAN” TO THE RESCUE

Congressmen described Zobel’s revelations about the
$100 billion-cache as a tall tale.
“That magnitude may be doubtful,” Rep. Ignacio Bunye
(Lakas, Muntinlupa) told the weekly Friday Forum at the
Rembrandt Hotel in Quezon City.
“But there is basis to believe that the Marcos family had
amassed a fairly large amount of wealth,” he said.
Rep. Roilo Golez (LAMP, Paranaque) called the $100
billion value put by Zobel on the famed Marcos wealth as
“incredible”.
“That is larger than our gross national product, which is
about P3 trillion. Where did they get that huge wealth?” he
said. [H: Hummnnn—oh, well.]
He said not even Microsoft Corp.’s Bill Gates, the world’s
richest man, has that kind of money. Gates is worth about $80
billion.
For his part, Rep. Danilo Suarez (LAMP, Quezon) said if
Marcos had a gold hoard as Zobel claims, that asset has
already shrank in value since gold prices plummeted from
around $900 an ounce in the mid-1980s to less than $300 at
present. [H: Yes, now we are getting our numbers a bit
better presented. And I hope that you who have bashed
Ekker-Ekker and Hatonn look carefully at that first
number of $900. You who have blown your positions in
the Institute have also pretty badly damaged your profits
because, if you think gold is not going to jump—you
aren’t paying attention. And you who have brought the
Institute to hurt are simply going to be cashed out, ASAP,
at the going rate, with expenses considered.]
But Bunye, who worked for Zobel’s companies for 14
years from 1972 to 1986, asked his colleagues not to dismiss
his former boss’ story.
“We should not ignore it. It should provide us leads to
trace, search for and recover the Marcos wealth,” he said.
Describing his former boss as a “very straightforward
person” and still “very sharp mentally despite his physical
handicap”, Bunye said he has no doubt that the conversation
referred to—in which Marcos allegedly told the businessman
the extent of the wealth—had really taken place.
“The figure the former president mentioned to him may be
in doubt, but Zobel has proof that the Marcos family, indeed,
had a huge sum hidden abroad,” he said.
He was referring to photocopies of the U.S. Treasury
Department certificates worth $161 million the businessman
presented to the Senate Blue Ribbon Committee.
“Those certificates can easily be verified,” he said.
On the gold bullion received by Marcos’ loyal followers,
Bunye, Golez and Suarez found this claim equally incredible.
Golez said Ramos and Enrile “are not that stupid as to
accept gold bars from Marcos and open themselves to
blackmail during their lifetime.”
“That was a reckless statement, which the Blue Ribbon
Committee should not have accepted,” he said.—Staff
reporters [END OF QUOTING]
Since this is much like an ongoing soap opera at its worst,
let us just interject the Davao article.
We will get Imelda all involved later, as the papers come
out, but my scribe is tired from a very long day, so we will
offer this next article and let you ones within the loop have
your fun, because you have worked hard and waited long for
any kind of positive feedback of tangible nature. Please keep
in mind that the GAME goes on in order to checkmate the
“Powers that be”, and how better to do it than to make offers
that surely cannot be refused? Enjoy! By the way, where there
is reference to “custodian”—KNOW THAT THERE ARE
BUNCHES OF CUSTODIANS AROUND THE WHOLE OF
THE GLOBE.
[QUOTING, PHILIPPINE DAILY INQUIRER, 10/30/99:]

DAVAO CITY, (Mindanao)—Each government
employee may yet enjoy this Christmas the P 7200
amelioration pay earlier scrapped by President Estrada.
That’s if some 500 metric tons of gold said to be stored
in Sta. Josefa, Agusan del Sur, are turned over to the
government.
Ex-priest Marcelino Tagle, yesterday said that he would
turn over to the government “within the next two weeks” the
gold hoard worth about $10-billion (P400 billion). [H: So,
you can see that our interim funding CANNOT BE FAR
AWAY—for this indicates that WITHIN the next two
weeks—the gusher begins. Yes, indeed, this is most
certainly “secured” by Global. And we don’t need even
the 20% free-and-clear to clean up anything we have
holding over our heads. Wow, isn’t life grand in its
potential possibilities? I remind everyone, however, that
the “mess back home” will be cleared up through an
Ekker LOAN, to finish off all claims against EkkerEkker—FOREVER AND EVER AND EVER AGAIN.
That may well require a bit of time but I think you can
smile on Thanksgiving.]
Tagle, a former director of Caritas Manila and one of the
country’s “Ten Outstanding Young Men” in 1967, claims to
be a co-administrator of the Sta. Romana Estate, which
reportedly has both the Yamashita and Vatican gold. [H:
Well, part of it. But you will next be given a “round
figure” which is not correct, being on the LOW side, that
we have access to in the pure yellow stuff.]
The former priest said the Yamashita and Vatican gold
was the main source of the Marcos gold which, according to
him, was valued at $10 TRILLION.
Tagle yesterday told the Inquirer that Pastor Iluminado
Balonga of the Remnants of the Family of God [H: NOT A
BAD CLUE RIGHT HERE] in Sta. Josefa, Agusan del Sur,
had asked him to represent Balonga “to donate to the
government some 500 metric tons of gold bars”.
The gold donation can be used to pay for the amelioration
pay of government workers this Christmas, cover the expected
deficit of the government this year and pay part of the
government debts, according to Tagle.
President Estrada last month issued an order prohibiting
the granting of amelioration pay to government workers
allegedly to save funds for roads and school buildings.
The scrapping of the amelioration pay prompted
government employees to take to the streets.
A check with Protestant pastors in San Francisco, Agusan
del Sur, yielded negative information on Balonga. [H: Yes,
you can bet on it.] The Inquirer also checked with sources
in Sta. Josefa but no one could give information on Balonga.
[H: You can bet on that one, too.]
GUARDED BY ARMED MEN
Tagle said at least 300 armed men were guarding the area
where the 500 tons of gold bars were kept. [H: Don’t bet
on this one—THERE ARE BUNCHES MORE THAN
300.]
Groups including the military and cashiered Col.
Alexander Noble are reportedly after the gold but could not
penetrate the area, according to Tagle.
Noble could not be reached for comment.
Tagle, however, said that the tribal community in Sta.
Josefa should benefit the most from the sale of the gold. [H:
Oh, they already have enough backup that Global
(GAIA) already processed to cover that little detail.]
[H: Are we, Team, having any fun yet?]
The former priest said Balonga had wanted half of the $10
billion to go to the government, and the other half to the tribal
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community and the other people who had helped the pastor.
[H: I need to point out that this does not take into
consideration the process as an original transaction. The
gold is secured and the GOLD IS PURCHASED—then
we go from there with halfsies. We keep coverage at all
times WITH GOLD and make damned sure there is no
cheating the holders of same. They hold the documents to
insure a FAIR AND EQUITABLE TRANSACTION,
AND THEN WE GO FOR PROJECTS, NATIONAL
ASSISTANCE, ETC. IT IS WIN-WIN, ALL THE
WAY.]
He said the pastor was authorized by 47 datus (local
chieftains) to donate the gold.
“Pastor Balonga should be congratulated for his good
intention of donating the gold,” Tagle said.
“And there will be more (gold),” the ex-priest said,
adding that “almost half of the gold hoard from the Yamashita
treasures and the Hitler gold ‘or the Vatican gold’ are in the
Philippines.”

paperwork, because the Philippine National Bank has said this
program is now approved by the Central Bank and these
transactions will be proceeding right away.”
We had already had that information, but this was most
certainly good verification while exchanges are taking place
between “our” Mr. Ekker and President Estrada. It is just all
in the working-out as to how, etc.
Then came a call, in the middle of this particular meeting,
from ones headed to Malaysia. The programs have been
approved in Malaysia and OUR MOVIE PERSON (this is
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mostly for Wally G. and George V.) says that Malaysia is
going to fund the “Big One”.
Ah, but haven’t we been this close before? NO.
Dharma prefers to wait until it’s in her hand, in cash—
OK. Good things, even wines, take time to become perfection.
It CAN be a wonderful and glorious new MILLENNIUM!
Ah, but chelas, THE SORTING must be done. We do
not bring evil into our houses—literally.
Salu, DAD
dharma

Marcos: People’s Hero,
Not The Elite’s Puppet

MEETING WITH ZAMORA
Tagle said a Jesuit priest was making arrangements for his
meeting with Executive Secretary Ronaldo Zamora and Mr.
Estrada next week to discuss the donation.
He said his initial estimate of the value of the Marcos gold
was “only the tip of the iceberg”.
He said he was in close touch with the members of a
committee of a Marcos Foundation [H: a-humnn] chaired by
Dona Maria Gosilatar. [H: Remember Maria?]
Gosilatar became the chair of the foundation after Gen.
Fabian Ver died last year, according to Tagle. [H: Yep, just
after Ekkers et al. returned from Malaysia. Isn’t the
world small after all?]
Tagle said Ver knew a lot about the Marcos gold hoard
and his mistress, Edna Camcam, “is very knowledgeable about
this”.
Tagle wants the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas to explain
what happened to the 132,000 metric tons of gold
DEPOSITED IN NEW YORK.
A metric ton of gold is worth around $10 million today,
according to Tagle.
“We are the world’s richest country. But why are we
begging?” Tagle said.
He said the country’s wealth was “confirmed by World
Metal Precieux, which is owned by Swiss banks and which
controls the world’s gold supply.”
The resigned Catholic priest said the World Bank was
making the Philippines bow to its demands, even as it was
lending part of the Marcos gold to the country. “That’s a
shameless behavior,” he said.
Tagle said Don Enrique Zobel was “telling the truth”
when the business magnate claimed that some $100-billion
worth of Marcos wealth included U.S. TREASURY NOTES
AND ASSETS BEING KEPT BY THE VATICAN.
Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile has described Zobel’s allegation
as “fantastic as King Solomon’s mines”.
The former priest said Enrile was downplaying the extent
of the Marcos wealth. Tagle dared Enrile to sue him.
[END OF QUOTING]
I will close with just a bit of current good feedback.
There are several people downstairs, as Dharma and I
write, who are meeting with E.J.—getting some final kinks
worked out of their own documentation.
I will just give a sort of paraphrase to the information.
But keep in mind that here there is a four-day holiday so most
everything is closed. Especially the government, postal
services and banks are not doing business—but they sure
are hard and fast AT WORK, under cover of this holiday.
Message: “I need to get this changed in my

11/3/99—#1
FLIGHT 990
Hatonn—Yes, I understand that you would like me to
give a full rundown every day because this is a current and
most important topic. However, we must maintain our focus
and thrust on our own mission in Manila.
The speculation here, as might be expected, is that there
is another “mysterious” “Devil’s triangle” in that particular
area of problems for aircraft. Well, it is a Devil’s triangle but
it is called Montauk “operations”. Well, actually they don’t
call it “Montauk” or “Phoenix” as of old, and there is plenty
of TRUE information pouring forth already, without my input.
I DO ASK RON AND THE PAPER STAFF TO RUN
THE INFORMATION IN THE PAPER AS IT COMES
FORTH FROM “REAL” SOURCES, FOR THE REAL
INFORMATION IS BEING BURIED—NOTE, TOTALLY.
It is important WHY that plane landed at Edwards Air
Force Base. It is also interesting that the reporters work so
hard to disallow you to know there were 199 people aboard.
And what about a “tire” having to be “fixed”? Oh, indeed, all
this is important; very important.
You will find, in addition, that the rate of descent of that
craft was faster than just falling—shades of [TWA Flight #]
800 and John Kennedy, Jr. And what of the notations that
planes were being rerouted in that area “because there were
missiles being fired”? Please, just run the articles, even if they
are speculation; the truth is within the bits and pieces.
Yes, indeed, we could use Korton’s input but I can’t
relinquish my scribe this morning, and enough information is
coming in on the “underground” wires or wirelesses to cover
that distraction.
It is noted that, here in Manila, the stories about the gift
of Marcos funds (Davao) and Fr. Tagle are also buried—
DEEP. There is no mention thereof. In addition to that burial,
there is another known “Tagle” who was a suspected rapist,
among other nasty things, shoved back in the news to divert
any attention from Fr. Tagle. Politicians and bankers now
have to have “more time” to arrange their lies properly. It is
fine, for we want NO attention.
And remember something about politics; the facts are
never correct. Also remember that Clinton has a Jewish
WRITER. My goodness, and you are going to experience
another readjustment phase of negotiations taking place as to
Palestine-Israel, not in the area of the problems—but at
Camp David. Oh, well.
Let’s move along, Dharma, for there is enough

information about Marcos, treasures, etc., even excluding that
which is hidden, to pretty much tell our tale right here in these
published Zobel reports. Let us not get too distracted, for this
is extremely important.
Oh, you want a “little” answer about Sipapus and games?
No games, just Sipapus. And the denials back in limbo-land
called home? Oh, sort of like the denial of the crystal—as in,
“it can’t be so”. Wait and watch and you, Dharma, type
please. Just take note that the more the denials the more fun
the Native Americans are having around town. Those people,
however, will protect the reverence, unlike the birth of the
“white buffalo”, until the proper time and presentation.
I can assure you that every item touched in the Ekker
household is noted, recorded and remembered by the
“travelers”. EVERY ONE. And, in that focus, why is it OK
TO GO AND TAKE FROM EKKERS’ PROPERTY, LIKE A
SWARM OF LOCUSTS? Why not go over to Laurie’s,
Joan’s, Bilgers’ (who have some of Ekkers’ property from the
farm), Rick’s, yea, even Millers’—and simply TAKE
ANYTHING YOU SEE THAT YOU WANT, WHILE
CLAIMING ABANDONMENT RIGHTS OR SOMETHING
EQUALLY AS STUPID? Why, in fact, don’t you just go over
to Spectrum’s offices and get bank accounts and computers,
and simply announce they are yours—that somehow the
owners are “basket-cases” and a little dark around the edges.
My most favorite people in all the world are “very dark” and,
yes, around the edges—those edges called “skin”. And
“tantrums”? Have you not seen incredible tantrums and fits in
those takers, just to try and keep their stolen loot? What have
you come to, people? How do you who do these things, with
children attached, expect those children to grow tall and
strong—IN TRUTH? The opposite of “pride” is not
“humility”, as preached, it is SHAME. And there is much
SHAME to be borne by the Spectrum locusts.
It is rather fun to notice that the very ones who claim to
have not “taken anything” are now passing around and—
through the mail, yet—giving out things like copies of E.J.’s
whatever, when he was a 32o Mason. This is happening as if
that somehow makes E.J. an evil “basket-case”. These things
were NEVER hidden. There was no reason to ever think
anything but wonderful things about being a Mason, for
goodness’ sakes. It is a “service” organization. Ekker’s
wedding ring, as a matter of fact, bore the Mason/Shriner
symbol. E.J. was not an active member but held membership
in Green River, Utah (some 400 people) for years. So
WHAT? What is this? LET ME TELL YOU WHAT IT IS:
IT IS THEFT, AND THIS PROVES THE THEFT. THAT
INFORMATION COULD ONLY HAVE COME FROM
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EKKERS’ PRIVATE PROPERTY—AND THAT IS WHAT
IS NOW PROVEN—BREAKING, ENTERING, THEFT,
LOOTING AND TRESPASS.
Yes, indeed, Tehachapi is a very important PLACE. But,
it is going to get more and more unpleasant for the dirty
bounders who usurp and destroy.
By the way: People who demand “retractions” of
statements—must FIRST PROVE STATEMENTS ARE
FALSE! My intentions have been to be as kind as possible to
Millers so, if they wish that attitude adjusted or retracted, so
be it!
So, who COULD live in that house comfortably, if
anyone, henceforth, with open expression and protection? Oh,
about two families: Ekkers and Kunicks—and that, for the
SAME basic reason. Or, do the people around the Spectrum
group not believe ANYTHING comes before Etheric Ed and
Tricky Ricky? The “games” have not just now started; it is
time to stop playing.

saying the former president had traded in gold before he
became president and had also found a treasure trove of gold
bars belonging to Japanese Imperial Army General Tomoyuki
Yamashita after World War II.
[H: To interrupt here for a brief notation but one of
rather important consideration: All this rhetoric is OK,
so far. The facts are larger, as you can always assume.
The original “plans” were substantial and with wide
consideration for GOD’S PLAN 2000. Everything was
going well, gold was being shifted (OUR GOLD) and
Yamashita was getting a LOT of credit. Unfortunately,
Yamashita didn’t have time to bury much of any treasure
before his execution (to get him deaded and shut-up).
When the greed got inserted, and the Reagan Boys (well,
Bush Boys) got totally involved,and the U.S. Government
took a lot of assets, as is recognized by those (but not all)
exchanges of certificates already revealed here, it got out
of hand and a grab was made for the SUPERFUND.
That, with all its criminal actions and greed, was set forth
and thus, in the end times of Russell Herman, it was not
even considered particularly large in amount as asked by
Bush to turn over $35 TRILLION to Saddam Hussein.
Here, however, is where the sheets were split, so to speak.
And, here is where the “Global ‘bonds’” assets were
established. Marcos had already been printing new
currency on the substantial foundation of “gold”
certificates or receipts, whichever fits your own recognition
as to terminology. The “contract” now held by GAIA was
big enough in its own right but became a coverall for so
much wealth as to be staggering to the senses. Marcos
tried desperately to hold to the PLAN, realizing it was
“our” plan (God’s Plan 2000); Imelda was not
particularly included in ANY LOOP. Imelda knew there
were almost UNLIMITED funds and thought nothing of
spending it. Actually, she got trinkets, but the majority
of the funds she spent went to improving the Philippines.
She did it the ONLY WAY SHE KNEW HOW. The
Marcos family is still struggling to see to it that the wealth
gets to the Philippine PEOPLE. It is not the Marcos
family or Imelda that has stayed any forward
movement—but because, if that is allowed, the political
structure of the whole nation will collapse.]
In the October 1998 interview, Mrs. Marcos told The Star
that her family has substantial amounts of shares in various
companies involved in food and beverage, telecommunications,
power and energy, air transportation, shipping, real estate and
other strategic industries like steel and cement, during the late
dictator’s 20-year rule. [H: Right on.]
Zobel’s testimony before the senators—that most of the
assets of the Marcoses are in Manila—mirrored the former
first lady’s claims.
“I have documents to prove that our family owns several
of these companies,” the 72-year-old Marcos widow stressed
during the Star interview last year.
[H: Ah, media accuracy? Imelda just had a bash to
end all bashes THIS YEAR, FOR HER 70 TH
BIRTHDAY, AND EVEN GEORGE THE VAMPIRE
CAME. NOW FOLKS, THESE ARE THINGS, SUCH
AS THE PRICE OF GOLD, EASILY COME BY AS IN
“FACT”. NO WONDER EVERYONE THINKS THEY
CAN GET AWAY WITH ANYTHING—AND DO.]
Meanwhile, the existence of the gold certificates has
spawned a whole new breed of opportunists, who are scouring
the world’s financial capitals purportedly for and [on] behalf
of Mrs. Marcos, the source told the Star.
Carrying allegedly authentic authorizations and powers-ofattorney bearing the Marcos widow’s signature, these
“precious-metal middlemen” meet with their victims in lobbies
of some of the most expensive hotels in the world—from the
Waldorf Astoria in New York to the Raffles Hotel in

BACK TO MARCOS-ZOBEL
[QUOTING from THE PHILIPPINE STAR, Nov. 2, 1999:]
ZOBEL STORY CONFIRMS
IMELDA TALE ON WEALTH
HONOLULU—Finally, someone who believes her story.
Industrialist Enrique Zobel has virtually confirmed before
the Senate Blue Ribbon Committee old claims of former First
Lady Imelda Marcos that the Marcos family has assets
amounting to some $100 billion, mostly in gold bullion.
During an interview in her San Juan residence—hours
after the Supreme Court ACQUITTED HER of her first
charge in October last year—the Marcos widow showed The
Star a thick leather folder bursting with documents. The
documents consisted mostly of yellowing stock and gold
certificates, land titles and foreign-currency deposits.
[H: This does remind me to remind all of you that a
LEGAL and LAWFUL acquittal or “not guilty”, as in O.
J. Simpson’s case (or Imelda’s), doesn’t seem to mean a
thing. Oh, the people recognize it, but the Khazarian
miscreants (thanks, Ron) never let it lay. Why? Because
they are about to be caught in their own traps, without
the MONEY.]
A member of the Marcos household—who asked not to
be named—claimed that these were the same documents Zobel
showed the Senate Blue Ribbon panel in Honolulu. The
source also said the leather folder was the same one that was
at the bedside of the late dictator. [H: Dictator? Marcos
was a fully and democratically elected President. See, if
you say something often enough and long enough—it
becomes reality, even if totally a lie.]
Zobel, a banker and industrialist who is paralyzed from
the neck down due to a polo accident in 1991, said in a
deposition to the Senate Blue Ribbon Committee taken in
Hawaii last week that the fortune consisted of U.S. Treasury
notes, Federal Reserve notes and gold certificates.
The U.S. TREASURY NOTES were reportedly worth
$161 million and the gold certificates $35 billion dollars,
deposited in Switzerland, Portugal, the United States, Vatican
City, Spain and the Solomon Islands.
A Filipino photographer, who used to be a member of the
staff of former Ambassador Benjamin “Kokoy” Romualdez in
Washington, was also asked by the Marcoses to macrophotograph these original documents “for posterity’s sake”, the
source added.
The negatives remain with the photographer, who flew
back to Manila with the former first lady in November 1991.
He has remained with her staff ever since.
Mrs. Marcos has denied the Marcos wealth was stolen,
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Singapore and the Okura in Tokyo.
In Manila, a Marcos aide said these so-called agents are
well-known big tippers at the Manila Hotel, the Hotel
InterContinental and the New World Hotel. [H: Gosh, it
seemed like almost all of them also passed through this
little Gilarmi Hotel, where they don’t hardly tip at all.
You can’t even imagine the “deals” we have seen.]
Several of these Filipino and foreign middlemen were
arrested two years ago by the Australian police for bilking
investors, who were lured into financing fictitious gold depositrecovery projects.
Because of such scams, the National Bureau of
Investigation is constantly being badgered by the Interpol for
requests to authenticate the Imelda-signed documents that were
confiscated from poseurs.
[H: This one paragraph tells truth about our
program more than anything yet possibly COULD.
INTERPOL? Note, please, that the IMF, FED, FEDS,
FBI, INTERPOL and every other known intelligence
agency has been following us around and have had to
tacitly use only the “stonewall” technique. Well, that
didn’t work, either, and the world KNOWS the product is
GOOD. And, “everyone” is helping see to it that my
team stays alive and well. It is not going to be good for
any idiot who blunders in this game—INCLUDING ONE,
RICK MARTIN-CORTRIGHT.]
The NBI (Philippine National Bureau of Investigation)
has asked Mrs. Marcos herself to authenticate the
documents. [H: This is the same NBI which
“accidentally” blew up its own headquarters in Manila
along with at least 7 of its own agents. And the
outcome? Oh, well.]
So far, the former first lady has not confirmed the
authenticity of any such papers. The wealth reportedly
amassed by the late dictator also continues to tantalize
Filipinos 13 years after his ouster.
But Marcos’ long-time defense minister, now Sen.
Juan Ponce Enrile, in published remarks Monday
dismissed the disclosures by Zobel as a tall tale. [H:
Yes, I’m sure he did.]
Zobel, 72 [H: well, looks like everyone is 72], told
the Senate committee that Marcos’ assets could be worth
a $100 billion “between gold, assets and dollars (and
based on the) overall comments of even banker friends.”
The businessman, who was close to Marcos, also said
he was old and dying and “so I feel I would like to
contribute something to the Filipino people.”
Enrile, however, said Zobel’s statements were [as]
“fantastic as King Solomon’s mines.” [H: Oh my, but
King Solomon’s mines ARE NOT “FANTASTIC”.]
“It’s nothing but air,” said Enrile, who rebelled
against his boss in 1986 and co-led the popular uprising
that toppled him from power. [H: Now we’re getting
there, aren’t we?]
Enrile said he saw the purported gold certificates and
concluded they were “fake”. The senator also denied
statements by Zobel that Marcos had given him and
Ramos $1 million worth of gold bars between 1960 and
1970.
The Philippine government has accused Marcos of
embezzling billions of dollars from the national coffers
during his 20-year rule. He died in exile in Hawaii in
1989. His wife, Imelda, has repeatedly said he left a will
leaving his fortune to the Filipino people.
In a related development, Ombudsman Aniano
Desierto said Zobel’s testimony would be useless if the
industrialist is unable to show proof that Marcos, indeed,
gave such quantities of gold to his most loyal followers.
Mrs. Marcos has not confirmed Zobel’s claim that her
late husband had, indeed, given $1 million worth of gold
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bullion each to former President Fidel Ramos, Sen. Juan
Ponce Enrile, the late Armed Forces chief Gen. Fabian
Ver and the late congressman Floro Crisologo.
“It would take more than Zobel’s testimony to
prosecute Ramos and Enrile,” Desierto said. “The
testimony cannot be used as evidence.”
In other developments yesterday, President Estrada
said he is still willing to enter into a compromise
agreement with the family of the late dictator but stressed
he will leave it up to the courts to decide if such a deal is
lawful. He said the court is the only venue where
contracts could be questioned or upheld.
“We can negotiate (with the Marcoses) but the courts
will have the final say,” he said in a chance interview at
the San Juan public cemetery, where he paid his respects
to his father Imilio and brother George. He also said that
his administration will not abandon efforts to recover the
fabled Marcos billions and bullion through all possible
means, including out-of-court negotiations.
[END OF QUOTING]
Do I have comments? Yes, indeed. Some are for the
very ones orchestrating in behalf of the Marcos’ people. It
is time to meet your commitments to my team, who have
provided the things with which you can NOT do without.
This is unacceptable in the delays on such a small matter,
which should not even be considered as part of any Global
exchange or transactions.
Fatima, please relay this message, for my level of
cooperation is being stretched about as far as it is going
to be. We can do this whole job without any assets from
Marcos’ stashes, and we are going to move right on in
other directions, if commitments are not kept, like NOW.
There is certainly a LOT (as in tonnes) of gold found and
to be found. It is now time to play fair with ME and
MINE. Stop arguing over piddling percentages. When
you have “unlimited”, what could possibly be as important
as keeping your word on the small things? These are
personal THINGS, chelas—but mark clearly your
intentions WITH ME, ATON. And no, YOU CANNOT
DO ANYTHING WITHOUT MY PARTICIPATION,
EXCEPT TOPPLE.
The facts are that the Philippines is about to blow the
advantage to a couple of other NATIONS.
Dharma, please let us use today’s Zobel report, and
then we can turn to other business matters. Thank you for
such an early start, and perhaps you can find quiet time
this afternoon. I know the pressures are heavy, so we
move on through while taking respite where and when you
can.
[QUOTING, The Philippine Star, Nov. 3, 1999:]

“The deposition of Zobel about the Marcos wealth
and gold is an old tune. He said this a decade ago. He
even wrote about it during President Cory Aquino’s term
and he had revealed it in the Senate in the late ’80s,”
Saguisag said.
Mrs. Aquino confirmed yesterday that Zobel had
sought a meeting with her to discuss his story.
“I never believed in the Marcoses, that’s why I didn’t
agree to see Zobel,” Mrs. Aquino said.
Senate sources said Zobel was not the only one who
had tried to discuss with Mrs. Aquino the purported
Marcos gold and a possible settlement with the
government during her administration. Among the others
were two former vice presidents, the sources said.
Meanwhile, Senators Aquilino Pimentel Jr. and Juan
Flavier indicated that they were giving credence to Zobel’s
testimony on the Marcos wealth.
It could also mean that they would give credence to
Zobel’s statement that the late dictator Ferdinand Marcos
was sincere in his efforts to return the treasure to the
Philippines through a foundation proposed by Zobel.
At Malacanang, Executive Secretary Ronaldo Zamora
challenged the Marcoses to produce copies of these
documents so that the government could recover the
“mind-numbing” assets. “We are open to whatever they
can produce, as honest-to-goodness evidence,” he said.
[H: Yes, I have a comment here, as well: When
the accounts are checked, there are going to be big
missing gaps in product, just like the “gold-leasing” of
phantom gold, etc. There has been so much
corruption and coverup on the Marcos accounts and
scattered assets as to boggle even the most ripped-off
bankers. It is “eeny-meeny-miny-mo, who’s got the
gold?” Do you REALLY think these tycoons—who
became tycoons through use of the Marcos assets—
are just going to give them back? Oh, perish the
thought. BUT, THE TRUMP (NO PUN INTENDED)
CARD IS STILL OUT, ISN’T IT? WHY HAS
MARCOS NEVER BEEN BURIED? DUM-DEEDUM-DUM!]
A government official, who witnessed the deposition
in Honolulu last week, said on condition of anonymity [H:
Oh, good grief! And probably he was 72-years-old,
too.] that the businessman’s testimony is actually
favorable to the Marcoses unless the Senate panel rejects
it.
Mrs. Marcos has always insisted that the so-called
Marcos wealth did not come from the plunder of the
nation’s economy but from her husband’s discovery of the
fabled Yamashita treasure.
[H: Let’s clear up that “Yamashita” myth as
well.
Yamashita DISCOVERED “OUR”
TREASURES while stashing war materials and
digging tunnels, as the Japanese are noted for doing.
AND “THAT”, MY FRIENDS, IS HOW HE GOT
THE CREDIT FOR STASHING ALL THAT GOLD.
EVEN I AM WEARY OF THE BANTERING BACK
AND
FORTH
OVER
“YAMASHITA’S”
TREASURE. “YAMASHITA” DID NOT HAVE
ANY TREASURE, DID NOT HAVE “TIME” TO
BURY ANYTHING, INCLUDING HIS TRACKS,
AND HE WAS HANGED BEFORE TRUTH COULD
BE GOTTEN TO PROPER “AUTHORITIES”. IT
IS SORT OF THE SAME REASON THAT SUCH
PEOPLE
BEING
ASSASSINATED
IN
“ACCIDENTS” ARE CREMATED IMMEDIATELY
AND SO, TOO, THE WRECKAGE, EVEN OF
BUILDINGS—TO DESTROY EVIDENCE. LET US
NOT BE FOOLISH ENOUGH TO CONTINUE
THIS “YAMASHITA LIE”. MARCOS KNEW

ZOBEL STORY ON $100-B FM GOLD “AN OLD TUNE”
SOUNDS FAMILIAR?
Former Sen. Rene Saguisag said yesterday,
industrialist Enrique Zobel had first related his story about
the alleged $100-billion Marcos gold during the Aquino
Administration, but Corazon Aquino apparently did not
believe him.
[H: Doesn’t anyone remember that Cory’s
husband was assassinated? That is a quite minor
thing in THIS story. Aquino had been a right-hand
man to Marcos, and it certainly WAS NOT Marcos
that got rid of Aquino—and Cory KNOWS it. There
are all sorts of miserable skeletons in Aquinos’ closets,
along with gold and other wondrous things stashed.
She didn’t “believe” the story—because she KNEW it
was even larger, by trillions of $$$, than any $100billion and Aquino had helped distribute it into
security.]
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ABOUT THE GOLD STASHES, NOTHING MORE
OR LESS. SO, WHAT YOU HAVE HAPPENING
HERE ARE THE GRABBERS FIGHTING OVER
“GOD’S GOLD” AND TREASURES SET HERE IN
THIS LOCATION TO BE USED AT THE TURN OF
THE MILLENNIUM. I SUGGEST EVERYBODY
STOP TRYING TO SCREW AROUND WITH GOD
AND HOSTS; IT IS NOT GOING TO WORK OUT
WELL IF YOU DO. If this can’t be worked out
properly, I know a nice deep TRENCH off the
Philippines than can hold A LOT MORE PRODUCT
THAN IS ALREADY LOCATED THERE. For
goodness’ sakes, people, where do you think Imelda
and Ferdinand came up with “holes in the sky” and
“travelers” and “speaking to visitors from ‘outthere’” and thus and so? WAKE UP; YOU ARE
LOOKING FOOLISH, TO SAY THE VERY LEAST
AND NOT BE INSULTING.]
However, Pimentel and Flavier would not say that the
Yamashita treasure was the lone source of the wealth of
the late strongman.
[H: Strongman? Here is another of the most
stupid pictures of Marcos ever rendered. Marcos was
rather slight of build, incredibly kind, cared for the
“people” and considered himself and Imelda to be the
“Father and Mother” of the people. He didn’t order
anything—he left that up to his staff, just as does
Clinton and any other puppet head of state. However,
Marcos was NOT A PUPPET head of state, and that
is what got him destroyed.]
Pimentel said the treasure could have formed only the
initial wealth of Marcos but he got more during the
presidency.
The two senators said they would also look into
reports that part of the Marcos gold came from a treasure
that was dug up by soldiers and some civilians, but was
later seized by the late dictator’s men.
On the suggestion of former Solicitor General
Francisco Chavez, the Blue Ribbon Committee will
summon a certain Robert Caoili, who is said to be the
leader of a group of young soldiers who had dug up gold
bars in Montalban and other places.
Pimentel is also trying to convince two other
witnesses—a foreigner and a Filipino reportedly known in
the Marcos camp—to support Zobel’s testimony. The
foreigner is believed to have documentary evidence on the
existence of the Marcos wealth, including its account
numbers and the identity of the depository banks.
The presidential Commission on Good Government
has always rejected reports on the Yamashita treasure, but
Zobel is suspicious of such a denial.
“Maybe, they wanted to divide the gold among
themselves,” he said. [H: No guano!]
Meanwhile, Zamora said there is a possibility that the
Marcos hoard exists, “but the amounts are mind numbing
and staggering.”
He said it is best that the government be provided
copies of such documents for authentication purposes.
Some Palace officials have doubted the authenticity of
the papers that Zobel had presented to the Senate panel.
[END OF QUOTING]
And so, how is YOUR week going?
I am going to repeat something that I said earlier. We
are moving right on through or around the prime people,
and I ask that Fatima relay that message. We either get
some help to my team, or we are going to put our thrust
behind and with other players. We do not need help
NEXT year—we need it NOW.
Salu, and good morning.
dharma
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EgyptAir Flight 990
Suppressed Information
In response to a request from Commander to publish news that flight, Flight 990, after leaving Los Angeles, did, in
regarding downplayed circumstances surrounding the “crash” fact, stop at Edwards Air Force Base. So let’s go forward
of EgyptAir Flight 990, we at CONTACT hereby present with the certainty that this, in fact, happened.
several items of great interest.
Give us some scenarios as to why that would have
happened. Edwards Air Force Base, folks might be familiar
THE STOP AT EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
with it as—a lot of a test aircraft are flown out of there. The
Shuttle often lands there. It has a very long and forgiving
For hours after Flight 990 disappeared from radar, CNN runway, does it not?
commentators mentioned that the plane was reported to have
CORNELIUS: Well, yes, if you use the lake bed, it is a
stopped at Edwards Air Force Base, prior to resuming its very long and forgiving runway. But I will—I will just
scheduled flight through to New York, but they repeatedly guarantee you from my experience that if an aircraft lands on
stated that this information was not independently confirmed by the lake bed, he is not going to turn around and go anywhere
CNN. Then, during the 6:00 a.m. broadcast, CNN provided real soon, because there’s going to be some—some cleanup
confirmation. Here is the transcript of that broadcast. (For our that has to be done.
Internet-savvy readers, it might still be available at this URL:
Secondly...
http://www.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/9910/31/bn.01.html.)
O’BRIEN: But there is a hard-surface runway there, we
[QUOTING from CNN transcript of October 31, 1999, want to point out to our viewers.
6:00 a.m. broadcast:]
CORNELIUS: Oh, yes. But it’s no longer than those at
…O’BRIEN: Art, there’s something here, Associated many other locations. Los Angeles has a 12,000-foot runway,
Repress—Associated Press is reporting—and we want to and Los Angeles also has, you know, an excellent airportcouch this. I don’t believe we have this independently rescue and fire-fighting capability.
confirmed by CNN. But according to Associated Press
Ontario Airport, just due south of there, has a 10,000-foot
speaking to sources in Egypt, that particular EgyptAir aircraft runway, or better. And they also have an excellent firebegan its flight in Los Angeles and apparently made a landing fighting capability. So it used to be that you might choose a
at Edwards Air Force Base in California. That seems very odd military airport if you wanted to foam the runway for some
to me.
reason: i.e., you might have a landing-gear problem, and you
CORNELIUS: That is odd. Normally, you don’t ever use were going to put the airplane down and you wanted to have
a military facility, and as to why they chose Edwards, even if the foam.
they had a problem, is a puzzle to me. It may be because they
That’s seldom done anymore. And the military airports
felt that the fire-suppression and rescue capability at a military had the capability to foam the runway, whereas most civilian
airport might be more readily available than at a civilian airports did not. But they don’t do that anymore. It’s found
airport. But I would question that.
to be not an efficient option for an emergency.
O’BRIEN: Yes. That’s a report that we’re going to try
O’BRIEN: All right, Art. I’m going to have you stand
to nail down. But if, in fact, that were the case, that would by. Let’s turn now to Ben Wedeman, who just left an EgyptAir
indicate clearly that something prior to any disappearance off news conference in Cairo.
of radar screens off of Nantucket, something had been
Ben, what can you tell us?
troubling those pilots, perhaps…
WEDEMAN: What I can tell you is that, yes, that plane
…O’BRIEN: Cheryl Fiandaca with our affiliate WABC did land at Edwards Air Force Base. The reason for that is not
in New York, reporting to us from JFK Airport; thanks very clear… [END QUOTING]
much.
Later in the day, there was no reference to this stop at
And just to underscore, we’re—that report that that Edwards Air Force Base.
aircraft made some sort of stop at Edwards Air Force Base,
Was this another Illuminati operation? As Robert Sterling
which you would have to characterize as something way out of wrote, in the following article for The Konformist on the
the ordinary, that report still has not been independently Internet—QUITE PROBABLY.
confirmed by CNN. That report coming from the Associated
[QUOTING Robert Sterling of The Konformist, 11/1/99:]
Press. They are quoting EgyptAir officials and Egyptian
television that there was that stop. We’re working on trying
THE ILLUMINATI AND EGYPTAIR FLIGHT 990
to nail that particular thing down.
The most sacred of numbers to the Illuminati is 33,
Let’s go back to Art Cornelius, our aviation consultant in
Los Angeles. Art, I don’t want to dwell on this Edwards thing corresponding to the highest degree of Masonry.
When events have the Illuminati’s fingerprints on them,
too much, because [of] the fact that we don’t have it
confirmed. But when—when a stop like that occurs, one they often leave numeric clues involving the number 33 to let
should consider the possibilities that there was some kind of those in the know what is going on.
On Halloween, EgyptAir Flight 990 crashed going from
abnormality on that plane.
CORNELIUS: Yes. I would definitely consider that now. New York to Egypt.
At the time of its sudden fall, the plane was at an altitude
If, in fact, they landed at Edwards, that indicates a number of
things: First, Edwards would be an unfamiliar airport to the of 33,000 feet.
The plane disappeared from radars 33 minutes after
crew, and so would not be high on their list of choices for
takeoff.
diversion.
The EgyptAir plane, named Thutmosis II, had a little over
O’BRIEN: Art—Art, I’m going to interrupt real quickly.
I just want to let our viewers know we have confirmed 33,000 flight hours.
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It has been confirmed that 33 Egyptian military officers
were aboard EgyptAir.
33 people boarded the plane on its previous stop, Los
Angeles.
990 is 10 times a trinity of 33s.
The number of passengers is reported as one hundred and
a trinity of 33s (199). [END QUOTING]
MORE OCCULT SYMBOLOGY
Following up on Robert Sterling’s observations, Andy
Basiago of Los Angeles did a little homework of his own.
[QUOTING, from the Internet, Nov. 3, 1999:]
With his characteristic insight, it looks like Robert
Sterling of The Konformist has decoded the numerology of
Flight 990, identifying it as a Masonic ritual sacrifice.
Here is some analysis that I have independently developed
that would seem to confirm what lurks in the shadows of this
tragic event.
1. The number of the flight, 990. “...10 times a trinity
of thirty-three...” Ten = Moses, bringer of the Ten
Commandments. Trinity = the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit. Thirty-Three = the number of years of Jesus’ life.
Possible significance of the use of these key Christian
allusions: Freemasonry as the purposeful inversion of
Christianity. Satanism as “the ape of God”.
2. The name of the plane, Thutmosis II. Thutmosis =
Moses. Thutmosis was the name of Moses before Hatshepsut
and her handmaidens put him in a basket and floated him
down the Nile, where he was found among the bullrushes by
the Hebrews. Masons regard Moses as a “Master Mason”.
He is found on one of the bas reliefs that the Masons, who
founded our country, placed around the Senate (?), where other
great “Masons” from history are featured (Maimonides,
Napoleon, etc.)? Luke 3 places Moses in the Davidic
bloodline from Adam to Jesus. Hence, “Moses” constitutes an
ideal ritual-sacrifice victim.
3. An EgyptAir flight from New York to Cairo. A flight
from the New Babylon to the principal symbolic site of
Freemasonry, which calls itself “the Ancient Arabic Order of
the Egyptian Shrine”. Just as the Masons use the Great
Pyramid on the dollar bill to represent the New World Order,
so a big event is scheduled for the Great Pyramid on January
1, 2000 to usher in the New Millennium.
4. The numerology of Flight 990. In numerology, 9 + 9
+ 0 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9 = 3 + 3 + 3—again, the prevalence of
3s identified by Sterling.
5. Dating the event from the assassination of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat. President Sadat of Egypt was
assassinated in October 1981. EgyptAir 990, the number of
whose name is 18, crashed 18 years later, in October 1999.
18 = 9 + 9 + 0, or 6 + 6 + 6, or 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3.
6. The last name of the first man on the scene, James T.
Hall of the NTSB. Hall = H + A + I + I = (H)iram (A)biff
II? A veiled reference to Hiram Abiff? Hall = Masonic hall.
A veiled reference to “the Great Hall” found in Masonic
temples? Possible use of the mass media to make the entire
public realm a vast Masonic “hall” where this ritual sacrifice
is viewed, dissected and analyzed?
7. Initially, only one body is found. Could this have been
used to identify all of the victims as, in a sense, a single body,
a single victim, a single sacrifice?
8. “Three” are “missing”. The British press has stated
that three Canadians were aboard; the American press has
neglected to mention that any Canadians were aboard. Could
these three victims represent “the three worshipful craftsmen”
of Freemasonry, who are “present, but not mentioned”?
9. Fifteen crew members were on the doomed flight.
This not only continues the pattern of threes, i.e, 3 times 5, but
it contains a sum of the Masonic pattern 3 + 5 + 7.
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10. President Clinton appoints Thurgood Marshall II as
his emissary to the investigation. Thurgood Marshall, Sr. was
a product of that part of the American civil-rights movement
that was sponsored by the Black Masonic lodges. This
tradition, which has emphasized racial harmony and Black
economic upliftment, has included figures such as Marcus
Garvey and the Rev. Jesse Jackson, Jr.
Shortly after the accident, President Clinton appointed
Thurgood Marshall II as his emissary to Egypt during the
investigation of what happened to Thutmosis II.
Thutmosis II. Thurgood Marshall II. Could this be a
Masonic cypher of some kind symbolizing covert Masonic
control from the time of Moses to the present?
For now, we can only wait and watch, mindful that a
sinister Masonic fraternity seems bent on manipulating the
public events of our time for some occult purpose.
[END QUOTING]
It appears that, for hours after the entry of Flight 990 into
the area of the “New Bermuda Triangle”—just offshore of
Montauk, Long Island, where TWA 800 and the plane of John
Kennedy, Jr. both also “disappeared off radar”—OTHER
flights were being steered away, warned of “rocket fire”. (??)
Is it possible that there was some sort of residue energy field
from the use of the Montauk weaponry?
[QUOTING from NewsMax.com, Nov. 1, 1999:]

McLaughlin even participated in a news conference eight
hours after the plane went down, describing his work to
reporters.
“We work with EgyptAir to try to help the families with
the notification process,” he said. “At the moment we’re
struggling to get everything together.”
McLaughlin never mentioned that he’d been on the
doomed plane and was the only passenger who boarded in Los
Angeles to get off in New York. The plane vanished off radar
screens near Nantucket Island [just east of Martha’s Vineyard,
where John Kennedy’s plane “disappeared from radar”] while
en route to Cairo from New York. [END QUOTING]
800, JFK Jr., EgyptAir 990: three for the new triangle, in
a devilish, quick sequence. Will it rattle the general-public

“ROCKETS” FIRED IN AREA OF DOWNED JET?

By Peter Kendall, Chicago Tribune, November 5, 1999

…EgyptAir’s Boeing 767 fell from the sky sometime
early Sunday morning—at about 2 a.m. Later Sunday
morning, NewsMax.com editor Christopher Ruddy was on
United Flight #976, which departed JFK at 9:15 a.m., headed
for London.
At about 10 a.m., Ruddy put on his headset. He clicked
through the music channels and tuned in to transmissions
between his United plane and air traffic control in the United
States.
“Air traffic control was advising planes to change their
flight paths, giving out new coordinates and altitudes for planes
on the flight paths over the Atlantic,” Ruddy recalled the
conversation he overheard.
“At one point, a crew member of one of the planes
radioed air traffic control to ask why the change. Air traffic
control responded that ‘there are rockets being fired in the
area’.”
“I heard early that morning before boarding my plane that
there was a missing EgyptAir plane,” Ruddy said, “the
conversation I heard on the plane really struck me, as did the
controllers’ use of the word ‘rockets’.”
There is no indication yet of any U.S. military activities in
the area. Still, the suggestion that there was some military
activity near the plane’s flight path raises the specter of TWA
800. Critics of the government investigation have alleged U.S.
Naval vessels were in the area and may have accidentally fired
a missile at the civilian jet. [END QUOTING]
You can only wonder how much “grief relief” the friends
and family of the missing passengers felt when counseled by
the ONLY passenger to have disembarked from the plane at
its stop in New York.
[QUOTING, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Oct. 31, 1999:]

A new method of measuring how Earth gathers energy
before unleashing an earthquake suggests the New Madrid
Fault that runs into southern Illinois is building up for a big
one.
Research published in Friday’s edition of the journal
Science found that an area that includes Memphis, St. Louis
and the bottom-third of Illinois is shaken about every 500
years by a quake that could topple buildings and bridges and
knock down levees on the Mississippi River.
The study adds another voice to the chorus of warnings of
a potentially disastrous earthquake caused by a geological
phenomenon that no one can explain.
“If a similar event occurs in the future, Memphis and St.
Louis would be the hardest hit,” said Karl Mueller, a geologist
at the University of Colorado at Boulder. “And if the
Mississippi River was running high at the time, there is the
possibility of broken levees along some 150 miles of river.”
The last big quake on the fault was in 1812. Although
the quakes come on average every 500 years, that doesn’t
mean the fault won’t budge before 2312.
Over a six-month period in 1811 and 1812, there were
three quakes estimated at about 7.5 magnitude.
“If you take the argument that you only have to worry
about these every 500 years, then you would have thought you
were fine after the first one in 1811—then you got whacked
two more times,” said Mark Zoback, a geophysicist at Stanford
University who has studied the New Madrid Fault.
The new research led by Mueller, measured deformities in
dirt and rocks near the surface that reveal how the fault is
shifting 10 miles underground. To do this, the geologists hired
a backhoe to dig long trenches near the banks of the
Mississippi to look at how once-flat layers of sediment have
been folded and bent by granite heaving far below.
By determining when those layers were folded, the
scientists developed what they believe is the most accurate
measure of how fast the fault is moving and storing up energy
for the next quake.
They then calculated the build-up of energy since the last
quakes in 1812 to forecast how large an earthquake would be
if it happened now, 100 years from now, or in 2312.
“If you assume an earthquake every 500 years, then you
have an earthquake that has a magnitude in the low- to mid-

“STRANGE TWIST”
GRIEF COUNSELOR GOT OFF IN N.Y.
NEW YORK—Only one passenger got off EgyptAir
Flight 990 when it landed in New York, but in a strange twist,
his services were needed by the airline almost immediately.
Ed McLaughlin works for the Family Enterprise Institute,
which helps airlines notify family members of air accident
victims.
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cage? Open a few overslumbered eyes? If only John Q.
Curious would stay focused long enough to see through the
quickly-adjusted media blarney offerings. (Perhaps we should
expect another high-level “zipper crisis” or other mammoth
distraction.) Maybe Y2K is so close that it will suffice to
distract from public recognition of enough truth to start to see
the form of evil events we are being so arrogantly buffeted by.
And, most gloriously, maybe we-the-people ARE waking up!
Unfortunately, these Elite “would-be-king” Puppet
Masters will continue to perpetrate these all-too-frequent,
brazen, dastardly atrocities, as long as we continue to shun our
responsibilities by remaining apathetic to the actual intent of
their implementation and not demanding that they be taken to
task through aggressive exposure to the Light of Truth.

The News Desk
By John Ray
NEW MADRID FAULT
POSES SEVERE THREAT, REPORT SAYS

7s,” said Margaret Guccione, a University of Arkansas
geologist who collaborated with Mueller and two other
scientists. “If it happens tomorrow, it will be smaller, but still
a large earthquake.”
Those estimates are consistent with many other forecasts.
“It is certainly within the range of the other plausible
models,” said Joan Gomberg, a U.S. Geological Survey
seismologist at the Center for Earthquake Research and
Information in Memphis.
In April, Science published research by Northwestern
University geophysicist Seth Stein, who concluded that
earthquakes along the New Madrid Fault were not as great a
threat as had been forecast. That upset some seismologists,
who believed it would give governments reason to minimize
preparations for a big earthquake.
On Thursday, Stein said the findings in the new study are
not that different from his. “I think it’s a nice paper,” he said.
Despite all the research and forecasting, scientists still
can’t explain why the region has an earthquake-churning fault
beneath it.
The Earth’s crust is made of continent-sized plates that
slide and collide on time scales of millions of years. Most
earthquakes occur at the edges, where the plates scrape and
bump one another. But the New Madrid Fault inexplicably
produces powerful earthquakes in the middle of the rigid North
American Plate.
“We are always surprised by earthquakes, but we have a
physical understanding about why we have earthquakes in
California—it is along a plate boundary,” said Gomberg.
“Here, we don’t even have a framework to understand why we
have earthquakes”...
[JR: Our Earth (Shan) is always changing, but it
seems that when this New Madrid Fault is again
triggered, it will be in a BIG way. With an understanding
of plate tectonics, mankind should not have built up
population centers right on and near these major faults.]
ZIONISM VERSUS BOLSHEVISM—
STRUGGLE FOR THE SOUL OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE
By the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill
Illustrated Sunday Herald, February 8, 1920
SOME people like Jews and some do not; but no
thoughtful man can doubt the fact that they are beyond all
question the most formidable and the most remarkable race
which has ever appeared in the world.
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And it may well be that this same astounding race may at
the present time be in the actual process of producing another
system of morals and philosophy, as malevolent as Christianity
was benevolent, which, if not arrested would shatter
irretrievably all that Christianity has rendered possible. It
would almost seem as if the gospel of Christ and the gospel of
Antichrist were destined to originate among the same people;
and that this mystic and mysterious race had been chosen for
the supreme manifestations, both of the divine and the
diabolical.
The National Russian Jews, in spite of the disabilities
under which they have suffered, have managed to play an
honourable and successful part in the national life even of
Russia. As bankers and industrialists, they have strenuously
promoted the development of Russia’s economic resources,
and they were foremost in the creation of those remarkable
organisations, the Russian Co-operative Societies. In politics
their support has been given, for the most part, to liberal and
progressive movements, and they have been among the
staunchest upholders of friendship with France and Great
Britain.
International Jews
In violent opposition to all this sphere of Jewish effort rise
the schemes of the International Jews. The adherents of this
sinister confederacy are mostly men reared up among the
unhappy populations of countries where Jews are persecuted
on account of their race. Most, if not all, of them have
forsaken the faith of their forefathers, and divorced from their
minds all spiritual hopes of the next world. This movement
among the Jews is not new. From the days of SpartacusWeishaupt to those of Karl Marx, and down to Trotsky
(Russia), Bela Kun (Hungary), Rosa Luxembourg (Germany),
and Emma Goldman (United States), this worldwide
conspiracy for the overthrow of civilisation and for the
reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested development,
of envious malevolence, and impossible equality, has been
steadily growing. It played, as a modern writer, Mrs. Webster,
has so ably shown, a definitely recognisable part in the tragedy
of the French Revolution. It has been the mainspring of every
subversive movement during the Nineteenth Century; and now
at last this band of extraordinary personalities from the
underworld of the great cities of Europe and America have
gripped the Russian people by the hair of their heads and have
become practically the undisputed masters of that enormous
empire.
Terrorist Jews
There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the
creation of Bolshevism and in the actual bringing about of the
Russian Revolution: by these international and, for the most
part, atheistical Jews. It is certainly a very great one; it
probably outweighs all others. With the notable exception
[sic] of Lenin, the majority of the leading figures are Jews.
Moreover, the principal inspiration and driving power comes
from the Jewish leaders. Thus Tchitcherin, a pure Russian, is
eclipsed by his nominal subordinate Litvinoff, and the influence
of Russians like Bukharin or Lunacharski cannot be compared
with the power of Trotsky, or of Zinovieff, the Dictator of the
Red Citadel (Petrograd), or of Krassin or Radek—all Jews. In
the Soviet institutions the predominance of Jews is even more
astonishing. And the prominent, if not, indeed, the principal,
part in the system of terrorism applied by the Extraordinary
Commissions for Combating Counter-Revolution has been
taken by Jews, and in some notable cases by Jewesses.
The same evil prominence was obtained by Jews in the
brief period of terror during which Bela Kun ruled in Hungary.
The same phenomenon has been presented in Germany
(especially in Bavaria), so far as this madness has been
allowed to prey upon the temporary prostration of the German
people. Although in all these countries there are many nonJews every whit as bad as the worst of the Jewish

revolutionaries, the part played by the latter in proportion to
their numbers in the population is astonishing.
“Protector of the Jews”
Needless to say, the most intense passions of revenge
have been excited in the breasts of the Russian people.
Wherever General Denikin’s authority could reach, protection
was always accorded to the Jewish population, and strenuous
efforts were made by his officers to prevent reprisals and to
punish those guilty of them. So much was this the case that
the Petlurist propaganda against General Denikin denounced
him as the Protector of the Jews. The Misses Healy, nieces of
Mr. Tim Healy, relating their personal experiences in Kieff,
have declared that to their knowledge on more than one
occasion, officers who committed offences against Jews were
reduced to the ranks and sent out of the city to the front. But
the hordes of brigands by whom the whole vast expanse of the
Russian Empire is becoming infested do not hesitate to gratify
their lust for blood and for revenge at the expense of the
innocent Jewish population whenever an opportunity occurs.
The brigand Makhno, the hordes of Petlura and of Gregorieff,
who signalised their every success by the most brutal
massacres, everywhere found among the half-stupefied, halfinfuriated population an eager response to anti-Semitism in its
worst and foulest forms. The fact that in many cases Jewish
interests and Jewish places of worship are excepted by the
Bolsheviks from their universal hostility, has tended more and
more to associate the Jewish race in Russia with the villainies
which are now being perpetrated.
A Home for the Jews
Zionism offers the third sphere to the political conceptions
of the Jewish race in violent contrast to international
communism.
Zionism has already become a factor in the political
convulsions of Russia, as a powerful competing influence in
Bolshevik circles with the international communistic system.
Nothing could be more significant than the fury with which
Trotsky has attacked the Zionists generally, and Dr.
Weissmann in particular. The cruel penetration of his mind
leaves him in no doubt that his schemes of a worldwide
communistic State under Jewish domination are directly
thwarted and hindered by this new ideal, which directs the
energies and the hopes of Jews in every land towards a
simpler, a truer, and a far more attainable goal. The struggle
which is now beginning between the Zionist and Bolshevik
Jews is little less than a struggle for the soul of the Jewish
people.
—Ref: Mr. Churchill’s authorship of this article has been
authenticated by one of the world’s leading Churchill
bibliographers, Richard Heinzkill, of the University of Eugene,
Oregon.
[JR: Doesn’t this confirm Henry Ford’s writings/research on
The International Jew and the Protocols of the Learned
Elders of Zion? It matters not what the supposed differences
are between Bolshevism, Communism or Zionism; the
different labels all equal socialism/liberalism.]
CLINTON ORDERS HUMAN EXPERIMENTS
By Timothy W. Maier, Insight Magazine, 10/22/99
Executive Order 13139 is requiring military personnel to
receive experimental vaccines not approved by the Food and
Drug Administration. Courts-martial are pending.
A day after Republican Rep. Chris Shays of Connecticut
ended congressional hearings on the controversial decision
mandating the inoculation of 2.4 million U.S. troops against
anthrax, President Clinton quietly signed an executive order, or
EO, that denies soldiers the right to refuse experimental
vaccines.
EO13139, titled “Improving Health Protection of Military
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Personnel Participating in Particular Military Operations”,
caught Congress off guard, as it directed the Pentagon to
disregard the authority of the Food and Drug Administration,
or FDA. The order authorized use of experimental vaccines—
those not approved by the FDA and, therefore, illegal—to be
administered to members of the armed forces without informed
consent.
Some congressmen saw this as an attack by the president
on the House Government Reform Subcommittee on National
Security, Veterans Affairs and International Relations, where
testimony indicated the Pentagon had violated the FDA’s
procedures on how to administer the anthrax vaccine. Those
hearings—as well as others held by the full House Committee
on Government Reform—had put the FDA on the spot for
letting the Pentagon disregard sensible FDA regulations. The
Pentagon wanted to administer the shots now and, as a result,
long-range studies were not conducted and an inadequate
reporting system was set up to hide the large number of
adverse effects, critics charged.
As a result of the unprecedented implementation of the
vaccination program, more than 1,000 troops are awaiting trial
on a felony charge of refusing to obey, hundreds more have left
the armed forces and dozens have been prosecuted.
The FDA’s failure to take a stand against the Pentagon
has prompted a group of concerned congressmen, led by
Republican Rep. Walter Jones Jr. of North Carolina, formally
to complain to the agency. “The FDA didn’t do its job,” says
Jones, a member of the House Armed Services Committee.
“Our men and women are too valuable and they’re not going
to be guinea pigs.”
Jones, who has asked the Pentagon’s inspector general to
launch a probe into the growing anthrax controversy, warns
that Clinton’s executive order “might encourage more men and
women to get out of the military. I think Clinton did it to give
cover to what the DOD [Department of Defense] is doing.”
And with the FDA having rolled over, Jones says, he is even
more determined to learn why the White House and the
Pentagon doubled the contract of Michigan-based BioPort
Corp., which manufactures the vaccine, from $25.7 million to
$49.8 million and, at the same time, reduced the volume to be
delivered by 2.3 million shots.
The Pentagon has claimed the inoculation protects against
all anthrax strains, and BioPort made the same claim to
Insight—despite the fact that an experiment at the Fort Detrick
chemical and biological warfare center in Maryland using
guinea pigs showed 9 of the 27 anthrax strains tested killed 50
percent of the vaccinated subjects.
Kwai-Cheung Chan, the director of the special studies and
evaluations, national-security and international-affairs division
of the General Accounting Office, testified before the House
Government Reform Committee that there have been no
studies to “determine the optimum number of doses of the
anthrax vaccine. Although annual boosters are given, the
needs for a six-shot regimen and annual booster shots have not
been evaluated.”
Chan’s biggest criticism, however, involves the process in
which the vaccine was made. He notes the deficiencies that
the FDA identified in its February 1998 inspection. “These
fell into two categories: those that might affect only one or a
limited number of batches, and those that could compromise
the safety and efficacy of any or all batches.” The facility was,
as a result, shut down in early 1998. BioPort is addressing the
processing problems, but the FDA has yet to approve its
laboratory to produce the controversial vaccine.
Meanwhile, since Insight last reported on the anthrax
vaccination, still more troops and civilians have fallen ill after
receiving the shots, according to the FDA. From 1990 to Oct.
1, 1999, 425 reports of adverse events associated with the
anthrax vaccine have been reported. Critics argue the
incidents are being underreported because, unless the side
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effects involve chills or fatigue, some doctors say they can’t
report the symptoms.
Mark Zaid, an attorney representing dozens of troops who
refused to take the mandatory anthrax inoculation, says, “There
are big problems. Why, all of a sudden out of nowhere—
especially when the opposition to the program is getting so
much steam and criticism of the Department of Defense was
running rampant—does Clinton sign an executive order that
assures DOD can implement any experimental program it
wants? This whole thing is DOD doing an end-run around the
FDA. The FDA should step up to the plate and do its job.”
The FDA may be starting to take note, according to a
September letter from the agency obtained by Insight. The
letter was written the day Shays’ hearing ended. Katheryn
Zoon, director of the Center for Biologics Evaluation and
Research, wrote to Assistant Secretary of Defense Sue Bailey:
“Recently it has come to the agency’s attention, through
congressional sources, that some troops may not be receiving
the vaccine in accordance with the schedule found in the
approved labeling. As you know, the approved anthrax
labeling states that full immunization involves six doses of the
vaccine to be administered following the first dose, at two and
four weeks, six months, 12 months and 18 months, with yearly
boosters thereafter. This schedule is the only regimen shown
to be effective in protecting humans against anthrax and is the
only schedule approved by the FDA. Data received by the
FDA from congressional sources indicate that a number of
reserve and active military personnel are receiving their
anthrax vaccine doses significantly later than the FDAapproved schedule.”
In his order, Clinton calls attention to the biological threat
to which troops might be subjected, saying soldiers could
“potentially be exposed to a range of chemical, biological and
radiological weapons, as well as disease endemic to an area of
operations.” Defense Secretary William Cohen warned
recently on ABC’s Nightline that it is not a question of
whether we could face a biological attack, it’s a question of
when.
But neither the president’s top intelligence expert in this
field nor the State Department are impressed by these claims.
Richard Clarke, the bioterrorism expert with the National
Security Council, also said on Nightline that he doesn’t expect
terrorists will turn to biological weapons. “I don’t believe it’s
a certainty at all,” he said. “I know that there are people who
say it will eventually happen. But I think you have to
remember, there has to be motivation. Someone has to do it.
And that someone has to believe they can get away with it.
They’re not going to [get away with it]…
…In addition, the State Department has posted this
statement on its web-site: “The Department of State has no
information to indicate that there is a likelihood of use of
chemical or biological-agent release in the immediate future.
The Department believes the risk of the use of chemical/
biological warfare is remote, although it cannot be excluded.”
Meanwhile, even though U.S. embassies are prime targets
of terrorists, the State Department isn’t requiring its employees
to have the anthrax shot before deployment. Jones called on
the State Department to explain why it was not mandating the
shot and promptly was told it will take “four years to get that
information”. He then turned to House International Relations
Committee Chairman, Ben Gilman, of New York, who quickly
fired off a letter to [the] State [Department] demanding action.
Yet, Clinton signed EO13139 to use experimental
vaccines on U.S. troops despite the scandals created by
exposure of the secret use of experimental vaccines—ranging
from administering LSD in the 1950s to the drug pyriostigmine
bromide, or PB, given to troops bound for the Persian Gulf
War. PB, which protects against nerve gas, may be linked to
some of the gulf-war illnesses, according to the Rand Corp., a
California-based think tank that recently published a 385-page

review of the drug.
Maj. Thomas “Buzz” Rempfer of the Air Force Reserve
says there may be times when use of vaccines that have not
been fully tested and FDA-approved may be necessary and
appropriate during great crisis. “But this capability for our
president is currently being jeopardized by the reckless
mandatory vaccination of all service members against anthrax,”
he says. “The threat is not imminent and the integrity of the
military institution is being compromised to implement a
strategic or blanket program that is doctrinally unprecedented
and unsound. The lack of trust we are breeding in the force
today could sacrifice our military’s capability to protect our
troops on a tactical basis when threatened in the future.”
[JR: Since President Clinton signed the EO on
inoculations, and since he is Commander in Chief, he
should volunteer to be the guinea pig for these shots, to
prove they are safe. When you sign up for the
military, you are considered government property, with
NO RIGHTS as an individual.]
INSECTICIDE UNDER REVIEW
ABC NEWS, 10/28/99
Washington, D.C., Oct. 28—U.S. environmental officials
say one of the nation’s most widely used pesticides poses a
safety risk for those who use it in their gardens, fields and
homes.
Blurred vision, muscle weakness, headaches and problems
with memory, depression and irritability have been linked to
large amounts of exposure to Dow Chemical’s Dursban, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency said in a preliminary
scientific assessment posted on its web-site late Wednesday.
Health Risks
The EPA said the assessment found that exposure to the
chemical on the skin, in food, or by inhaling it could be
harmful to human health.
The EPA said it had a “particular concern” with Dursban
poisoning cases, reported to federal health officials. About
one-fourth of 325 illnesses reported from 1993 through 1996
were serious enough to require hospitalization, the agency said.
“Data from the two human studies suggest that humans
are as sensitive as and possibly even more sensitive than
animals,” the EPA said in the detailed report. One of the
studies was conducted with inmate volunteers at a prison.
Dursban is a standard tool used to kill insects that attack
everything from home-grown tomatoes to corn fields. It is also
a powerful weapon against termites and cockroaches, and is
frequently used in homes, schools, hospitals and pet collars.
The report laid out potential health risks, but did not
indicate whether the agency planned to tighten use of Dursban
or phase it out.
An EPA spokesman was not available for comment.
Company Disputes Findings
Dow Chemical, in a letter to the EPA that was included
in the report, said the EPA’s risk analysis was misleading and
based on “fundamental errors” of science.
“Three decades of use have shown that, unless seriously
misused, chlorpyrifos products have wide margins of safety
that protect users and consumers, including infants and
children,” the letter also read.
The EPA’s scientific analysis of Dursban is part of a
mammoth project to check for harmful residue in food,
drinking water and households from some 9,000 U.S.
pesticides.
Under a controversial 1996 food-safety law passed by
Congress, the EPA must require chemical makers to build in
an extra margin of safety to protect children, whose developing
bodies can be more vulnerable to chemicals.
The law has been sharply criticized by farm groups for
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failing to take into account the cost to growers of using more
expensive and less effective alternative pesticides. Farm,
chemical and consumer groups will have two months to submit
their suggestions to the EPA about the possible health risks
posed by Dursban.
Environmentalists Call for Ban
The active ingredient in Dursban is chlorpyrifos, a
substance that is part of a class of chemicals known as
organophosphates, which have been shown to affect the human
nervous system. Organophosphates were developed during
World War II as nerve-gas weapons.
Environmental groups pointed to the new study as
evidence that the EPA should halt the use of Dursban.
“This government study firmly supports our research and
position,” said Todd Hettenbach, an analyst with the
Environmental Working Group. “Dursban must be banned.”
A study by the green group two years ago found Dursban
residue on most breads, crackers, bagels and other wheatbased foods that were tested.
The vast majority of Americans have at least a tiny
amount of the chemical in their bodies, the EPA said. A
recent Minnesota study found the bug killer at detectable levels
in over 90 percent of school children examined.
Two years ago Dow voluntarily stopped selling the
pesticide for use in pet shampoos and dips and household
foggers.
[JR: I’m sure, after six years of using Dursban, there is
more than enough information to warrant banning its use.
Anything developed from nerve gas should automatically
send up warning signals. Companies with banned
chemicals always find a different market.]
PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION CASE
LIKELY BOUND FOR SUPREME COURT
COURT TV, 10/27/99
CHICAGO (AP)—A sharply divided federal appeals court
has upheld Illinois and Wisconsin laws banning some late-term
abortions, a decision experts predicted will wind up before the
U.S. Supreme Court.
In a 5-4 decision Tuesday, the U.S. 7th Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled that laws in both states, banning a procedure
critics describe as “partial-birth abortion”, are constitutional.
“This decision creates a constitutional crisis, which will
probably go to the Supreme Court,” said Janet Benshoof,
President of the New York-based Center for Reproductive Law
and Policy.
The center, which advocates abortion rights, says 30 states
have passed similar laws, and 20 states have been barred or
sharply restricted by courts from enforcing them.
Douglas Johnson, legislative director for the anti-abortion
National Right to Life Committee, told The New York Times
the issue was now likely to receive high-court review,
“perhaps next year”.
The decision reversed a ruling by a federal judge in
Chicago that held the Illinois law unconstitutional, as well as
an appeals panel’s order that temporarily halted enforcement
of the Wisconsin statute.
“We conclude that both laws can be enforced in a
constitutional manner,” Judge Frank Easterbrook wrote for the
majority [opinon].
The opinion acknowledged the laws could be wrongly
applied by local authorities, but other laws could prevent that.
Neither law has been enforced, pending court challenges.
The procedure in question is known medically as a
“dilation and extraction”. It involves reducing the size of the
fetus’ skull as part of the process of removing it. The court
said reducing the skull “causes the adverse public (and
legislative) reaction” to the procedure.
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Writing for the minority [opinion], Chief Judge Richard
Posner said the decision represented a compromise between
the desire to ban the procedure and the fear that the states’
laws would be applied to procedures they were not meant to
address.
He said “the court does throw a bone to” those seeking to
lift the bans, by ordering lower courts to limit how they may
be enforced.
Anti-abortion groups were elated by the decision after
losing a round last month when a federal appeals court in St.
Louis struck down similar laws in Nebraska, Arkansas and
Iowa.
Susan Armacost, a lobbyist for Wisconsin Right to Life
Inc., said the decision represents “a huge victory for the babies
of Wisconsin”.
Wisconsin Gov. Tommy Thompson called the procedure
“a gruesome, abhorrent way to take a life”, and said there is
“no place” for it in his state.
Nebraska Deputy Attorney General, Steve Grasz, said the
Illinois decision heightens chances that his state’s case will be
the first major abortion case heard by the U.S. Supreme Court
since it upheld the Roe vs. Wade decision in 1992. Grasz said
Nebraska will petition the court to consider its case.
The Wisconsin law, enacted last year, provides for life in
prison for anyone performing the procedure, except to save the
mother’s life. The 1997 Illinois law calls for a three-year
prison term.
[JR: Since when does an act of murder need clarification
all the way up to the Supreme Court?]

“The U.S. bombing of Sudan was an act of state
terrorism,” Sha says.
There is a growing list, he adds, of similar acts of
aggression against sovereign states in violation of the UN
Charter or other global laws.
Not only did the United States and NATO launch a
massive attack on Yugoslavia without obtaining the UN’s
approval, but the coalition delivered, with pinpoint precision,
five missiles into Beijing’s embassy in Belgrade.
That bombing “was an obvious violation of the Vienna
Convention”, he says. While Beijing appreciates
Washington’s apologies and compensation for victims of the
attack, the United States government “still has to identify the
culprits (behind the bombing) and bring them to justice”.
A U.S. official, formerly based in Beijing, agrees. “So far
the (U.S.) government has said institutional mistakes led to the
bombing of the Chinese Embassy,” says the official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity. “But specific individuals
were responsible for mistakenly targeting the embassy, and
heads should roll as a result of those fatal mistakes.”
Sha suggests the growing disregard of the United States
for international weapons conventions and rules-of-war is, in
turn, making China more circumspect about joining arms
control regimes.
“We might have already ratified the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty, if not for the bombing of our embassy in
Yugoslavia,” he says.
That treaty, which aims to ban all nuclear-weapons
testing, was rejected by the U.S. Senate, even though “the
United States was the first country to promote and to sign the
treaty,” Sha says.
Sha says he is puzzled by the vote, not only because
Washington was one of the pact’s top proponents, but also
because it would have allowed the United States to lock in its
nuclear superiority and prevent any wannabes from crashing
into the nuclear club.
“The U.S. has the biggest and most sophisticated nuclear
arsenal in the world,” and could have frozen that advantage
perpetually by signing the treaty, he says.
Instead, the Senate’s vote against ratification is alienating
the United States from the rest of the world, Sha says. “Not
a single country in the world has given its support for the U.S.
Senate’s rejection of the treaty.”
China’s defense ministry is now reviewing the test-ban
pact, and hints that Beijing could ratify it early next year,
during a spring meeting of the national legislature.
“I negotiated (the treaty)—it’s my baby,” says Sha, who
adds that he wants to see it ratified as soon as possible.
Washington’s abandonment of the nuclear treaty it pushed
so hard to help produce “was wrong, politically and morally,
but at least it did not violate any international agreements,” Sha
says.
More alarming, he says, is a U.S. plan to build a national
anti-missile shield that would violate the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty.
Russia, which also signed the ABM pact, and China last
week introduced a resolution in the United Nations warning
the United States not to break the treaty.
Defense experts in Russia, the United States and China
agree that if the Pentagon starts building the missile defense
system, a “Star Wars”-like project designed to shoot down
incoming rockets, countries that fear a nuclear first-strike from
the United States could speed up their own missile production,
as a countermeasure.
Sha says “the ABM is a cornerstone of maintaining global
strategic stability,” and warns that if Washington violates the
pact after refusing to approve the nuclear test ban, the twin
actions “could trigger a worldwide chain reaction”.
“This has the possibility to destroy all the progress we
have made in nuclear nonproliferation.. in the post-Cold War

CHINA LOOKS UPON U.S. AS “ROGUE” STATE
By Kevin Platt, Christian Science Monitor, 10/28/99
Like the United States, China says it is witnessing the
potential emergence of a “rogue” state that could throw the
world out of balance early in the next century.
Washington warns that unpredictable regimes in nations
such as North Korea and Iraq could one day develop longrange missiles and a handful of atomic bombs to engage in
nuclear blackmail or worse.
But China’s top arms-control negotiator, Sha Zukang, says
a bigger threat to global stability is already armed to the teeth
with hydrogen bombs and sophisticated rockets that can send
a nuclear payload to any point on the planet.
That country, Sha says, is the United States.
“Because the U.S. believes it’s the only superpower in the
world, it can act at will, without regard for international law
and international norms,” he says.
“Washington seems to be developing a stubbornness
against abiding by weapons-control pacts and a greater
penchant to use armed force against its real or perceived
enemies,” Sha complains.
The end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet
Union have not ushered in an era of global peace, he says.
Rather, it is creating a United States that is drunk
with its own power and technological prowess, adds Sha,
whose official title is Director-General of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Department of the Chinese foreign ministry.
Sha is not one of the Communist Party hardliners here
who regularly lashes out at the United States. Rather, he is
affable, cosmopolitan and open, and seems more disillusioned
than angry with the United States.
Sha cites, as one example of aggressiveness the U.S.,
bombing of a medical plant in Sudan that American
intelligence initially accused of producing chemical weapons.
The 1998 missile attack was not approved by any global
organization, and the United States has never offered the world
community solid proof that the plant made anything but
medicine.
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era,” Sha says…
…Sha adds that setting up a missile defense in violation
of the ABM treaty could also, for the first time in human
history, “set off an arms race in outer space”.
[JR: We are going around in circles regarding this Test
Ban Treaty. Testing is not always verifiable, and the
banning of one type of weapon will lead to the
development of a better one. All governments do not
always obey the rules, including the U.S.]
DID U.S. BOMB SUDAN IN ERROR?
By Tony Karon, TIME DAILY, 10/27/99
That damned factory in the Sudan keeps coming back to
haunt the White House. The New York Times on Wednesday
carried a detailed account of how the Clinton administration
decided to bomb the Al Shifa chemical plant in 1998, despite
warnings by senior intelligence and security personnel that
there was insufficient evidence linking it to either Osama Bin
Laden or the manufacture of chemical weapons. Under
pressure from international protest and media inquiries,
administration sources have backpedaled substantially on both
claims since the August 1998 strike, which, together with a
similar raid on Bin Laden’s Afghanistan camps, was launched
in retaliation for the bombing of U.S. embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania. But the Times report also carries allegations from
U.S. officials that Secretary of State Albright encouraged State
Department intelligence analysts “to kill a report being drafted
that said the bombing was not justified”.
According to the sources cited in the report, President
Clinton chose to follow the recommendation of his civilian
advisers over the reservations expressed by the military and the
CIA over bombing the Sudan plant. “There was certainly a
sense that the administration needed to make some kind of
gesture in response to the embassy bombings, to be seen to be
doing something,” says TIME UN correspondent William
Dowell. “They were experimenting with cruise missiles as a
low-risk way of dealing with these issues, but the Sudan strike
showed how that can backfire. We also have to ask whether
[or not], by attacking Bin Laden ineffectively, we’ve actually
boosted his importance.” To be sure, painstaking police and
intelligence work by U.S. agencies and their foreign allies has
netted Bin Laden operatives all over the world, over the past
year, and may have hurt the terrorist financier a lot more than
the headline-grabbing missile strikes, which did little material
damage but gave Bin Laden just the sort of scary, celebrity
status so craved by terrorists.
[JR: There is a fine line of distinction here: Bin Laden
may be classified as a terrorist by the U.S., but wouldn’t
the Sudanese consider our claimed “mistaken bombing”
somewhat an act of terrorism?]
CASH AND THE “CARRY TAX”
By Declan McCullagh, WIREDNEWS, 10/27/99
WASHINGTON—U.S. currency should include tracking
devices that let the government tax private possession of dollar
bills, a Federal Reserve official says.
The longer you hold currency without depositing it in a
bank account, the less that cash will be worth, according to a
proposal from Marvin Goodfriend [???], a senior VicePresident at the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond.
In other words, greenbacks will get automatic expiration
dates.
“The magnetic strip could visibly record when a bill was
last withdrawn from the banking system. A carry tax could be
deducted from each bill upon deposit, according to how long
the bill was in circulation,” Goodfriend wrote in a recent
presentation to a Federal Reserve System conference in
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Woodstock, Vermont.
The 34-page paper argues a carry tax will discourage
“hoarding” currency, deter black-market and criminal activities
and boost economic stability during deflationary periods, when
interest rates hover near zero.
It says new technology finally makes such a scheme
feasible. “Systems would have to be put in place at banks and
automatic teller machines to read bills, assess the carry tax and
stamp the bills ‘current’,” the report recommends.
Goodfriend said in an interview that banks might place a
kind of visible “date issued” stamp on each note they
distributed. “The thing could actually stamp the date when the
bill comes out of the ATM,” he said.
Congressional critics say they would oppose any such
move.
“The whole idea is preposterous. The notion that we’re
going to tax somebody because they decide to be frugal and
hold a couple of dollars is economic planning at its worst,”
said Representative Ron Paul (R-Texas), a free-market
proponent who serves on the House Banking committee.
“This idea that you can correct some of the evil they’ve
already created with another tax is just ridiculous,” Paul said.
Other economists say a carry tax is not a wise plan.
“This is going beyond taxing banks for holding reserves.
It’s taxing the public for holding currency too long. That’s
even more wild an idea,” says George Selgin, a University of
Georgia economics professor who specializes in monetary
policy.
[JR: If the Federal Reserve is filled with guys with
goofy ideas like ole Marvin here, no wonder our
currency looks like monopoly money.]

“If a cult sells its property and personal effects, and
purchases guns and explosives, we need to be more concerned
about what that cult will do on January 1,” Gallagher said.
Computer problems brought on by Y2K glitches could be
a triggering event for some groups, the FBI believes. While
most people understand that power outages or other problems
resulting from Y2K problems can be explained rationally, the
report notes that some radical groups or individual extremists
may view these events either as signs that the end of the world
is near or as part of a larger conspiracy that they must violently
oppose, the report says.
“The threat posed by extremists as a result of perceived
events associated with the Year 2000 (Y2K) is very real,” the
FBI report says. “The volatile mix of apocalyptic religious and
[New World Order] conspiracy theories may produce violent
acts aimed at precipitating the end of the world, as prophesied
in the Bible.”
The report is the result of a nine-month intelligencegathering effort called “Project Megiddo” by the bureau’s
domestic-terrorism unit, which also relied on information
gathered by agents in FBI field offices.* The effort is intended
to serve as a “strategic assessment” of the potential for
domestic terrorism linked directly to the coming millennium,
rather than a general assessment of the terrorist environment.
The agents have discovered that, in preparation for the
new millennium, certain individuals tied to these groups have
been acquiring weapons, storing food and clothing, raising
funds, procuring safe houses, preparing compounds, surveying
potential targets and recruiting converts to their cause.
In its report, the FBI describes several groups that it says
have some members that pose a violent threat. “Christian
Identity” followers, comprising loosely-knit groups throughout
the country, are “ardently opposed to race mixing” and believe
that the “White Aryan race is God’s chosen race”. Christian
Identity provides the “unifying theology” for a number of
“right-wing” groups that pose a threat, the report says.
“Odinists” also adhere to a White-supremacist ideology and
can be dangerous because many members believe in becoming
“martyrs for the cause”, the report says.
Fringe-members of the Aryan Nations White-supremacist
group may pose a threat because extremist members will not
necessarily adhere to their leader Richard Butler’s public
renunciation of violence, according to the FBI. In addition,
radical U.S. members of a group called the “Black Hebrew
Israelites”, who are proponents of “an extreme form of black
supremacy”, also pose a threat.
“Current intelligence from a variety of sources indicates
that extreme factions of [Black Hebrew Israelites] groups are
preparing for a race war to close the millennium,” the FBI
report says.
While most of the report focuses on domestic threats, an
entire portion is devoted to Jerusalem, where the FBI says an
influx of tourists making pilgrimages and millennial cults will
add to the danger. The study also says violence in Jerusalem,
a holy city for Christians, Jews and Muslims, could lead to
problems in the United States and around the world. The FBI
report—“Project Megiddo”—is named after a hill in northern
Israel that has been the site of many battles. The Hebrew
word “Armageddon” means “Hill of Megiddo”, the study says.
“Israeli officials are extremely concerned that the Temple
Mount, an area already seething with tension and distrust
among Muslims and Jews, will be the stage for violent
encounters between religious zealots,” the study says.
“Additionally, several religious cults have already made
inroads into Israel, apparently in preparation for what they
believe to be the end-times.”
The FBI report said potential targets of domestic violence
include military facilities; United Nations buildings and
personnel; institutions associated with the African-American
and Jewish communities and other racial and religious

FBI WARNS OF MILLENNIAL-VIOLENCE RISK
POLICE VIGILANCE URGED
AS NEW YEAR APPROACHES
By D. A. Vise and L. Adams, Washington Post, 10/31/99
The FBI is warning police chiefs across the country that
it has discovered evidence of religious extremists, racists, cults
and other groups preparing for violence as New Year’s Eve
approaches and is urging law-enforcement agencies to view the
dawn of the next millennium as a catalyst for criminal
activities.
The FBI says those most likely to perpetrate violence are
motivated either by religious beliefs relating to the Apocalypse,
or are New World Order conspiracists convinced that the
United Nations has a secret plan to conquer the world.
In a 34-page report prepared by the bureau’s domesticterrorism unit, the FBI says some members of militias and
racist groups, including one called “Christian Identity” and
another called “Odinism”, are acquiring weapons and
surveying targets in anticipation of the millennium.
FBI officials plan to brief law-enforcement officials about
the millennial threat at a closed-door meeting of the
International Association of Chiefs of Police in North Carolina
on Tuesday.
The report, a copy of which was obtained by The
Washington Post, says that local law-enforcement officials
need to monitor radical groups for behavior such as stockpiling
weapons and food, that may indicate they are preparing for
violence.
Neil Gallagher, head of the FBI’s national-security
division, said in an interview that the bureau is not predicting
that terrorism or violence will occur on or around Jan. 1.
Instead, he said the report is aimed at making local lawenforcement officials “more sensitive” to the heightened
security risks posed by the year 2000. He also said the public
needs to be “aware but not scared” of such threats. The report
says the risks will increase as Jan. 1 approaches.
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minorities; gay men and lesbians; and foreign military units
residing on U.S. bases.
“Armed with the urgency of the millennium as a
motivating factor, new clandestine groups may conceivably
form to engage in violence toward the U.S. government or its
citizens,” the FBI report warns.
The FBI’s Gallagher, who declined to release a copy of
the report, said the bureau is in the process of distributing the
study to police chiefs and is considering making public a
redacted version on its web-site.
Gallagher said it is extremely difficult to make accurate
predictions about terrorism. “Acts of violence in
commemoration of the millennium are just as likely to occur
as not,” the FBI report says.
While much of the focus related to the millennium has
been linked to the prospect of computer failures, Gallagher
intends to advise the police chiefs this week that it is important
to prepare now for the unusually wide range of interpretations
people may bring to random events occurring on or near Jan.
1, 2000, and the role that the Internet may play in spreading
information—or misinformation—rapidly.
“The name ‘Megiddo’,” the FBI report begins, “is an apt
title for a project that analyzes those who believe the year 2000
will usher in the end of the world and who are willing to
perpetrate acts of violence to bring that end about.”
[JR: The London Telegraph was first to expose this
“secret report” on 10/24/99: “British police officers to
receive a secret FBI briefing on the threat of Millennium
violence from hate organisations and fringe political
groups, amid rising anxiety over possible extremism linked
with the year 2000.” This resulted in the spread of this
“secret” information over the Internet. The U.S. media
were thus forced to report on their previously-kept secret.
*
For those who are still unaware—the major FBI
domestic-terrorism unit is comprised of the ADL and its
affiliate, the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), who
write these reports. It is NOW politically correct to be
ANTI-CHRISTIAN, but a crime to say anything “ANTISEMITIC”!]
IS THE GOVERNMENT
WATCHING YOUR COMPUTER?
By David Noack, APBnews, 10/27/99
New York—Be careful what you type on your
computer—someone may be watching, and it just might be the
government.
The release of two documents from the National Security
Agency (NSA) shows that the government has long had the
ability, going back at least a decade, if not more, to
clandestinely eavesdrop on what people type [or view] on their
computer.
The findings were revealed when the NSA recently
released sanitized versions of the documents to John Young,
a New York City architect and cyber-activist, who filed a
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request May 14, 1998.
In all, Young asked for a total of 22 various publications
and papers dealing with TEMPEST, a code name for
electronic listening devices that can read and record the
electromagnetic signals that come from computers.
TEMPEST, which stands for Transient Electromagnetic
Pulse Emanation Standard, is a technology that allows for this
kind of electronic eavesdropping.
“Compromising emanations”
Young received a 172-page document, in which about
half was redacted, called Compromising Emanations
Laboratory Test Requirements Electromagnetic. The other
document, which was 12 pages long, is called NSA/CSS
Technical Security Program, and only a few sections have
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been hidden from public view.
The NSA released the documents Oct. 7. However, in a
letter to Young from the NSA, the agency stated that the rest
of the “publications, manuals and guidelines” related to
TEMPEST were being denied—for national security reasons.
“The documents are classified because their disclosure
could reasonably be expected to cause serious damage to the
national security,” wrote Sally V. Seward, Deputy Director of
Policy at the NSA.
TEMPEST documents posted online
Young has already filed an appeal to get the remainder of
the TEMPEST publications and has posted the FOIA letters,
along with the two documents, on his web-site. He should
know within a couple of weeks if he will get access to the rest
of the documents.
In his appeal, Young argues that release of the TEMPEST
documents is needed to help counterbalance the personalprivacy threats developed for national-security purposes.
An NSA spokeswoman said Young could do whatever he
wants with the documents.
“Mr. Young, having obtained these documents through the
FOIA process, is free to do with them whatever he wishes,”
said the spokeswoman.
Public unaware of spy technique
Up until now, the public has been largely unaware of this
technology. But Young hopes to spark a debate about its use.
For the most part, the military and intelligence
communities, along with a growing industry created to combat
the prying spy technology, have been privy to the capabilities
of the technology.
With the right equipment, the electromagnetic radiation
given off from computers can be intercepted from a remote
location and then redisplayed, in the case of a monitor screen,
or recorded and replayed with a printer or keyboard.
“I first learned about it a couple of years ago...TEMPEST
is a terrific threat to privacy,” Young said. “With standoff
technology, there is no need for physical access to buildings or
equipment, and no law forbids its use...The only limitation is
the technological reach of the snooping equipment, which is
one of the secrets closely guarded.”
Useful for corporate espionage?
He said that while the intelligence community may be
using this technology to spy on foreign governments,
TEMPEST can also be used by companies to spy on the
competition and by domestic law-enforcement agencies to spy
and gather information on citizens.
FBI spokesman David Miller said the agency could not
comment on Young’s allegations of domestic surveillance
using TEMPEST technology.
Defenses developed
Computer-security consultant Joel McNamara, who runs
a web-site dedicated to public information about TEMPEST,
said that both foreign governments and the United States are
using this technology to electronically eavesdrop, and a large
industry has been created to thwart the snooping devices.
“Emanation interception is not something anyone can do.
You’re talking about relatively expensive and sophisticated
equipment, as well as a fair amount of training. Someone
engaging in an intercept is going to be well-funded and not
able to get information from conventional surveillance
techniques. The threat to the average person is very minimal,”
said McNamara.
He said personal privacy plays a small role in using this
technology. The real goals, he said, are political and
economic-espionage issues. McNamara said that since
computer monitors, hard drives and modems all give off
electromagnetic radiation, the right equipment could
reconstruct the data from these devices.
McNamara said that displays on computer monitors have
been spied on [from] nearly a mile away. He said that spying

from a satellite is impractical because there would be too much
electromagnetic interference.
[JR: Mr. McNamara seems to disclaim that the
TEMPEST program would be used on civilians. If so,
then why is NSA releasing sanitized information only
through FOIA, claiming “national security”
considerations?]
U.S. ANNOUNCES $U.S. 4 BILLION ARMS DEALS
NineMSM News, 10/30/99
AAP—The Pentagon today announced arms deals with
Israel, Egypt, South Korea and Norway worth more than $US
4 billion ($A 6.12 billion).
In a deal valued at $US 508 million ($A777.71 million),
Israel will buy 24 AH-64 Apache attack helicopters converted
to the latest model, called the Apache Longbow, equipped with
more sophisticated targeting and radar systems.
The sale, subject to congressional review, includes 480
Hellfire II laser-guided missiles.
In a statement, the Pentagon said the proposed sale would
give Israel a better capability to attack armoured vehicles,
“provide for the defence of vital installations” and provide
better close air-support for its ground forces.
It said the deal would not affect the region’s basic military
balance.
Israel also is proposing to buy 518 heavy trucks for $US
117 million ($A 179.12 million). The 10-ton trucks will be
used to carry artillery ammunition.
The deal with Egypt is for two Gulfstream IV-SP aircraft,
valued at $US 180 million ($A 275.57 million), to be used to
transport national leaders.
Egypt also is requesting to buy 239 Humvee utility
vehicles for $US 30 million ($A 45.93 million) to replace
Jeeps and to outfit with TOW anti-tank weapon systems.
Norway, a NATO ally of the United States, will pay $US
2.6 billion ($A 3.98 billion) for 30 F-16 fighters.
South Korea is buying 20 F-16s, minus the engines, for
$US 379 million ($A 580.22 million). It has not decided
whether to buy Pratt and Whitney F-100-PW-200 or General
Electric F-110-GE-129 engines to power the planes.
South Korea also will buy 29 multiple-launch rocket
systems, which are long-range artillery, plus associated
equipment for $US 498 million ($A 762.4 million). The
weapons are needed to counter North Korean long-range
artillery and rocket systems, the Pentagon said in justifying the
deal.
[JR: I’m sure Israel won’t pay a nickel for her hardware,
and it’s interesting Norway is buying arms. So much for
the “world peace” rhetoric. It’s the profits—stupid.]
GOVERNMENT TRYING TO MARKET
“TERMINATOR” SEEDS
By Philip Brasher, NEWS WIRE, 10/30/99
Washington (AP)—Missouri farmer Bill Christison cuts
$20,000 off the annual cost of growing soybeans by saving
seed from one year’s crop to plant the following spring.
So he does not like the idea that seed companies could
stop him from doing that by genetically engineering seeds to
block reproduction. Worse, to Christison, the federal
government invented a “terminator” process for rendering
seeds sterile and now actively is trying to get it to market…
…Agriculture Department researchers say the terminator
process is misunderstood and has applications that could
benefit farmers all over the world. The same technique that
renders seeds sterile by turning certain genetic traits on and off
also could be used to make plants resistant to drought or pests,
for example.
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But opponents of genetic engineering in the United States,
and especially in Europe, have made the terminator issue a
symbol of what they see as the evils of biotechnology. To
them, it is immoral for the U.S. government to promote and
profit from such an invention, even if private companies are
developing terminator processes of their own.
The department developed the terminator technology
at a laboratory in Texas and secured a joint patent last
year with Scott, Miss.-based Delta & Pine Land Co., the
world’s largest cotton-seed company, which co-sponsored
the research.
The process is officially known as the “technologyprotection system”. The terminator nickname is a reference to
the on-screen robotic killer, played by Arnold Schwarzenegger.
The Monsanto Co., seeking Justice Department approval
to acquire Delta & Pine Land, recently announced it would not
use terminator technology.
But the government is continuing research and is close to
finishing negotiations on a marketing license with Delta &
Pine Land for commercializing the technology, Agriculture
Department officials say.
If Monsanto refuses to use the technology, the department
would have the right to find another company that would…
…The department has no plans to relinquish the patent,
he said.
“As co-holders of the patent, we are in the room and in
discussions with D&PL about whether, or if or how there
would be any commercialization. We think it’s important that
we be there to represent the public interest,” Solomon said.
One critic of genetic engineering, Hope Shand, research
director of Rural Advancement Foundation International, said:
“The specter of genetic seed-sterilization is particularly
alarming, given the rapid rate of consolidation of the global
seed industry. Seed is the first link in the food chain.
Whoever controls the seed has a stranglehold on the food
supply.”
The department’s terminator research “is a misallocation
of precious...research dollars and will benefit only a handful of
big corporations,” said Adam Goldberg, a spokesman for
Consumers Union.
In developing countries, it is common for farmers to save
seed from year to year. Christison, who is president of the
National Family Farm Coalition, estimates that 25 percent of
U.S. producers do it.
Genetically-engineered crops, which are making up an
increasing share of U.S. production, cannot be reproduced
legally. Farmers also buy new seeds each year for corn and
hybrid versions of other crops, because they lose their special
characteristics after the first generation.
In the United States, an estimated 57 percent of the
soybeans, 38 percent of the cotton and 30 percent of the corn
planted this year was genetically engineered, either to resist
pests or herbicides.
The USDA believes seed companies must be allowed to
protect investments in new varieties of seeds, if they are to
continue developing crops that are hardier, more nutritious and
require fewer applications of pesticides.
Moreover, the terminator process is still several years
away from being commercially available, said Sandy Miller
Hayes, a spokeswoman for department’s Agricultural Research
Service…
…It would be used only in crops that do not crosspollinate, such as cotton, soybeans and wheat, she said. In
cross-pollinating plants like corn, fields of non-terminator
varieties could be made sterile.
[JR: Similar articles have appeared in CONTACT
before but it is still an issue. The “terminator” seed will
make farming more costly and give control to chemical
conglomerates. The DOA needs another avalanche of
letters against any approval.]
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

1999 Order Form

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANA
AQUAGAIA

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16 oz.
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
32 oz.
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
8 oz.
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
3.25 lb

LIQUID

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

GAIALYTE
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.

$ 18.00
$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00
$ 18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”

$260.00

NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$1100.00

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and

$

50-LB BAG

$ 50.00
No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

money orders payable to:

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

8.00

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix
Source Distributors are NOT
the same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

CONTACT:
is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-8005565. Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

U.S.

CAN/ FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES
MEX
$40

$45

$60

$40
$80

10
25
50 100 COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
13 ISSUES $95 $125 $160 $275

$80

$90

26 ISSUES $190

52 ISSUES $110

$150

$150

$170 52 ISSUES $380 $500

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES

w/ENVELOPE

$250

$320

$550

$640 $1,100

BACK ISSUE RATES
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
661-822-0202

T H E P H O E N I X E D U C AT O R

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

As an adjunct to CONTACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
as informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are
any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings and save
toll charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the Hotline does
not answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

